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Dedication
The Tri-Centenary of Sri Guru Gobind Singh Jit Maharaj is a historic event not
only for those who subscribe tofhis teachings but for all those who believe in Freedom,
equality and the dignity of mankind. What the Great? Guru taught 300 years ago is
relevant even today to a much greater degree. In the world torn with strife, the teachings
of Guru Gobind Singh Ji, who was born in this ancient City of Patna, could contribute to
sanity and bring peace and prosperity to suffering humanity.
To us, Indians, inheritors of a great past, Guru Gobind Singh Ji! symbolises! the
essence of our age-old culture and philosophy. He gave a new dimension to the life of the
suffering people of this land and worked for the unification and integration of its people.
The citizens of Bihar, particularly Patna | can| feel a [legitimate pride in the fcelebrations
organised in connection withithe Tri-Centenary of Sri Guru.f Gobind Singh Ji Maharaj.
It would not be out of place to mention here Ithat this is the first time when the Centenary
of the Great Guru is being celebrated. Owing to well known historical factors, the people
of India were deprived of the opportunity of celebrating the first and the second centenaries
of thellOth and the last Guru. The Tri-Centenary Celebrations, I am sure, would bring
together Sikhs living in diffrent parts of the world with others and help in the correct
appreciation of the teachings of Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji jMaharaj. The overwhelming
and magnanimous response has evoked from all parts of the country and even? outside,
offers of help and co-operation which are pouring in from all sides.
This souvenir will convey an idea of the scalel on |which celebrations have been
organised and the enormous efforts that have gone into it. I am grateful to the contributors
of the Souvenir for their scholarly articles which they sentlat short notice. f Without their
co-operation it-would not have been possible to bring out this volume. I must also thank
the Government of Bihar for their help and assistance in organising the various functions
planned for the Centenary. IMy special thanks^ are due to the members of the Gurdwara
Parbandhak Committee and Jthe Celebration Committee who rendered valuable services,
without which it would not have been possible to achieve so much. I may addfthat the
prayers and goodwishes of all the devout and faithfuljhave contributed to the success of
our programmes. We all are but agents of the Great God Almighty whose Will is supreme.
Whatever efforts we may put in, without his decree nothing can fhappen in this? world.
May his blessings be with us all.

Gian Singh
President

J

We thank you all
Three hundred years ago, this day, Shri Guru Gobind Singh, the moulder of saintsoldiers, the saviour of the down-trodden, and a great national hero was born in the ancient
town of Patna. In his own words, "For this purpose have I come into the world to uphold
and spread righteousness in every place, and to seize and destroy the doers of sin and evil.
Understand, Ye holy men. full well in your minds that I took birth in this age so that
riehteousness may flourish and virtuous be saved and tyranny uprooted and destroyed'*.
The Guru's life mission was the divesting of vested interests in all spheres of human
activity. For achieving his mission, he equipped himself with scholarship in Sanskrit,
Hindi and Persian and received intensive training in mainly games and skills.
His father laid down his life at Delhi in 1675 after which Gcbind Rai a mere boy
of nine years of age succeeded to the Pontificate. He succeeded in revitalising his people
and fashioned heroic warriors and martyrs out of them. He baptised them with the baptism
of the sword and armed them with the sword which they had dreaded so much in the past.
By faith, vision and courage he brought into being the 'Khalsa' in 1699.
Guru Gobind Singh was a reformer of tremendous self composure, a saint of infinite
patience and at the same time a revolutionary of crusading zeal, an extraordinary linguist
and a fearless warrior; great as he was, his supreme contribution to the history of India is
that he stood for strengthening of ties of human brotherhood and promoted the cause of
genuine democracy, which cut across all artificial barriers, and oppression and tyranny and
develops social conscience of the world.
Let this day, the birthday of the great Guru, the greatest and the wisest Leader of his
time, be an occasion for the forging of fresh bonds of unity, friendship, understanding and
oneness amongst all castes and creeds of India. Let us endeavour to imbibe the true
discipline underlying the teachings of the soldier-saint. His was the message of complete
subjugation of self, single-minded devotion to duty and boundless faith. We can pay no
greater homage to him than emulate the noble examples set by him. His transcendental
love rose far above the narrow confines of his own community or country; it knew no
barriers of time or space. He was for all times and for all people.
On this historic and momentous occasion, we are overwhelmed with the help,
co-operation and encouragement, we have received from high dignitories, legislators,
members of Parliament, officials of the Government of Bihar. Press reporters, printers,
publishers, officials of the railways, postal, transport and P.W.D. departments and we
thank them all.
Our thanks are also due to the 'Kavis\ Speakers and Kirtanijathas' who participated
in the various programmes during the celebrations.
We also thank the selfless, dedicated, unattached, but purposeful 'Nirmalas,
Whangs' and saints for the valuable work they have done for making the celebration of
Gurpurab a success. Thanks are also due to the members of the Committee for the
celebration of the 300th birthday anniversary of Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji Maharaj.
All Sikh Associations the world over, and all individuals who made gifts, donations,
offerings of cash and kind and placed urgently needed accommodation at the disposal of
the committee, deserve our special thanks.
At the end, we request one and all to ignore and forgive our short comings which
are many.
Thank you, one and all.

J.S. Grewal
General Secretary

Editorial Note
April 15,1963 was the four hundredth birth anniversary of Guru Arjan Dev Ji.
Ungrateful nation did not care to celebrate it and as such the day passed away uncelebrated.
I apprehended, it may not repeat in the case of Guru Gobind Singh, whose Tri-Centenary
falls on 18th January, 1967. I expressed my concern to Sardar Gurdial Singh, Manager
Takht Harimandir Ji, Patna Sahib, and to S. Arjun Singh who happened to be the General
Secretary of Parbandhak Committee, Takht Harimandir Sahib. Both happily agreed with
me and as a result a call was issued to the nation to celebrate the coming day on a very big
scale. The Parbandhak Committee under the presidentship of Sardar Gian Singh adopted,
a formal resolution to celebrate the day and the ball was thus set rolling. Plans were
invited and a composite scheme was published by the committee to give impetus to it and
give practical shape to the idea. Tri-Centenary Birth Celebrations Committee was appointed. Persons of all shades of opinion were included in it.
In 1965, when the border of India was threatened, earlier at Kutch, then in Kashmir,
Punjab Government realised the necessity and beseached the spirit of Guru Gobind Singh.
Thereafter, Chief Minister of Punjab convened a meeting at Patiala. Guru Gobind Singh
Foundation was born under the chairmanship of Maharaja of Patiala. When Sardar Ujjal
Singh took charge of the Governorship of Punjab, the Foundation received encouragement
from all sides. All the schemes were adopted and publication Committee of the Foundation
took upon itself to produce 42 books covering almost all the aspect of Guru Gobind Singh's
life. The Tri-Centenary Birth Celebration Committee confined itself to produce souvenircum-commemoration volume, a pictorial diary, another diary of thoughts of Guru Gobind
Singh and biography in Hindi by a renowned Sikh scholar Professor Sahib Singh. So I am
today very happy that the Commemoration-cum-volume is in print form, and it is in the
hands of readers and devotees.
My thanks are due to the Tri-Centenary Birth Celebration Committee, its President,
Sardar Gian Singh Ji, General Secretary Sardar Jagjit Singh Ji Grewal, Sardar Ram Singh,
General Secretary Parbandok Committeee Takht Harmandarji, and all others who have
helped me to make the venture a success. After the sad demise of my elder brother, Sardar
Darshan Singh Ji, I could not devote my time to read the final proof and if some errors have
crept in, I offer my apologies. I must thank all the scholars, writers, and historians who
have contributed in this volume at our request.
I am grateful to the President of India, Dr. Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan, Vice President
of India, Dr. Zakir Husain, Prime Minister of India Shrimati Indira Gandhi, and all the
Governors who have enhanced its value by sending messages and tributes. Shri V.P. Seth of
Asia Press, was very kind to print this in record time.
Sardar Shamsher Singh also took pains to read the proofs.
I only pray that Guru Gobind Singh may bless us and show the righteous path for
which he was destined by Almighty.

Kanpur
January 18,1967

Satbir Singh (Professor)
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RASHTRAPATI BHAVAN
N E W DELHI-4

November 10, 1966.

The celebration of the 300th anniversary of the birth
of Guru Gobind Sirghlis an occasion for special rejoicing
for us allf. Founder of the Khalsa, Guru Gobind Singh
preached truthfulness, sincerity and humility and fought
against religious fanaticism, caste distinctionsland
superstitious beliefs. He awakened his followers to a new
life in which he exhorted themftofuphold the right and I
condemn?evil,|and|his whole*life was spent in the practice
of these precepts. Today, more than ever, we|have need of
his example,!that it|is not enough to renderilip service
to highlprinciples, we mustfhave the faith and the courage
to regulate ourflives, and our treatment of our fellow men,
by them.
(Sd.) S. Eadhakrishnan

r

VICE-PRESIDENT

INDIA
New Delhi

18th October, 1966.

Thank you for your letter of the 2nd October. I send
my best wishes for the success of the 300th Birth
Anniversary celebrations of Guiu Gobir.d Singh.
(Sd.) Zakir Husain

PRIME MINISTER'S
SECRETARIAT
New Delhi-11
H3*U *qa

October 8, 1966

The Prime Minister has asked me to thank you for
your letter and to convey to you her best wishes for the
success of the commemoration volume you are bringing out
for the tercentenary celebrations of Guru Gobind Singh
in January, 1967.
Deputy Information Adviser
to the Prime Minister

H O M E MINISTER
INDIA
N E W DELHI

December 28, 1966
I am glad to know that it is proposed to celebrate the Third
Birth Cer.tenary of Sri Guru Gobind Singhji at Patna in an
appropriate manner.
I send my good wishes for the success of the celebrations.
Sd/- Y.B. Chavan

BIHAR GOVERNOR'S GAMP
November 10, 1966.

Shri Guru Gobind Singhji was the real founder of Sikhism.
Though Sri Guru Nanak Maharaj started the sect and the other Gurus
gave impetus to it, it was left to Guru Gobind Singhji to make it a
separate religion and to give a form which is unique. Shri Guru
Gobind Singh was a saint, a soldier and a statesman. His life was
one of dedication to the cause of dharma and all the members of his
family suffered for the same cause without exception and sacrificed
their lives. In the Punjab where the impact of Islam was great at
the outset every family dedicated one or two of their children to
safeguard the Hindu dharma against aggression and obliteration.
Guru Nanak taught that idolatry which was condemned in Islam was
not a necessary part of Hinduism and the Guru Granth Saheb is to the
Sikhs what the Koran and the Bible are to Islam and Christianity.
It is a collection of inspired teachings. Sikhism does not
recognise the differences of caste and lays emphasis on jap. Till
Guru Gobindji came on the scene the Sikhs did not form a separate
community with any distinctive features and it was Shri Guru
Gobind ji that prescribed the five Kakars to enable one to find who
is a real Sikh. That was necessitated by the assasination of his
father and the hesitation of the people even to get his head and
body to avoid the wrath of the Moghul Emperor. Ever since it has
continued to be a separate sect, if not a religion. The Sikhs are
a separate community but in the Punjab in the same family there are
both Sikhs and non-Sikhs. But unfortunately today some kind of
fanaticism is creeping into the minds of both the communities.
It does not augur well for the future of our land. It was never
intended that Sikhism should form a separate religion or that the
Sikhs should be separate from the rest of the Hindu community.
They were intended to guard the ancient Hindu dharma as there was
no longer the class of Kshatriyas and each household prepared a
Kshatriya for this cause.
Shri Guru Govind Singh Maharaj was born in Patna three
hundred years ago. He does not belong to any one community or
State though he might have given a special setting to Sikhism. He
along with the other Sikh Gurus starting from Shri Guru Nanakji are
the Gurus for the whole India and of whom every Hindu must be as
proud as a born Sikh. The Third Centenary must be celebrated as a
national festival and not as a festival only for the Sikh community.
The best form of celebrating this festival is to follow Shri Guru
Gobindji in his undaunted courage to stand against aggression, to

maintain one's faith and to serve the country with any amount of
sacrifice. He revolutionised Sikhism. He abolished the hereditary
guru3hip and made the community or Khalsa as the Guru. He
democratised the institution. The formality prescribed by him for
becoming a Sikh is a simple one. I hope that the Third Centenary
of the birth of the Guru Maharaj will be celebrated all over India
by all the communities as an all India festival. He was the
embodiment of courage, sacrifice, wisdom and statesmanship all of
which qualities are equally necessary to the youngmen of today.
There are still aggressors both in the north and the west and east
and unfortunately inside the country itself there are persons
intent upon creating chaos on some pretext or other. They are
seducing the students, the workers, doctors and nurses and all
sections of the community and are setting them up against the
orderly Government. It is duty of all persons to restore normalcy
internally and help in fighting this menace as much as they should
to ward off the attacks of Cnina and Pakistan. The Punjabi Suba
has been granted. There is no further difficulty in getting Punjabi
as one of the national languages but the claim for a separate State
on the ground of religion is not desirable and to try to copy
Pakistan in this regard is dangerous to both the unity and safety
of India.
On the occasion of the Third Centenary I appeal to all Sikhs to
take a firm resolve to maintain the integrity of the country and
to stand by its safety and security which they have all along done
instinctively with courage and a spirit of self-sacrifice. May
Shri Guru Gobind Maharaj's life continue to inspire millions of
our countrymen, impel them to right action and stand by dharma and
security of this great land.
I wish the celebrations every success.
(Sd.) M. Ananthasayanam Ayyangar
Governor of Bihar

RAJ BHAVAN
MADRAS GOVERNOR'S CAMP P.O.
6th October, 1966
I am delighted to learn that in connection with the
celebration of the Tricentenary of the Birthday of Guru Gobind
Singh in January 1967, a souvenir-cum-commemoration volume i3
proposed to be brought out by the Celebration Committee, Takht
hanmandir Ji, Patna Saheb.
It was in Patna that Guru Gobind Singh, the Tenth Guru of the
Sikhs, was born in 1666. He lived only for a short span of 42 years
but this period was fully crowded with remarkable events which
influenced greatly the Indian Society. Inspired by the work of his
predecessors in the line, Guru Gobina Singh created a bana of saint •
soldiers willing to lay down their lives for the protection of
Dharma and for the freedom of the individual. Great were the
qualities of Guru Gobind Singh who had to fight the political
tyranny and religious intolerance of those times. He was a great
organiser, warrior, scholar, poet, mystic, benefactor of mankind
and an emancipator. Toleration and respect for all religions was
the key-note of the Guru's teachings which kindled in the hearts of
men the fire of faith and conviction. He brought heme to the minds
of the people that there really existed no difference in places of
worship resorted to by men of different faiths and that it is the
One God who created all.
The crying need of the hour is national unity and the
evolution of a strong, self-respecting and well knit society. I am
sure the Great Guru's teachings will help us in the task of national
reconstruction.
I wish the celebrations at Patna Saheb every success.

Ujjal Singh
Governor of Madras

*

GOVERNOR'S CAMP
Uttar Pradesh, Lucknow.
December 9, 1966.

The name of Guru Gobind Singh will always shine in the pages
of Indian history with letters of gold. His 4-fold ideals were ;
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In other words : to resolve Hindu-Muslim differences and consolidate
their friendship ; to constitute four castes into a single
denomination among Hindus ; to uplift the lower castes higher
constituting all into one ; also to convert the jackal—the coward
into a lion, in this country.
To these 4-fold ideals, the Great Guru dedicated his life.
It was his hope to achieve these objectives through tne
instrumentality of the Akalis—a disciplined band of followers—for
his operational work. Patriotism could hardly reach a mark nigher
than the one envisaged ; nor concern for the helpless, the depressed
and the oppressed could go further or deeper. Guru Gobind Singh
lived and died to achieve and uphold these ideals.
It is unthinkable for a person to love and admire this great
Guru, and in the same breath, talk of secession, construing the
Sikhs as a community or a class different from the rest of India.
I consider the 'Akali' as an institution or an instrument for
furtherance and achievement of these objectives—great, good and
glorious. The Guru is thus the symbol of intense patriotism,
devotion, toleration, commumal harmony, peace and prosperity,
combined with courage, conviction and unity of India. It is my
prayer that wisdom may dawn on us to sustain and carry out these
fundamentals which the Guru has taught us to preach and practise
in life.
Biswanath Das
Governor, U.P.
GOVERNOR, JAMMU & KASHMIR
25 September 1966

The 300th birth anniversary of Shri Guru Gobind Singhji is an
occasion for rejoicirg, not only for the brave Sikh community but
for every Indian irrespective of caste, creed or religion. Guru
Gobind Singhji's bravery and courage were legendary, as was his
willingness to sacrifice everything in the struggle against
oppression. Above all, however, his greatness lies in the fact that
he was a true Guru. ••Guru'' means one who dispels darkness, and
the spiritual aspect was always predominant in his life and
teachings.
Like all true teachers, Guru Gobind Singhji made no
distinction among his followers on the grounds of caste or creed.
He preached the glory of the one Lord, whether he be known as Ram
or Rahim or by any other name. He was thus in the tradition of the
great seers of our nation whose teachings have come down to us from
very dawn of our history. In the Rigveda there is a saying 'Ekam
Sad Vipiah Bahudha Vadanti'—Truth is one, the wise call it by many
names. This is the eternal message of India, and in paying our
nonage to the memory of Guru Gobind Singhji we should try and
emulate his example—not only in bravery and patriotism, but in
the supreme task of inner spiritual development which, after all,
is our highest destiny on earth.
Karan Singh
Karan Mahal, Srinagar,
Governor, Jammu & Kashmir

SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNOR
WEST BENGAL
Raj Bhawan, Calcutta.
6th October, 1966.
I am desired to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of
30th September, 1966 and to say that the Governor of West Bengal has
been glad to know that a souvenir in commemDraticn of the
forthcoming 300r,h Birth Anniversary of Guru Gobind Singhji will be
brought out by the Guru Gobind Singh Tri-Centenary Birth
Celebration Committee, T&kht Harimandir Ji, Patna Saheb.
Asstt. Secretary to the Governor,
West Bengal

ANDHRA PRADESH
GOVERNOR'S CAMP
Raj Bhawan, Hyderabad-4
I am glad to know that the 300th birth anniversary of Shri
Guru Gobind Singhji will be celebrated in January 1967 and that a
commemoration-cum-souvenir will be published on the occasion. Guru
Gobind Singh's sacrifices and selfless devotion to the country
have always been an inspiring force not only for the Sikhs but for
the whole country to rise up against foreign domination, social
tyranny and all forms of corruption. I have no doubt the birth
anniversary will be celebrated in a befitting manner and that the
commemoration-cum-souvenir will be an illuminating and useful
publication. I send my good wishes for its success.
Pattom A. Thanu Pillai
Governor, Andhra Pradesh

Raj Bhavan, Bhopal.
15th October 1966.
I am glad to know that on the occasion of the tri-centenary
birth anniversary of Guiu Gobind Singh, the Celebrations Committee
will be publishing a Souvenir bringing out the various aspects of
Guru Gobind Singh's life.
It was Guru Gobind Sirgh, the tenth and the last of the line,
who welded the Sikhs into a well-knit Khalsa by providing the _
necessary emotive base. Thereafter this brotherhood has made its
mark in history ty its valour and patriotism, and after
independence, made invaluable contribution to the protection of
the integrity of India against external threats.
I offer my tribute to the illustrious son of India and wish
all success to the celebrations.
K.C. Eeddy
Governor,
Madhya Pradesh

H O M E MINISTER
INDIA
New Delhi
October 14, 1966
I am glad to know that the Takht Harmandar Ji, propose to
issue a Souvenir on the life of Guru Gobind Singh ji as part of the
celebrations marking the 3C0th birth anniversary of the Guru.
The message of universal brotherhood that Guru Gobind Singh
gave us through his fight against tyranny, repression and religious
intolerance has a meaningful significance even after a lapse
of three hundred years. The three pillars of strength of the
Indian nation, viz. democracy, secularism and social justice will
have to be jealously guarded if the vision of the Guru is to be
realised.
I hope the proposed celebrations would impress the
significance of Guru's teachings on the mind of the younger
generation and export them to a life of disciplined and selfless
effort which the nation demands.
Please accept my good wishes for the success of the
celebrations.

G.L. Nanda

MINISTER OF COMMUNICATIONS
AND PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS
New Delhi

10th December 66
19th Agrahayana 1888 SE
I am glad to know that on the occasion of the 300 Birth
Anniversary of Guru Gobind Singhji the Guru Gobind Singh Tricentenary Birth Celebrations Committee, Takht Harmandar Ji, Patna
Saheb proposes to bring out a souvenir volume covering different
aspects of life of Guru Gobir.d Singhji.
I wish the celebrations and the publication all success.
Satya Narayan Sinha

DEPUTY MINISTER
INFORMATION & BROADCASTING
INDIA
5, Safdarjung Road
New Delhi-3.
June 18, 1965.
I am glad that you are taking steps to celebrate the
3rd Birth Centenary of Sri Guiu Gobind Singhji in Patna. I wish
the celebrations in advance all success.
Guru Gobind Sirgrji has earned for himself a great place
in the history of Ir.dia by his self-lees service and great piety.
By honouring the memory cf a great Guiu like him, we are honouring
ourselves.
C.E. Pattabhi Raman

•

DY. MINISTER FOR PETROLEUM & CHEMICALS
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
NEW DELHI

October 18, 1966
I am glad that Guru Gobind Singh Tri- Centenary Birth
Celebrations Corr.m ttee, Takht Harmsndar Ji, Patna Sehib, is
bring.ng cut a commemoration-cum souvenir volume to mark the 300th
Birth Anniversary in January 1967.
Guru Gobind Singh reaffirmed the unity of God and brotherhood
of man. Tne strife-ridden world of today needs his message of lcve
and understanding among different communities. May his message guide
us in the path of peace and progress.
I wish your effoit every success.
Iqbal Singh

CHIEF MINISTER
Government of Gujarat
Ahmedabad

October 20, 1966.
On the occasion of the 300th Birth Anniversary of Guru Gobind
Singhji, 1 offer my tribute to the memory of the Founder of an
important theological system of this country.
As a founder of the Khalsa Order, the narre of Guru Gobind
Sirghji evokes reverence and sanctity. He preached the noble ideals
of sacrifice, love and peace on the one hand and the martial
traditions for the deffnce of the country on the other.
May the P^nth continue to enrich and invigorate the spiritual
and material realms amongst its followers.
Hitendra Desai

VICE CHANCELLOR
University of Delhi
October 25, 1966.
On the 17th January next the Sikhs, India and gcod men with a
concern for human dignity, freedom and exaltation will be
celebrating the 3C0th birthday anniversary of one of the world's
outstanding spiritual leaders. One feels puny in even paying hom9ge
to the memory of this phenomenal personage, who, starting from the
age of 9 and within a short span of 33 years roused men to righteous
action in the cause of national integration and social freedem,
practised what he preached solely in the light of a spiritual
perception and an uncompromising ethical cede. He laid the
foundation for a class-less socieiy run en truly democratic
principles. His prophetic vision, undimrred by the loss of kith and
kin dreamt a dream which was to beccme a reality some 240 years
after his goirg into Sarraahi. The taming of hereditary spiritual
succession and the prohibition of the persorality cult were two of
his most rotable actiens, which lave a living significance for
our times. His memory will ever shine brightly as a beacon light to
India.
C D . Deshmukh

*

VICE-CHANCELLOR
Muslim University, Aligarh,
*

12 October 1966.
Please accept my best wishes on the occasion of your bringing
out a souvenir volume covering the different aspects of the life of
Guru Gobind Singh.
Ali Yavar Jung

58, Sector 4, Chandigarh.
October 12, 1966.
Thanks for your kind letter. I am glad that the Celebrations
Committee of Talent Harmandar Sahib is bringing out a commermrationcum-souvenir volume to mark the three hundredth birth anniversary of
our Great Guru. I am sure, you will bring out the Volume which
would help in conveying not only to the other communities in India
but to the nations abroad the fundamental greatness of tne teachings
and the life of the Giru. So far there is no good book which can
convey the real spirit that was infused and tne sacrifices made for
the nation by Guru Gobind Singh. I wish the committee all the luck
in this enterprise.
Justice Harbans Singh

60, Bazlullah Road, Tyagarayanagar,
Madras-17.

7th July 1965.
Among those who have maintained undiminished faith in Hari,
the Sikh community of India tak-^s a place in the front rank. And
for this we snould be grateful for ever to great Guru Gobind.
His tnird Birth Centenary will be celebrated all over India and all
over the wjrld wherever the Sikh community have found a home or a
place for work. The celebrations in Guru Gjbind's birth place will
of course be invested WLth special importance. May every Hindu
ever depend witn faitn on Hari and never lose courage.
C. Rajagopalachari
"SEVASHRAMA",
SIGRA
Varanasi-1.
12th October, 1966.
Guru Gobind Singh was among the greatest heroes that our land
has produced in the leng ages of its history, and it is but right
that we should be celeorating his 3C0th Birth Anniversary in a
fitting manner. 1 am happy to learn that the Taknt Harrmnd^r Ji,
Patna Saneb is arranging to "publish a Souvenir on the occasion. I
send my good wisnes for tne success of the functions. May the noble
life of the great Guru inspire U3 to contribute our own bit in the
service of our country and our people.
Sri Prakasa

CHIEF MINISTER
Government of Rajasthan

June, 10th 1966.
I am happy to learn that the 3rd Birthday Centenary of Shri
Guru Gobind Singhji is being celebrated at Patna Sahib. Guru Gobind
Singhji was a great patriot, leader and saint who enthused a spirit
of patriotism, self-respect and sacrifice in the people of this
country By creating the Khalsa he made the people strong and brave
who would not mind any hardship or sacrifice in defending the
freedom of the country and its culture.
At the moment when we are faced with aggression by both China
and Pakistan his teachings and ideals are a source of inspiration
to all of us. Let us resolve not to rest till we have driven out
the aggressors from our sacred soil.
I pay my respectful homage to Sri Guru Gobind Singhji and
wish the celebration all success.
Mohanlal Sukhadia
Chief Minister

FORT ST. GEORGE
MADRAS-9
June 15, 1966.
"When, in these days of tensions, troubles and turmoils, we
seek inspiration and guidance, we instinctively turn to Guru Gobind
Singh, that valiant fighter of tyranny and that dauntless champion
of truth. May he light our path today and for all times' '.
Bhaktavatsalam
Chief Minister, Madras

Guru Gobind Singh was an unique personality amongst the
galaxy of Indian statesmen. He was a patriot of indescribable
courage, inspiration and sacrifice. The Sikh community is today
what the great Guru made it. It was created as a national militia
for the protection of the cultural heredity of India. He was a
national hero who heroically resisted and fought against trie tyranny
and bigotry of the day for the ccmm n zeal of the masses. He had
his followers practically from all the communities in the country.
People found themselves so inspired ani entnused with his message
of spirituality that they were prepared to lay down their lives for
the cause for which he stood. Let us, particularly the young m-n of
our country, emulate his example ani follow his footsteps so that
a strong India of his conception could be built.
C, B. Gupta

RAJ BHAVAN
Bhubaneshwar.
22nd December, 1966
On January 18, 1967, the country will be celebrating the
300th birth anniversary of Guru Gobind Singh, the saint-soldier,
whose snort life was one long continuous fight for national freedom
and social equality. He gave to his countrymen the concept of true
democracy, solidarity and strength as a nation. On this day, a
grbteful nation pays homage of love and admiration for his unique
achievements.
A.N. Khosla
Government of Orissa

SURJIT SINGH MAJITHIA
Member of Parliament
(Lok Sabha)

9-Teen Murti Marg
New Delhi-1

Shri Guru Gobind Singh Ji appeared at the time, when India was
groaning under the pressure of Aurangzeb's rule, who was converting
Hindus to Islam, not with love, but by the force of sword. He was
barely ten years old, when His father, Guru Shri Tegh Bahadur Ji went
to Delhi and gave the supreme sacrifice, rather than compromise with
his principles or religion. This was in the tradition and teachings
of his grand father, Shri Guru Arjan Dev Ji of sticking to the
principles of non-violence.
The tenth Guru made a slight change to the principle of nonviolence when He enunciated in His Zafarnama ''When all other
methods fail, it is Dharma to take to the sword' '. This He did and
to that end, He fought against heavy odds with a singleness of
purpose and gallantry, wnich is unsurpassed in the annals of history
of the world. He faced a full army with a bare forty soldiers.
Shri Guru Gobind Singh Ji was the first to give us a new Ideal
and the Khalsa. was made supreme to any individual even to Himself.
He bowed to the wishes of the five elected ones. Thus sacrifice and
service to them for the cause of Truth were two watch-words of the
Sikhs of Guru Gobind Singh Ji. It was the Sikhs of Guru Gobind Singh
Ji, who effectively stopped the invasions of Ahmed Shah Abdali and
thus the sufferings of millions came to an end.
When Bahadur Shah asked for his blessings and help, the same were
given freely although Guru Ji lost His father and four sons to the
tyranny of Aurangzeb—His father and two sons in the batxle against
the Imperial force-s and the other two younger ones buried alive at
Sirhind by the Governor of that place, appointed by Delhi. Tnus this
act truly showed forgiveness, for the sword was raised against
misurule and not against Islam or Mughal rule.
That Shri Guru Gobind Singh Ji was secular in outlook can be
proved by the fact that Muslims and Hindus fought along with the
Sikhs shoulder to shoulder at Sadhaura, against the Mughal army. It
was here that Pir Budhu Shah and his followers died fighting for
the Great Guru.
Thus we can say that Guru Gobind Singh ji was the founder of
an ideal secular, socialistic democracy which has now been accepted
as the basic principle of our great constitution.
Surjit Singh Majithia

BHARATIYA

JANA

SANGH
AJ M E R I G A T E
DELHI
24-10-66

I am glad to know that you are bringing out a souvenir on the
occasion of the Third Centenary Birth Celebrations of Shri Guru
Gobind Singhj i.
Guru Gobind Singhji was harbinger of the nationalist upsurge
which marked the end of foreign Maghul Rule in North Western India.
He combined in himself the qualities of Arjun and Yogiraj Krishan.
It was this ideal combination of saint and soldier, which enabled
him to instill a new spirit and hope in the downtrodden Hindu
masses of Punjab and transform them into the great Khalsa which he
created for the defence of the HinduJom. His life and teachings
are a beacon light for the people of our country. Every thing done
to popularise his life and teachings, therefore, is a service to
Indian nationalism and Indian cultural and national resurgence.
I therefore, associate myself with the celebrations and wish you
every success in your efforts.
Balraj Madhok
President
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151 South Avenue
New Delhi
October 17, 1966
I am glad that you are bringing a Souvenir covering the
different aspects of great Guru Gobind Singh Ji's life work.
Guru Gobind Singh appeared on the scene in the history of
India when tne then system of Government had crushed the people
by its oppressive laws. Guru Gobind Singh who stood for
righteousness and justice took up the cause of the down-trodden.
From the very start the Sikh Gurus had infused a life of
sacrifice amongst the Punjab people by their continuous sacrifices.
Even in his childhood Guru Gobind Singh had requested his father to
sacrifice his life for the sake of the Kashmiri Brahmins when they
were in distress. Then he himself took up the unfulfilled mission
of Guru Tegh Bahadur, his father, for protecting the afflicted,
down-trodden Indian masses from the oppressive laws of the then
administrators. For this purpose, he did not mind even sacrificing
all his four sons.
When he saw that simple non-violent sacrifices did not serve
the purpose he prepared people for taking up arms against the
oppressive system of Government then prevailing. For this purpose
he created his 5 Piaras and, thereafter a regular Sikh Militia who
fought several battles to uproot the oppressive system. Ultimately,
he proclaimed:
The sparrows will fight the hawks
Only then I will justify my name of Gobind Singh
By this one act of his he did a wonder of creating even
from amongst the down-trodden people the best warriors of India,
who shook the foundations of the then prevailing oppressive
Government.
He was a lover of languages. He had mastered Persian, Sanskrit
and Punjabi. The great works that he has left, behind, throw
goodlight on his erudition of all these languages. He had
no prejudices for any language. He was a lover of knowledge
and for this purpose he didn't mind reading or mastering any
language. The impression that he and his life has left on the
Indian people will guide the nation for all times to come.
Hem Raj
M.P.
DIWAN CHAND SHARMA
19, Windsor Place
New Delhi-1.

Dated, the 19th of December, 1966.
Nothing can make me more happy than this for I look upon the
Great Guru as one of the greatest devotees of God from whose works
have derived the utmost inspiration. I may tell you that whenever
I feel depressed or frustrated, I think of him and of his glorious
lifeand these spiritual sulstrance and enable me to battle against
difficulties which are not only personal but also national. 1 bow
my head in reverence and humility before the exalted Guru.
With best wishes.
D.C. Sharma

GOVERNOR OF MYSORE

RAJ BHAVAN
BANGALORE

December 26, 1966.
I am glad you are celebrating the 3rd Birth Centenary
Celebrations of Shri Guru Gobind Singh. He was indeed a great
religious reformer whose advice and teachings inspired all
communities. I do hope this occasion will be utilised for fostering
the integration of people belonging to different religions.
(Sd.) V.V. Giri

CHIEF MINISTER
Government of West Bengal
CALCUTTA

December 23, 1966.
Guru Gobind Singhji's 300th birth anniversary is an occasion
for special celebration in India. This Messenger of God brought
to the people of India and, in fact the whole of Eastern Asia, a
new religious discipline and a new message of service and
sacrifice. Meseengers of God are continuing process. He reveals
himself whenever the burden of sins increases, and when a new
revolution in human thoughts is called for. His largest contribution
was that he related the message of spirituality to the life of the
people and the forces of history, and gave a new orientation to the
relationship between the master and the disciple, that is between
the Guru and the seeker after the truth, a new relationship
between the metaphysical and material thoughts and action. He
ushered in a new ideological era, to meet the persistently changing
community values as a result of changing circumstances, and thereby
answered the problems of human personality in its environment on
earth.
Never before was the world in need of strengthening the
common bonds of friendship and goodwill between man and man as it
is today. This is the time therefore to re-educate the human mind
through the message that Guru Gobind Singhji and other saints and
sages brought to mankind.
(Sd.) Prafulla Chandra Sen
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TAKHT SRI HARIMANDIR SAHIB
PATNA CITY
Birth place of Guru Gobind Singh
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Guru Gobind Singh
by

Dr. Cauda Singh
Now appeared on the scene the tenth and the last Guru, Gobind Singh, the soldier-saint of
India. He was only nine years old when his father was executed. He spent his early youth in study
and in preparing himself for the reorganization of his community for the coming struggle. He invited
the Rajput chiefs of the Shivalik hills for an aliance against the Mughal autocracy. But either out of
fear of the royal wrath or out of jealousy of the increasing power and influence of the Guru, they
arrayed themselves against the Sikhs and, not unoften, called in the imperialists to suppress them. The
Guru had to fight as many as fourteen battles against the Hill chiefs and the Mughals.
In the last days of March 1699, he organized his followers into the Order of the Khalsa. He
introduced the baptism of the double-edged sword, Khanda-di-Pahul and made the Sikhs drink the Amrit,
the consecrated sugared water, stirred with a steel dagger, and eat kadah prasad, the sacred food, which
was distributed to all from the same vessel. He himself went through the same initiation ceremony at
the hand of the Sikhs and was similarly baptized into the new fold. Thus aninihilated for the Khalsa
all distinctions not only of high and low and of rich and poor but also of the Guru and the disciple.
This humility of Guru Gobind Singh and his voluntary submission to the discipline he himself had
enjoined upon his followers, established a unique standard of religious fraternity. The Sikhs now
became a well-knit community ready to lay down their everything at the altar of their faith.
This new dispensation of Guru Gobind Singh with uniform distinct symbols for the entire
community the Five Ks (Kesh Hair, Kangha or comb.Kada an iron bracelet, Kacha a pair of shorts,
and Kirpan, a sword) raised them into a new people. Moulded in the image of the warrior-saint, as
Guru Gobind Singh was, his Khalsa, with God's name on their lips and swords dangling by their sides,
became a community of saint-soldiers dedicated to the service of their fellow beings. The sacrament
of steel gave the Khalsa a cause and welded them to combat grossness and the monster of self to meet
the political conditions of the age. Like a Christian Padri's gown and cross, the distinct form and
dress of the Sikhs gave them cohesion and separate identity, to be called upon for service, wherever and
whenever needed. And the Khalsa literally rose to the expectations of the Guru, and also of the
People, in the eighteenth century when under the orders of the Mughal Emperors, Bahadur Shah and
Farrukh Siyyar, they were slain at sight and hunted down like wild beasts and yet nothing could
deflect them from continuing to a successful finish their fight against the religous and political
tyrannies of the day.
Guru Gobind Singh was not a political adventurer, and it is wrong to suggest that he took to
soldierly ways either to avenge the death of his father or to oppose the spread of Islam. Both of these
are belied by facts. Guru Gobind Singh did not initiate a single inroad into the territories of the
Mughals or of their Hindu allies. Out of the fourteen battles that he had to fight, he won as many as
eleven but he did not plunder or occupy an inch of the enemy's land or carry a single captive. All
his battles were defensive and had been thrust upon him. He had to take to the sword as the last
resort. Writing to Emperor Aurangzeb, he says in the Zafar-Namah :
Helplessly, as a last resort, I came forward and took to arms.
When all other means have failed, it is lawful to resort to the sword.
Spill not with sword the blood of any one ruthlessly,
as your own blood shall as well be spilt with sword.*
13, (Zafar-Namah, 21,22,69)
He even, accepted the invitation of Emperor Aurangzeb for personal talks and set out for
Deccan. But the Emperor died before the Guru could see him.
Guru Gobind Singh was in the neighbourhood of Delhi, on his way back to the Punjab, when
he received the heir-apparant Prince Muazzam's request for help in the war of succession.
(21) Ba lacargi darmian amadam, ba-tadbir-i-tir-o-tufang amadam.
(22) Cu kar az hamah hilate darguzasht, halal ast burdan ba-shamshir dast.
(23) Ma-zan tegh bar khun-i-kas be-dregh. tura niz khun carakh razed ba-tegh.

*
Zafar-Namah.
1

For any astute politician, this would have been a rare opportunity to wreck his vengeance
upon the persecutors of his ancestors and Sikhs. The old emperor was dead. The new one had not
yet come to the throne. His brothers were in revolt ready for an armed contest. The Guru could
as well then raise the standard of rebellion, call in the Rajputs and excite the Marathas. But he did
nothing of the kind. It is true that the old Emperor's grandfather, Jahangir, had put Guru Arjan to
death. His father, Shah Jehan, had persecuted Guru Hargobind, and the Emperor himself had
ordered the execution of Guru Gobind Singh's father and was responsible for the persecution of the
Guru and his Sikhs. The Guru's young sons had been butchered to death by the imperialist governor
of Sirhind. But nothing could persuade him to exploit the situation and harass the Prince for the sins
of his father and fore-fathers. It was not religious. The Prince had done him no harm. On the other
hand the Prince was then himself in difficulty and had sought the Guru's assistance in his rightful
struggle for the throne. The Guru, therefore, decided to help him. He had with him only two to
three hundred spearmen and he sent them to assist the Prince in the battle of Jajau fought on June 8,
1707. The battle resulted in Muazzam's favour and he ascended the Mughal throne with the title,
Shah Alam Bahadur Shah.
There is one more significiant fact of almost similar nature that may be mentioned here. In
the Sikh rules of conduct, adultery is one of the greatest sins. Yet, the Sikhs are particularly warned
against illicit relations with Muslim women. This is punishable with ex-communication. Once this
topic came up for discussion before the Guru. Some of the Sikhs present defended it as an act of
retaliation against the Muslims who, at times, forcibly carried away Hindu women with evil intentions.
"Why should the Sikh code prohibit it ?" said they. The Guru then replied, "I wish to size the Panth,
the Sikh community, to much higher planes and not to push it down to the depths of hell. It is,
therefore, that the Sikh code has enacted against it." (Suraj Prakash VI,20-19).*
On another occasion the Guru said : Go not ye, even in dream, to the bed of a woman other
than your own wife "par nari ki sej, bhul supne hun na jaiyo."
The Guru was far ahead of his times in his universal outlook when he said that the differences
in the people of different countries are due to different geographical and historical factors.
Some have become shaven Sanyasis and Yogis, others Brahmcharis and Yatis.
Some are Hindus, the others are Muslims—Rafizis and Imamshafis.
The whole mankind should be recognized as one (Manas ki zat sabhai ekai pachanbo).
There is no difference between the Hindu
doubt about it.

and

Muslim names

of God.

Have

no

There is only one object of worship for all. Know ye, that all men have one form, with one
and the same spirit in them all. (Akal Ustat, XV-85).
The temple (of the Hindus) and the mosque (of the Musalmans) are the same, and so are their
worship and prayer. Men are all one ; they look different under different influences. God of the
Muslims (Allah) and of the Hindu (Abhekh) is the same, and their scriptures teach the same thing.
All men have the same form, belonging to the same mould. (Akal Ustat, XVI-86.)
The people of east and West, whether living in the mountains of the Himalayas or Hinglaj or
in the towns of India, Afghanistan, Persia or France (Europe), all sing Thy praise and follow Thy
path. (Akal Ustat, ii-154 ; ii-225.)**
* jo turkani sikh bhogehn jai, so nahin bakhshia jai kadai.
pun singham bujhen gun khani, brind turk bhogen hindwani; sikh badle is bhala janae, kion gur-shastr barj hate?
suni satgur bole is bcre, ham lai jano panth ucere ; uahin adhogati bikbe pucavain, tan tc kal-mal karam hatavain.
(Suraj Prakash. Rut XI, XX 19.)
** kou bhayo mundia Saniasi kou jogi bhago, kou brahmchari kou fati anumanbo.
hindu turk kou rati imamshafi manas ki jat sabhai ekai pachanbo.
karta karim soi razak oi, dusto na bhed koi bhul bhram manbo.
ek hi ki sev sabh hi ko gurdev ek, ek hi sarup sabhai ekai jot janbo.
(Akal Ustat, XV-85)
dehura masit soi puja au namaz oi manas sabhe ek pai ank ko prabhao hai,
allah abhekh soi puran au quaran oi ek hi sarup sabhai ek hi banao hai.
(Akal Ustat, XVI-86).
purbi na par pavai hingula himalai dhiavai gaur gun gave tere nam hai.
fara ke firangi mane Quandahari qureshi janai pacham ke pachane nij kam hai.
marhata maghele teri man so tapassia karai, divrai tilangi pachame dharam dham hi (254).
bang ke bangali firhang ke firangawali dilli ke deiwali teri agia men chalat hai.
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The people around the Guru were wonderstruck to hear him talk and act in an unusual
manner. This was beyond the range of ordinary mortals. He could only be God in human garb, they
thought. Some people called him an avtar, an incarnation of God, nay God Himself. This was against
the teachings of Sikhism which inculcated the oneness of the self existent unborn and formless Creator.
To Guru Gobind Singh this was a blasphemy which he could not tolerate. With all the emphasis at
his command he repudiated this heretic innovation and declared in unmistakable terms :
je hamko parmesar uchra
te sabh nark-kund meh parhai,
mo ko das tawan ka jano,
ya mai bhed naa ranc pachano
main hon param purkh ka dasa,
dekhan ayo jagat tamasa.
Bachittar Natak, VI, 32-33.
"Those who call me God, shall fall into the pit of hell. Consider me as a slave of His, and
have no doubt about it. I am but a slave of the Lord come to see the spectacle of the world."
This was Guru Gobind Singh, the tenth and the last Sikh Guru. He died at Nanded in
the Deccan on October 7, 1708, stabbed a few days earlier by an agent of the Governor of Sirhind.
The line of religious succession ended with Guru Gobind Singh. The Master's word in the
holy Guru Granth Sahib was henceforth declared to be the spiritual guide of the Sikh people who,
then, literally became the Ahl-i-Kitab, the people of the book.
The community at large or through their elected representatives assembled in a congregation,
deliberating in the mystic presence of the Guru represented by the Holy Book, was to be considered
the Guru Panth, the supreme religious and secular authority of the Sikhs in all matters and at all
times. The democratic liberalization of religion greatly influenced the life and conduct of the Sikh
people who, like their spiritual Masters, became the pioneers of freedom movements in Northern India
establishing in the eighteenth century socialistic republics in the form of Sikh missals and panchayats
in the Punjab.
The remaining history of the Sikhs after the Gurus is a practical demonstration of what they
learnt at the feet of the Masters.
While at Nanded, Guru Gobind Singh had reclaimed an ascetic bairagi sadhu, Madho Das,
converting him to his faith with the name of Banda Singh. Within a few months of his arrival in the'
Punjab he was able to uproot the Mughal tyranny from the Cis-Sutlej territories and establish the
rule of the Khalsa with his headquarters at Mukhlisgarh. But Banda Singh assumed royal authority
not in his own name but in the name of the Guru: whose Khalsa and Banda he proclaimed himself
to be. He struck his coins in the names of Guru Nanak—Guru Gobind Singh with the following
inscription :
Sikka zad bar har do alam tegh-i-Nanak wahab ast,
Fateh Gobind Singh shah-i-shahan fazl-i-sica sahib ast.
By the grace of the True Lord is struck the coin in the worlds.
The sword of Nanak is the granter of boons, and victory belongs to Guru Gobind Singh the
king of kings.
The inscription on his official seal for state documents was also expressive of his deep sense of
devotion and loyalty to the Gurus.
B

•
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Guru Gobind Singh - Life and Message
by

Prof. Sat Bir Singh
Guru Gobind Singh's life was a true miracle. Into the brief span of 42 years he packed work
which should take generations to accomplish. He found the people around him 'Doves', and made
them by his preaching into 'Hawks', according to the pictureseque language attributed to him. The
story of the transformation of the Indian people which he wrought is one of the most thrilling chapters
in the history of mankind.
Guru Gobind Singh faced the trials of a terrible period in Indian history. Aurangzeb, ruling
over the greatest empire which anyone in India till then had held, had unleashed a reign of bigotry
and terror against non-muslims. There was complete denial of the liberty of conscience. This state
of affairs could not last long, and was destined to culminate in a sanguinary struggle, initiated by the
Guru. He roused the dormant energies of the people, and filled with patriotic ardour and the passion
of Martyrdom the common folk—peasants and workers, whom the aristocratic grandees of the Mughal
rulers had kept under object terror. These humble folk brought down their haughty masters, and put
an end to one of the worst eras of tyranny. This was Guru Gobind Singh's miracle. He is the
liberator, not only in the commonly understood sense, but he also cut off the shakles of the people's
minds and souls, and transformed them mentally and morally into heroes, while formally they had
been contented to be serfs. He gave the slogan; 'fear not, nor keep anyone under your terror.'
Guru Gobind Singh's success in this respect was not merely due to his extraordinary capacity
for training and leading soldiers, but his ability to play many a roles required of one who was devoted
to the cause of transforming the spirits, minds, and bodies of those who had put themselves under his
guidance.
As he belonged to the same line of the Gurus and had the same flame as the light of Guru
Nanak, he guided his disciples, the Sikhs, to give up false beliefs which they had inherited concerning
the gaining of salvation by means of ceremonial baths, performing costly rituals, feasting priests and
making them costly presents, and bowing before images of many kinds. He taught, like his predecessors from Guru Nanak onwards, the worship of "ONE GOD".
He created a whole body of literature for his followers, wrote scriptures, composed poetry and
kept a group of poets, in order to place the treasures of ancient and contemporary learning within the
reach of the common people. The intellectual gymnastics of the Vedas and Puranas were beyond the
comprehension of ordinary folk. To the Brahmins, proud of their learning, the Guru said, 'From
these low ones I will create learned men. 'From these discarded ones I shall make rulers and from
these despised ones, I shall make proud heroes (Sardars).'
He had to be a military organiser, to design a uniform for his soldiers, to engage in the
manufacture of arms and ammunitions, to build forts. He led his followers personally into the wars.
He had also to act as a statesman, form political alliances, negotiate treaties, and lay the foundations
of Sikh polity, in which righteousness may flourish and the evil doer must not find any place.
EARLY LIFE
He passed his early seven years on the banks of the Ganga at Patna. He observed the futility
of the outer performance of rityal. He saw that one Chief of Patna could play witli the self respect
of the whole residing community: ~ At the" veYy~youhg age he fufored his playmates not to bow. When
he was hardly seven months old, he manifested his love for all mankind By putting his hands on
two pots of Milk and Water, symbolising Hindus and Muslims, which were brought for him by
Bhikhan Shah, a holy man.
Guru Gobind Singh refers in his incomplete Auto-biography that his father called him to the
Punjab to impart knowledge to him. Guru Teg..JJah&d.yIjrrvade the most elaborate and perfect arrangements for his education. He was taught Gurmukhi, Sanskrit and Persian. Sikh chroniclers give us the
names of two persons who instructed Guru Gobind Singh in formal knowledge. Munshi Saheb Chand
and Qazi Pir Mohammad of Noorpur are the names mentioned. His martial training also received
assiduous attention. He was taught to wrestle, ride, shoot with bow and arrows, fire muskets and
handle swords and lances of various kinds.
At a very young age he had set before him the purpose and mission. He divined the great
part he had to play and made a determination to fulfill the mission given to him on this earth.
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The task undertaken by him may be expressed in his own words. He says:
"For this work was I born,
Realize it and bear it in mind, all ye good people.
To spread righteousness, to protect the good.
And to wipe out all wrong-doers".
It is important to note that the Guru considered it a part of his mission to destroy evil-doers.
That explains many things.
When he was nearly 9 years old, he willingly sent his father Guru Teg Bahadur to sacrifice
himself to protect the persecuted people from the ruler's tyranny.
His mission was to destroy a system which had grown corrupt and tyrannical, and which
denied the greatest of all liberties—freedom and conscience. The phrase to eradicate evil doers
employed by him also gives the true nature of his fight with the Muslims. He did not cherish any
enmity towards Musalmans as such. He was not for Hindus merely as Hindus. He fought against
tyrants and defended the persecuted. In fact his first battle of Bhangani was against the Rajput
Chiefs who did not wish the light of true humanism to reach their subjects. His main sayings must
be kept in mind while discussing his career. "There is no difference between the temple and the
mosque.! It is the same if one worshipeth HIM the Hindu way or Muslim. For men are the
same all over world, the difference is only of the appearance, that is, form."
"The same eyes, the same ears, the same body, the same build a get together of earth, air,
fire and water. Allah is the same as Abekha: the Purans the same as the Koran. All men
are made alike. They appear no different to me."
The Guru believed in the brotherhood of man, and promulgated that doctrine, just as his
predecessors had done. Part of his mission was to remove distinctions based religion and caste.
It is significant that among his followers and fighters were Hindus of various castes, and also Muslims.
On more than one occasion he laid emphasis on the fact "the caste of all men is the same."
The Guru's own belief was that all mankind are created by the one God and were destined to
return to the Creator. He put this conception in beautiful language :
As from one fire, tens of millions sparks arise,
Become separate, but finally vanish into the same fire.
As from a heap of dust countless particles of dust arise.
But fall back to earth and become part of the dust lying there :
As from a single body of water many waves arise,
Each wave composed of water, and again becoming water,
So, from Him whose form is the Universe,
Sentiment and non-sentiment forms arise,
Emanating from the same source and finally merging into it."
The organization that had been built up by his predecessors and to which he gave the final form
eliminated from the members of its fold all differences of creed, caste social rank, monetary position,
and pride of learning, piety, etc. It rested on the foundation of the sacrifice of each individual for
the common well of the Community. In his eyes the Rangreta—'the untouchable', 'is Guru-Ka-Beta'
or Guru's son. He alone is the beloved (Piara) who sacrifices his all in the cause of the Guru.
AT PAUNTA SAHIB
After some years, the Guru made his abode at Paunta, another area associated with him.
After the Ganga, he came on Yamuna banks. That was the place where he prepared and trained
his followers to defend India's cherished values. This could be preserved and defended only when
one is brave and ready to lay down his life. He created heroic literature at Paunta. This made the
blood flow in the benumbed limbs of people. When the battle of Bhangani was fought near Paunta,
Guru Gobind Singh himself relates that the people who so far had never seen the "sword fought so
furiously that they humbled and killed seasoned generals. The confidence that has been lost for
centuries was recaptured.
i

THE KHALSA ORDER CREATED
When he had fought eight battles at different places for different purposes he felt the need of
creating the Khalsa who should not budge at any time in the face of any situation. The Khalsa
created should be the symbol of valour and character. On the Baisakhi Day of 1699, he announced
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the new Order the Khalsa. He commanded his followers not to cut their hairs, The sword or Kirpan,
the second symbol signifies self-respect. A Sikhs' actions are under-hand but above board. He
preaches open diplomacy and not crooked ways. The third symbol 'Kara' (bracelet) symbolises
continence is not at all superstitious but belongs to God who is ALL-STEEL. The fourth, 'Kechhara'
(shorts) symbolises continence. The fifth 'Kangha' (Comb) is a symbol of cleanliness. Other
instructions were to keep a pure and chaste life, and to fight always on the side of just causes.
PROTECTION OF ALL 'STEEL'
The importance attached to steel by the Guru is shown by the fact that he named God
"ALL-STEEL" and sought His protection.
The majority of the people who joined his Church Militant were poor then, and followed
lowly occupations. The Guru called them Singhs, or Lions, after he baptised them. But to exalt
them in fact as well as in the name was a gigantic task. He vowed, however, that he should do it.
To quote the picturesque words ascribed to him :
When each of my followers will fight one hundred thousand and a quarter;
Then, alone shall I claim to be called GOBIND SINGH."
He fought fourteen battles. But throughout these years of warfare, he did not relinquish his
other roles. He was spiritual leader, poet, patron of learning and statesman. The constantly changing
fortunes of war did not effect him. Even the death of two of his sons, Ajit Singh and Jujhar Singh,
who fell fighting at Chamkaur did not make him swerve from his mission. The cold-blooded murder of
his two surviving sons Zorawar Singh and Fateh Singh, who were walled up alive in bricks at Sirhind
by the fiendish Governor, Wazir Khan, did not deflect him from his settled purpose.
When his wife saw that her sons were not present at grand meeting where a large number of
his followers were assembled, and asked where they were, the Guru pointed towards his Sikhs and with
great emotion spoke to her :
Over the heads of these sons, I have sacrificed the four.
What does it matter if four are killed, when thousand of them are still live ?"
Guru Gobind Singh occupies a unique place in Indian history, and a position of great distinction in the list of World's religious and social reformers. Ha lived in a century when Hindustan was
benighted and hopelessly divided by feuds of religion and caste. He rose superior to the prejudices
and superstitions of his times. He spoke not merely to his own contemporaries, but delivered a
message to generations to come.
THE GURUS MESSAGE
His great aim was to free men from the shackles of worship that enlighted their intellects and
soul. He strove to make all people, live pure, clean lives, and warned them they could not expect to
go to heaven by buying the favour of priests and bribing gods and goddesses. He preached that it was
not enough for an individual to seek to "save his dirty soul," as an English writer puts it, but declared
that he must contribute all he could to the upliftment of others. He urged all to perform their
respective avocations whole-heartedly and honestly, and not to run away to the woods in order to shirk
their personal and social obligations. He enjoined upon all the duty and necessity of resisting aggression, and for that reason insisted upon their keeping the body always supple and in as good condition
as was possible.
The importance of the military part that Guru Gobind Singh played so appeals to the imagination of many of those who know about him that it is allowed to overshadow his other role. But a
study of his life and teaching (incorporated into the Dasam Granth, the Tenth Guru's Book) shows
that this impression is wrong. The Guru was first and foremost a spiritual teacher. Secondly he was
a poet and patron of learning. Only a small portion of the works composed by him escaped destruction; but what has been handed down to us shows that he was a poet of high order. The military
bent that he gave to his followers was not due to mere force of circumstances but on the development
of the martial spirit in the Sikhs from the times of Guru Nanak. Was it not Guru Nanak who said
'When the fool does not listen to argument, it is appropriate to strive him on the face'. It was Guru
Gobind Singh who wrote to Aurangzeb that when all other means fail, it is righteous to unsheathe the
sword:His aim was to produce men. strong of mind and body who would use their strength for the
good of humanity, and who should not prate about their brave deeds, Guru Gobind Singh produced
this type of manhood.
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Guru Gobind Singh
A Patron, Poet and Prophet who condemned fetish worship, Asceticism and personal
Divinity. Created new style and content in writing.
by

Khushwant Singh
A SCHOLAR
Guru Gobind Singh is known more as a man of action than of letters. Yet in his forty-two
years of turbulent life spent mostly in fighting, he found time to study Persian, Sanskrit and Punjabi
and to write in all three with equal facility. He was also a patron of men of learning. His intinerent
court was attended by fifty two poets and the scene of much barbie rivalry. His own writings are
preserved in the Dasam Granth which was compiled by a contemporary scholar Mani Singh.
NO PERSONAL DIVINITY
Having made the new orientation in Sikh religion, Gobind, exponent of Theory of Righteous
Force realised the danger of being invested with divinity which frequently goes with pioneering a
movement with new values. He explained his mission in life :
"For though my thoughts were lost in prayer
At the feet of Almighty God,
I was ordained to establish a sect and lay down its rules.
But whosoever regards me as Lord
Shall be damned and I am and of this let there be no doubt.
I am but the slave of God as other men are,
A beholder of the wonders of creation",
and again,
"God has no friends nor enemies,
He heeds no hallelujas nor cares about curses,
Being the first and timeless
How could he manifest himself through those
Who are born and die".
CONDEMNED FETISH WORSHIP
Guru Gobind was more downright in his condemnation of fetish worship than any of his
predecessors:—
"Some worship stones and on their heads they bear them,
Some the phallus strung in necklaces wear its emblem.
Some behold their God in the South, some to the West bow their head
Some worship images, others are busy praying to the dead.
The world is thus bound in false ritual
And God's secret is still unread".
DENOUNCED ASCETICISM
Along with the disapproval of worship of persons and objects, Guru Gobind denounced the
ascetic way of life. He believed that religion has no meaning except in the context of society. A
hermit was a social liability and the good of society was the supreme test of all activity. He also
disagreed with making vegetarianism and austerity in food as parts of a religious code. He condemned
penance and punishment of the flesh as a means of purification".
"Practice asceticism in this way", he said :
Let thine own house be the forest
Thy hear the anchorite.
Eat little, sleep little.
Learn to love, be merciful and forbear.
Have no lust, nor wrath, greed nor obstinacy".
UNDAUNTED IN ADVERSITY
Above all things, Guru Gobind is known for his stirring verses, some of them written in
moments of adversity and defeat. Two of his sons were killed fighting. The remaining two were
executed at the tender ages of nine or ten. When he had been driven from jungle to jungle fighting
a losing battle against the Mughal armies, Empror Aurangzeb offered to pardon him if he surrendered.
Gobind sent him an answer which he entitled the Zafarnamah: the epistle of victory. In this he
recounted the Emperor's misdeeds and ended with the defiant note, "What use is it when you put out a
few sparks and raise a mightv flame instead".
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A Brief Biography of Guru Gobind Singh
Kartar Singh M.A.
"For this purpose Have I come in this world—
To uphold and propagate dharma in every place.
And to seize and destroy the doers of sin and evil.
Understand ye holy men, full well in your souls,
That I took birth in this age so that
Righteousness may flourish, the good, the saints be saved9
And the villainous tyrants be uprootedfrom the land/'
(Guru Gobind Singh in the Bachittar Natak^
Guru Gobind Singh was born at Patna on the seventh day of the light half of Poh 1723 Bk.,
corresponding to December 22, 1666 A.D. His father had gone thither in the course of an extensive
religious tour. Leaving his family at Patna, he had gone further east towards Assam and Dacca.
It was during his absence in these parts that his only son was born at Patna.
Guru Tegh Bahadur had to cut short his tour and hurry back to the Panjab. Aurangzeb's
policy of bigoted persecution had been intensified with his general order of 1669. It had terrorized the
people, the Hindus and the Sikhs. How could he stay away from his people when they were suffering
so acutely ? He felt that his place was with them. So, he hurried back to the Panjab without even
seeing his new-born only son. On reaching among his people, he gave them what solace he could give
with his soul-inspiring Songs of the Lord. He taught them to strike fear in none and be afraid of none.
He did a good deal of thinking as to what should be done to save the people and to mend the tyrants.
Soon he sent for his family from Patna. At Anandpur Sri Gobind Rai, as Guru Gobind
Singh was then called, passed the happiest days of his life. His education and training were taken in
hand. He proved to be an apt pupil and learnt, all that his teachers had to teach in an incredibly
short time. In addition to literary education, he received training in horsemanship, use of arms, and
the art of war.
But these blissful days were cut short too soon, and the divine child had to take upon his tiny,
but miraculously strong, shoulders a very heavy burden, indeed. With his policy of bigoted persecution Aurangzeb had created a veritable reign of terror among the non-Muslims of his empire. He had
embarked 'on a militant policy of religious persecution' and 'allowed the religious fanatic to get the
upper hand of the king'. In the words of S.M. Latif 'He had resolved that the belief in one God and
the Prophet should be, not the prevailing, but the only religion of the empire of Hindustan.' Temples
were demolished and replaced by mosques. All governors and men in authority were forbidden to
employ Hindus in the offices of State. All servants of the State were ordered to embrace Islam
under pain of dismissal.' Jizia or poll-tax was re-imposed throughout the empire. Hindu merchants
were subjected to a custom's duty twice as heavy as demanded from Muhammadan traders. Thus,
with this double-edged policy of inducement and coercion, millions of Hindus had been circumcised.
The Governor of Kashmir was most zealously active in furthering the proselytising policy of
his master. He had converted more than half of the people under him, and was still busy as ever.
Finding life intolerable and impossible under the Mughal rule, several prominent Pandits of Kashmir
repaired to Anandpur and poured out their tale of suffering and woe before Guru Tegh Bahadur. They
begged him to protect them and their faith. Their words plunged the Guru in deep thought. Seeing
this, Sri Gobind Rai who had just come in, asked the reason. The Guru replied, 'Our Muslim
rulers have become brutalized, dehumanized. It seems to me that the only method of rousing their
slumbering souls and curing them of brutality is that a great and holy person should sacrifice himself.
But where to find such a person ?' The child, who was less than nine years old, replied, 'For that
purpose, dear father, who is worthier than you ? If, by sacrificing your life, you can save the lives and
religion of these and countless other people, go by all means.'
On hearing this reply, the Guru was satisfied that duty called him to lay down his life. He
told the Pandits to go back and inform their governor that they would embrace Islam if their Guru
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would do so. The Pandits acted accordingly. The governor reported the whole matter to Aurangzeb.
The latter issued orders that Guru Tegh Bahadur should be arrested and brought to his court in Delhi.
But before the soldiers, sent to arrest him, could reach Anandpur, the Guru started towards Delhi.
On the way thither he undertook an extensive, whirlwind tour with a view to exhorting the people to
shed all fear, to face tyranny with resolute calm, and to prepare themselves for effective resistance
when the time should come for it. Reaching Agra, he caused his identity to be revealed to Mughal
officials. He was arrested, chained, taken to Delhi, and thrown into prison under a heavy guard. He
was called upon to embrace Islam, which he refused to do. Of his companions, Bhai Mati Das, was sawn
alive, three others managed to escape. It was under this condition that, in order to be sure that his son
would be able to rise to the occasion and prove equal to the responsibility about to devolve on him, he
wrote to him a letter, saying :
'My strength is exhausted; I am in chains; and no remedy or expedient is within my power
now.
God alone, saith Nanak, is my refuge; may He come to my rescue as He did in the case of the
elephant (in the classical story) !
My associates and companions have all abandoned me; no one has remained with me
to the last.
In this calamity, saith Nanak, God alone is my support.'
To this his son sent the following reply :
'Strength is there; the chains are loosed; every resource is at hand.
Nanak, everything is in your hands (i.e. within your power); it is you alone who can assist
yourself.'
This reply heartened the Guru about the future of his people and his country. Nominating
his son as his successor, Guru Tegh Bahadur made ready to face death. He declared his belief that :
•When Guru Gobind is there, the Lord's name and His saints will flourish.'
He refused to show any miracles to appease his persecutors or to embrace Islam to save his
life. In the beginning of November, 1675, Aurangzeb's final orders were received. In accordance
with them Guru Tegh Bahadur was publicly beheaded on November 11, 1675, in the Chandni Chauk
of Delhi. The stern and bigoted monarch had the Guru's body publicly exposed in the streets of
Delhi, to serve as a warning to the "infidels".'
The effect of this blow was so staggering that nobody from the high-class Sikhs came forward
to claim the body for cremation. When questioned by the officials whether they were Sikhs, they had
the weakness to deny their religion. Guru Gobind Singh saw in this the danger of a backsliding
among the Sikhs. He vowed, therefore, that he would make it impossible for the Sikhs to hide their
creed in future; that he would give them such distinguishing marks that even one of them among
millions would be easily recognized.
'With the execution of Guru Tegh Bahadur, Sikhism was threatened with extinction, root and
branch, and
there was no other method of self-defence except the use of arms !* The situation
needed a leader under whose banner the Sikhs could give a taste of their steel to the fanatic persecutors of their race, and avenge the insult done to their religion. This leader was found in Guru
Gobind Singh.
It was, thus, clear to Guru Gobind Singh that the only way to save the Sikhs and Sikhism
from extinction was to oppose and cripple the power of the fanatic Mughals. This, he knew, was a
gigantic, arduous task. Armed resistance was the only course left to him. But what were the means
at his disposal ? Before the might of the Mughals he seemed verily like the tiniest sparrow before a
flight of the mightiest eagles. To oppose and cripple that power successfully, and to bring it low
enough to heed the welfare of all its subjects, was like attempting to cut through a huge mountain with
a tiny needle.
His resources were slender and scanty. The work of military organization and martial inspiration, begun so well by his grand father, Guru Hargobind, had been checked after him. That had been
owing, partly, to the peaceful nature of the succeeding Gurus, and partly, to the vigour of Aurangzeb's
rule. Hence, the material spirit instilled into the Sikhs' hearts by Guru Hargobind had gone to slumber.
It had to be awakened, developed, and activated. The whole work had to be done almost from the
beginning. He had to create his army, to forge his sword, with which he was to fight.
* Banncrjcc, The Evolution of the Khalsa p. 66
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Again, though the Hindu masses were bitter against the galling yoke of Mughal tyranny, the
so-called natural leaders of the Hindus, Hindus of position and rank, were most officiously loyal to the
government. They were bitterly hostile to all popular progressive movements; for they feared that
any show of sympathy with them, or even neutrality regarding them, would displease their Muslim
masters, and deprive them of their rule, land, and power.
In view of the conditions facing him, his slender and scanty resources, and his yet tender age,
Guru Gobind Singh was in no hurry to strike the blow or to invite a conflict. He needed sufficient
preparatory period in which to form and mature his plans. He had also to chalk out the lines on
which to work in order to implement those plans and achieve his life's objective. He would strike only
when the time was ripe for the venture, when he and his men were in position to strike most effectively.
He had to infuse a new life and spirit into the dead bones of the people, to awaken them to a new and
noble corporate life, to inspire them with till-then-unknown sentiments of nationality and nationalism,
and to imbue them with the will and zeal to dare, do, and die for the common cause.
Therefore, the immediate problem for him was to find a quiet snug retreat where he could work
in seclusion. He moved to Paonta in the state of Nahan, where, on the land offered by the ruler he
built a fort. He stayed there for several years. In the seclusion of his retreat amidst the Himalayan
hills, he devoted himself to the task of preparing himself and his people for struggle against tyranny
and oppression. So he began to gather, inspire, and train his soldiers. Knowing full well the power
of poetry in rousing the drooping spirit, and being a born poet of the highest degree, he not only
developed an inimitable style of Hindi poetry with which he sought to arouse the martial spirit of his
followers, but also he employed fifty-two renowned poets to render into appropriate Hindi poetry the
warlike deeds of Rama, Krishna, and other heroes. The soul-stirring effect of these martial narratives
was heightened by their being sung by gifted court bards. Such poetry wedded to martial music could
not but go straight to the hearts of the listeners and stir them to high resolves for mighty deeds.
But this preparatory work was interrupted rather too soon. The hill chiefs began to smell in
it a potent danger to their authority and power. Many of them made a joint attack on him, unprovoked and for no cause. A severe battle was fought at Bhangani in April 1689. The Guru won the
battle, but he did not follow it up with any political advantage. He returned to Anandpur. He
busied himself there again in the preparatory work. Besides, that, he built four forts—Anandgarh,
Lohgarh, Keshgarh, and Fatehgarh. He also went on increasing his military resources in men and
material.
But his preparatory work was again interrupted the following year. For some years the hill
chiefs had not been remitting their yearly tribute to the Delhi government. In 1690 orders were sent
from Delhi to the governor of Jammu to realize the arrears from the defaulting hill chiefs.
The latter thought it prudent to seek the Guru's advice and aid. He advised them to resist the
demand; for, if they paid it once, more and more would be demanded afterwards. He promised
to join them in the field of battle. A bloody battle was fought at Nadaun. It ended in the success of
the allies.
After some time the Guru was attacked by a combination of some hill chiefs and the imperial
forces in 1694-95. The battle of Guler, or Husaini war, as it is called by the Guru in the Bachittar
Natak, resulted in a decisive victory for the Guru.
The news of such repeated disasters to the imperial armies caused a lot of anxiety to
Aurangzeb. He sent his son, Prince Muazzim, afterwards known as Bahadur Shah, to manage the
affairs of the Punjab which were in disorder. This was in 1696. The Prince himself took his position
at Lahore, and sent Mirza Beg with a strong force to chastise the Guru and the hill chiefs. The latter
were severely punished, but the Guru was left alone. That was owing to the intercession of Bhai Nand
Lai, who was a devout Sikh and a secretary to the Prince.
Bhai Nand Lai seems to have brought about some sort of understanding between the Prince
and the Guru. The former became a friend and admirer of the latter. He arranged matters in such
a way that, for the time being at least, the Guru made up his quarrel with the Mughal government.
He advised his followers to render unto Caesar what was due unto him. This is clear from the
following words of his in the Bachittar Natak :
'The House of Baba Nanak and that of Babar
Both derive their authority from God Himself.
Recognize the former as supreme in religion,
And the latter, as supreme in secular affairs.'
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This would show that the Guru had no political motives. He did not want to exercise control
over the secular affairs of even his own followers. He was prepared to recognize the Mughal government's supreme authority in secular affairs even over his own followers, provided the government
recognized him as having supreme authority over the religious affairs of his Sikhs.
As a result of this understanding, the Guru got some respite to think and mature his future
plans. He had found that the people were so deeply steeped in superstition and old ideas of religion,
that they could not rise above their caste and racial prejudices to act together for any national or
common cause. He felt convinced that before any political reforms could be attempted with success,
there had to be brought about a general renaissance and religious awakening. Hence, he resolved
to break the old shackles with greater precision and thoroughness than had been done before.
He wanted to reorganize society on the basis of common belief and common aspirations, so that all
members were knit together in one close family. In that way he wanted to complete the edifice whose
foundations had been laid by Guru Nanak, and which had been raising its head higher and higher
under the care of the succeeding Gurus. In the words of Dr. G.C. Narang, '(Guru) Gobind (Singh)
himself, in fact, as well as his work, was the natural product of the process of evolution that
had been going on since the foundation of Sikhism. The harvest which ripened in the time of Guru
Gobind Singh had been sown by Guru Nanak and watered by his successors. The sword which
carved the Khalsa's way to glory was, undoubtedly, forged by (Guru) Gobind (Singh), but the steel
had been provided by Guru Nanak.'
Guru Gobind Singh decided to cut at the root of all such institutions as stood in the way of
the unification and consolidation of the nation. He wanted to rear a "self-contained and compact
body of men who would be pure enough to free themselves from the oppression of priests and rulers,
and would, at the same time, strong enough to maintain that freedom'. For that purpose he decided
that the rosaries of the lovers of God should yield place to the sword, so that these men of God
should be able to defend themselves as well as their weak neighbours. These would be his saintsoldiers. He further decided that these warrior-saints of his should have an exterior so specific and
distinctive that even a single one of them should be distinguishable among millions; so that, by a
mere look at him, one should be able to say, 'There goes a Sikh of the Guru.'
On the Baisakhi day of 1756 Bk., March 30 of 1699, he called a big meeting of his Sikhs at
Anandpur. He wanted to test them. When all were seated, he drew out his sword and said, 'This
goddess of steel, this giver of freedom and defender of faith, honour, and life, is daily clamouring
for the head of a dear Sikh of mine. Is there anyone among you ready to lay down his life at a call
from me? If so, let him come forward.' At this strange demand the whole assembly was stunned
and thrown into consternation. The Guru repeated and re-repeated his demand. At the third call,
Bhai Daya Ram, a Khatri of Lahore, stood up and offered his head. The Guru dragged him into a
tent close by with apparent hurry and violence. A blow and a thud were heard ; a stream of blood
trickled out, and the Guru, his sword dripping with fresh-drawn blood, came out and called for
another head. There was dead silence again. At last, at the third repetition of the call, Bhai
Dharam Das, a Jat of Delhi stood up and offered his head. He, too, was dragged into the tent.
Again a stream of fresh-drawn blood came out from the tent. In this way three more heads were
demanded by him, and given by Bhai Muhkam Chand, a washerman of Dwarka; Bhai Sahib Chand,
a barber of Bedar; and Bhai Himat Rai, a kahar or water-carrier of Jagannath.
Soon thereafter, the Five who had given their heads to the Guru came out of the tent dressed
in saffron, like the Guru. They were his Beloved Five. Then he administered Amrit to them, that is,
baptised them with sweetened water stirred with a two-edged sword (Khanda). Their names were
changed to Daya Singh, Dharam Singh, Muhkam Singh, Sahib Singh and Himmat Singh. After
that he spoke at length on his mission. According to Ahmad Shah Butalia and Bute Shah, among
other things, he said :
'I wish you to embrace one creed and follow one path, obliterating all differences of religion.
Let the four Hindu castes, who have different rules laid for them in the Shastras, abandon
them altogether and, adopting the way of co-operation, mix freely with one another.
Let no one feel himself superior to another. Do not follow the old scriptures. Let
none pay heed to the Ganges and other places of pilgrimage which are considered holy in
the Hindu religion, or adore the Hindu deities, such as Rama, Krishna, Brahma, and
Durga, but all should believe in Guru Nanak and his successors. Let persons of four
castes receive1 my baptism, eat out of the same vessel, and feel no disgust or contempt for
one another'.
1.

hah, Twarikh-i-Punjab, pp. 405-406; Ahmad Shah's Supplement to Sohan Lai's UaUat
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When the Guru had baptised his Beloved Five, he stood up before them with folded hands,
and begged them to baptise him in the same way as he had baptised them. This strange request
astonished them. But he told them that he wanted to be one of them : that as he was their Guru,
they collectively should be his Guru. 'You and I are now one. There is no difference between me
and my baptised Sikhs. You are my Khalsa, my embodiment, nay, my other self, my beloved ideal
(isht suhird,) and, therefore, quite competent to take my place when I return to the Home Eternal.
He further ordained that thenceforth the ceremony of baptism was to be conducted by a commission
of five chosen Sikhs to be called the Beloved Five (jpanjpiare).
The Guru then enjoined upon his Sikhs the need of leading clean* lives, avoiding all
intoxicants, and shunning tobacco in any form. They were to wear the uniform of the Khalsa
composed of five kakars—kesh (uncut hair), kangha (comb), kachcha (a pair of shorts), kara (iron
bracelet), and kirpan (sword).
The Guru invited the hill rajas to take the Amrit and be leaders among the Khalsa. They
refused to do so ; for they thought against their ancient religion. Moreover, they regarded the Guru's
activities as a threat to their position and power. They met together and wrote to the Guru asking
him to quit the state of Kahlur or pay tribute. The Guru refused to do either. The Hindu rajas
thereupon decided to drive him out.
But they had already fought against him a number of times and suffered defeat every time.
They appealed to the Emperor for help. The Emperor was then in the Deccan. He ordered the
viceroys of Sarhind and Lahore to march against the Guru. They were to drive him out of Anandpur
and either capture or kill him. They attacked Anandpur in 1701. The hill chiefs joined them with
their armies. The Muhammadan Gujjars and Ranghars of the locality also came in force. The
Sikhs fought with undaunted courage and bravery and held their ground for three years against the
repeated attacks of the combined armies. But all supplies having been cut off, they were put to great
hardships by hunger and thirst. Some of them felt unable to bear them any longer. They decided
to leave. The Guru asked them to sign a bedawa or "disclaimer' and go away. The Guru was as
firm as ever ; but the sight of the suffering Khalsa and the most solemn's oaths and promises of the
enemy for a safe exit, at last, moved him to leave the town. This he did towards the end of
December, 1704.
As soon, however, as he came out, the allied armies, casting to the winds their oaths on the
Quran and the cow, fell upon him near the bank of the Sarsa. Fierce fighting followed in the
darkness and the rain. When the day dawned on the site of slaughter, the Guru was still calm
and unperturbed. He held the morning diwan or religious service just as usual. In the midst of
the booming of guns and the hissing of arrows, the Guru quietly sang the praises of God. In the
ensuing confusion, the Guru's baggage, including some very precious manuscripts, was washed
away in the flooded Sarsa. The Guru was separated from a part of his family. Along with his two
elder sons—Baba Ajit Singh and Baba Jujhar Singh—and a band of forty trusted, devoted Sikhs, he
was able to reach Chamkaur, in the district of Ambala.
His wife, Mata Sundri, mother of his four sons, and his virgin wife, Mata Sahib Kaur,
mother of the Khalsa passed a night at Ropar. On the next day they left for Delhi with a trusted
Sikh. His two younger sons—Baba Zorawar Singh and Baba Fateh Singh—with their grandmother
took shelter with an old servant of theirs. That mean fellow betrayed them to the nearest Mughal
official at Morinda. The latter arrested them and sent them on to Wazir Khan, governor of
Sarhind. The latter had the children bricked up alive and then beheaded. Their grandmother died
on hearing the news of her grandsons' execution.
The imperial armies in their thousands followed the Guru to Chamkaur. He fhad occupied
a mud-built house there. The Mughal armies besieged the village. The Sikhs fought against
thousands to the last. Both the remaining sons of the Guru and three of his Beloved Five were
slain. Only eight Sikhs were left. They prevailed upon him to go away and save himself. He
went out along with three Sikhs.
For days he travelled about bare-footed in the thorny wilds of Machhiwara; for days he had
nothing to eat but the tender leaves of the Akk plant; for many cold nights he was without any
shelter but the star-lit sky. But he was as firm as ever. Two Pathan brothers of Macchiwara
dressed him in the blue garb of a Muhammadan fakir and carried him in a litter borne on their
shoulders. They informed all enquirers that they were escorting Uchch ka Pir. Thus borne, the
Guru reached Jatpura. There he was welcomed and befriended by another Muhammadan named
Rai Kalha. The Guru asked him to send somebody to Sarhind to get news about his two younger
sons. The messenger sent by Rai Kalha travelled to and fro in an incredibly short time and,
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with eyes flowing with tears and in a voice choked with sobs, he narrated the story of their
martyrdom. The Guru received the news with perfect composure. He said, "My sons are not
dead. They will live for ever. It is the tyrants that will be uprooted."
From Jatpura the Guru moved on to Dina, where he stayed for about nine months.
During his stay there he wrote to Aurangzeb his famous letter called Zafarnama. From Dina he
went on towards the place later named Muktsar. The Mughal army, under Wazir Khan's
orders, was in hot pursuit. The Guru collected his men and turned to face the pursuers. A
severe'battle was fought at the site of Muktsar, The imperial army was defeated. Among the
Sikhs who were slain in the battle were the forty men of Majha who had deserted him at Anandpur.
At the request of their leader, Bhai Mahan Singh, who was still alive though mortally wounded, the
Guru tore their 'disclaimer' (bedawa). Then the Guru blessed them all, one by one. He called them
Mukte or the Saved Ones. They are remembered daily in the Sikh prayer.
After the battle of Muktsar the Guru continued to move southwards. When he reached
near Baghaur in Rajputana, he heard the news of Aurangzeb's death and of the war of succession
that had broken out. Prince Muazzam, who had become an admirer of the Guru during his
expedition to the Punjab in 1696, requested him for help in getting the throne. The Guru sent a
detachment of his trusted Sikhs. A battle was fought at Jajau near Agra on June 8, 1707. Muazzam
was victorious. He became Emperor Bahadur Shah. He invited the Guru to meet him at Agra,
treated him with utmost respect, and presented him with a rich dress of honour and a jewelled scarf
(dhukhdhukhi) worth sixty thousand rupees.
The Emperor and the Guru were together for a pretty long time. The former heard the
Guru's tale of sufferings and sacrifices with sympathy, and gave out hopes of redressing the wrongs.
At that time the Emperor had to march into Rajputana and thence to the Deccan. The Guru
accompanied him in hopes of getting his wrongs redressed and of bringing about peace between the
Mughals and the Sikhs. The Emperor went on giving evasive answers. When the Guru felt
convinced that there was no prospect of the Emperor's agreeing to any such proposal, he broke off
with him and came to Nanded in the beginning of September 1708. There he met a Bairagi named
Madho Das. He converted him to Sikhism and renamed him Banda Singh. In history he is
popularly known as Banda Bahadur.
When the Guru was proceeding to the South, he was secretly pursued by two Pathans from
Sarhind. They had been hired by Wazir Khan, governor of Sarhind, and deputed to murder the
Guru. They came to Nanded and began to attend the Guru's religious meetings. They feigned
devoutness and became acquained with the Guru. One day, after the evening service, the Guru
was having a nap, and his only attendant became sleepy. One of the Pathans stabbed the Guru. But
before he could deal another blow, the Guru despatched him with a blow of his sword. The
other tried to run away, but was killed by the Sikhs who had come up on hearing the noise. The
Guru's wound was immediately sewn up. In a few days it appeared to have healed up. But when
he tried to bend a stiff bow brought to him by a Sikh, the wound burst open and caused profuse
bleeding. The Guru was cheerful and composed all the time. On October 7, 1708, about two
hours after midnight, he roused his Sikhs from sleep, bade them goodbye, and left for his Eternal
Abode.
Before his departure Home, the Guru had ordained that there was to be no personal Guru
in future, but the whole Sikh community or the Panth was to guide itself by the teachings of the
Gurus incorporated in Sri Guru Granth Sahib. The Panth under the guidance of Sacred Granth was
to exercise the powers of the Guru.
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Guru Gobind Singh—A Karamyogi
By

Dr. B.M. Vasudeva
Guru Gobind Singh was born in India at a time when her people were politically segregated,
socially stagnant, culturally dwarfed, religiously degenerated and economically exploited. The
iconoclastic fury of Aurangzeb, the Mughal emperor, was at its worst and the Hindus were chaffing
under the iron heel of repression of the fanatics and religious zealots of Islam. The gulf between
the rulers and the ruled had been extremely widened by the cruel, barbarious and bigoted behaviour
of Aurangzeb. The Hindus were having just a woeful and miserable plight. It was at that critical
juncture that ray of hope flashed by piercing the enveloping darkness of disaster and sloth despond
with the appearance of Guru Gobind Singh on the horizon of Indian history. The heavy burden of
relieving the Hindus from these calamities fell on his shoulders when he was yet in his teens. He was
a versatile genius and proved equal to this gigantic task.
Guru Gobind was a seasoned soldier, a remarkable commander, a born leader of men, a
great spiritual guide, a builder, a fani^htcd statesman, a glorifed personification of compassion and
gentleness and a bright luminary on the literary horizon of India. He was all virtue. He was
element just brave and chivalrous. He could neither be frightened by misfortunes nor be led astray
bv temptation of the world. He was a Karmyogi.
Guru Gobind Singh was called upon to fight against injustice of all kinds, may it be political,
social, religious or any other and he skilfully performed his action. He fought against the religious
tyranny of Brahmin priests and political tyranny of the muslim rule. He never bothered about the
ends and the means employed. He created a community which would not only be iconoclastic and
fight against all shame and taboos of caste, dress, diet and social or economic status but also be
always ready to sacrifice like a true devotee, life, property and all for the cause of justice and
righteousness. It were these soldier saints who when they could not get justice through a policy of
peace, petition and protest began to snatch it from the Mughals by use of force as a last resort. It
was Guru Gobind Singh who gave a good deal of shake to the centuries old slave and sleeping nation
and awakened it. He made it perfectly fit to stand on its own legs. He gathered around him people
humble like sparrows and made them capable of hunting down the imperial hawks. The pinpricks
given by Guru Gobind Singh made the Sikhs realise that they were in no way inferior to anybody and
were destined to crush tyranny and oppression. It was because of the lofty longing and burning
desire for freedom and ascendancy infused in them, by the Guru that with the passage of time, they
began to look upon themselves as the future masters of their land.
Guru Gobind Singh possessed equable frame of mind both in success and failure. His
victories at Banghani, Nandaur, Mukatsar, etc, never made him arrogant haughty or over-ambitious.
His defeats at Anandpur, Chamkaur, etc, never made him pessimist sad. Actually the Guru was
fighting for higher and sacred cause and those who fight for noble cause do not measure the chances
of success or failure. When his sons died fighting for the cause of justice and righteousness, the Guru
like a true Karamyogi never felt dejected nor showed any signs of lamentation or sorrow. Even when
he was being chased in the forest of Macchiwar by the imperial forces and was rendered helpless
he never lost the equilibrium of his mind and continued to move ahead with a willing face while
encountering all the vicissitudes of life.
His was the religion of devotion and surrender to the will of God. He had a deep faith in
the Almighty God. His followers after baptism had to get up early in the morning and to recite
the name of the Lord Almighty. The degeneration which had just penetrated into religion of Guru
Nanak, due to the misdeeds of corrupt and greedy Masands, was purgated, when Khalsa was created
by Guru Gobind Singh who taught his followers the blessings of intense love and reverance
for the God.
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The Guru followed a policy of toleration and did much for the promotion and welfare of
the people at large. Some writers have accused him of his anti-muslim activities but his writings
and literary works do not bear any testimony to this fact. The Guru had no discrimination to make
between man and man. At one place he says :—
"The same are the temples and the mosque,
The same are the pooja and the nimaz,
All men are the same all over,
Though each a different appearance has."
To him no virtue was greater than equality, fraternity liberty and justice. His belief was "Samah
Sarvesh Bhutesu" i.e. have equal behaviour towards all the creatures. Had he been anti-muslim in
his attitude, Pir Budhu Shah of Sadhaura, Nabi Khan and Ghani Khan would never have helped him
in times of peril. He taught the people the lesson of brotherhood of man kind and fatherhood of
God. He vehemently attacked caste system, forbade the use of intoxication and pursuaded the people
to lead a high moral life.
Like a true Karamyogi Guru Gobind Singh led a very active life but without any attachment
to this world. He sacrificed his all including his father and children for the sake of justice. Both by
his pen and sword he paved the way even for the future generations and thus enshirined himself in
the hearts of his countrymen for ages to come.

The Sikhs and their Scriptures
by

G.H. Loehlin, Ph.D.
t

Guru Gobind Singh well knew the importance of the pen as well as the sword in the coming
struggle for freedom. His court at Anandpur became a literary centre. He employed fiftytwo poets to
translate into Hindi the stories of Indian heroes heroines from the various Puranas and from the
Ramayana and Mahabharat Epics. His purpose was to infuse in his followers a new spirit of resistance
to all injustice and tyranny. Much of this literature was lost in the river in the retreat from Anandpur
some years later : but some of it is preserved in the Dasam Granth.
To summarize then ; about the year 1500 Nanak founded the Sikh faith by preaching a
synthesis of Hinduism and Islam, touring possibly from Ceylon in the south to Tibet in the north, as far
east as Assam and as far west as Mecca. He took the important step, just before his death, o
appointing a successor to the Guruship ; and further, he passed over his ascetic and celibate elder son
in favour of a devoted disciple unrelated to him, who had a wife and children.
Sikhism thus broke with the ascetic tradition at the start and Sikhs have been a body of householders ever since. The second Guru Angad popularized the Gurmukhi script, which has remained the
sacred script of Sikhsim ever since. The third Guru Amar Das thoroughly organised the Sikh Church,
and Guru Ram Das founded the religious capital of Sikhism at Amritsar. At the beginning of his
Guruship Arjan completed the Golden Temple at Amritsar, after amassing considerable wealth under
a regular system of tax collection carried out by a special mission of tax-gatherers called masands.
He also founded the towns of Tarn Taran in Amritsar district and Kartarpur in Jullundur district both
of which are of importance today. His crowning work was the compilation of the Ad Granth which
gave the new faith an authentic book of sacred teaching. The last five of the Gurus had to face an
increasingly aggressive and hostile Islamic State, and gradually built up an army of defence. Guru Arjan
and Teg Bahadur fell victims to Muslim fanaticism, and it was the work of the tenth and last Guru
Gobind Singh to complete the development of Sikhism by founding the Khalsa Brotherhood which has
survived severe persecution by the Muslims and infiltration by the Hindus and is the main cohesive
force of Sikhism to day.
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Great Generalivslmo

Baba Banda Singh Bahadur
by

Prof. Ishwer Singh

Rome was not built in a day, so are the nations. Builders of a nation have to toil in the face
of trials and tribulations. The life of Guru Gobind Singh, the tenth beloved Enlightener, was not a
bed of roses. He came when humanity was bleeding profusely as a result of religious fanaticism on
the part of imperialists and morality was at a very low ebb. He tells us the mission of his life through
following pearls from 'Vachitra Naatak' :
Tor this purpose was I born
understand all ye pious peoples,
To uphold righteousness, to lift up the good,
To destroy all evildoers root and branch.'
He meditated long to achieve his aim and at last discovered a formula. He said :
"Choon kar az haman heel te darguzasht
Halal ast burdan ba Shamsheer dast."
'When all other means are exhausted,
It is fair and proper to take up the sword'.
This enjoins non-violence to the utmost limits sanctioning the use of force to meet force only
when non-violence is provenly a blunt weapon. In Sikh history the weapon of non-violence was
first employed by the Fifth beloved Nanak when he was put to atrocious death under the order of
Mughal King Jehangir. The ninth Master Guru Teg Bahadur was summoned to Delhi by the bigoted
ruler Aurangzeb and was asked either to perform miracles or to embrace Islam, or to court death.
The Guru chose the last course saying ;
"Bahen jinah di pakriey sir dije bahen na chhodiey
Tegh Bahadur bolya dhar payae Dharam na chhodiey"
i.e. 'Give thy head rather than forsake those whom thou hast undertaken to protect.
life, but relinquish not thy faith.'

Give thy

Mercilessly the Guru was beheaded publicly in Chandni Chowk. No voice was raised in protest
and not a word was recorded to condemn these brutal murders. Two young sons of Guru Gobind
Singh were entombed alive in the walls of Sirhind fortress. The Sky rained fire and storm and
earthquake shook the whole city of Sirhind on this tragic and heart-breaking scene but no body on
this earth shed the tears.
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2

Guru Gobind Singh did the miraculous job in making the people realise the value of freedom
and filled in them the spirit to face the oppressors. He drove out the fear of death from their minds
He created the pure and invincible KHALSA by the institution or Baptism of doub e edged sword
(Khande da Amrit). In the words of S. Gurmukh Nihal Singh. 'This new type of man, he created, was
neither a religious recluse nor an avaricious worldly man, neither a believer in the doctrine ot
Ahimsa nor a follower of the Bismarkian doctrine of blood and iron, but one who was a remarkable
amalgam of the Saint and the man of world ; who lived in the world and was yet out of it.....
He
repeated the name of the Lord on his iron rosary with one hand and killed the tyrants and oppressors by his sword with the other, and even at the time of fighting kept on shouting 'Sat Sri Akal'
(God is true)
He was a Khalsa, the pure one
who dedicated his life to God and
the Gurus, to the service of the humanity and to the protection of the weak and the oppressed".
3

The subject of the note—a great hero of Sikh History who pounced upon the oppressors
with a lion's-roar and paid the devil in his own coin is great generalissimo Baba Banda Singh
Bahadur. He was the first to lay foundations of Sikh Sovereignity in the Punjab. The historians
record his original name as Lachhman Das—a Khastri Sodhi by Caste. It is said, one day while
in pursuit of a hunt a female deer fell his prey. The scene of her dying with the two young ones
prematurely born affected him so very much that he left for jungles and became an ascetic. In the
words of Bhagat Lakshaman Singh, "Roaming in wilderness from place to place, visiting places of
pilgrimage and forming acquaintance with men of religion, he (Lachhman Das) arrived at last at
Nanded in Deccan where he set up a hermitage of his own. Here he spent sixteen years in solitude
devoting all his energies in pursuit of Yogic and Tantric exercises. His fame spread soon and men
came from far and near to consult him and receive from him the solace of religion. But he himself,
had not yet found peace of mind". As an ascetic he was famous by the name of Madho Das Bairagi.
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Historians have different views on Guru Gobind Singh's journey to Deccan and meeting
Madhodas Bairagi. Zafarnama (Epistle of Victory)—a letter addressed by Guru Gobind Singh to
Aurangzeb in which the Guru severely reproved him for his fanaticism and oppression of his own
subjects, greatly moved Aurangzeb and he invited the Guru to see him personally at Ahmed Nagar.
Royal orders were issued to the Rajas af Rajasthan to receive him royally when the Guru should
happen to pass through their territory. The Guru started on his journey but before he had reached
the destination, Aurangzeb's end was announced and the meeting never took place. Bhagat Lakshaman
Singh Says, "On parting company from Bahadur Shah, the Guru (Guru Gobind Singh) wended his
way eastwards when by mere chance Bairagi Lachhman Das's hermitage came in sight. Giani Gian
Singh has mentioned the Guru as talking Bahadur Shah that the work of punishing the tyrants
about which the latter had dilly-dallied would be executed by one of his disciples. Obviously the
Guru meant Banda Singh Bahadur. So Kapur Singh Writes, "In 1708, Guru Gobind Singh, after
protracted discussions and parleys with Mughal King Bahadur Shah, the son and successor or
Aurangzeb, came to the firm conclusion that all means of peaceful persuasion had failed and it had
therefore become the right and duty of the Sikhs to move the hand to the hilt of the Sword'. In the
same year (February, 1708) the Guru initiated a Hindu Yogi and occultist, Madhodas Bairagi as a
Sikh and renamed him Banda Singh". Sayyad Ahmed Shah of Batala who has based his work,
'Tarikh-i-Hipd : Bayan-i-Ahwal-i-Mulk-i-Hind Wa Maluk-i-an' on the contemporary records of his
ancestors, gives a dialogue that took place between Guru Gobind Singh and Banda Singh. Towards
the end of it Banda Singh asked the Guru the purpose of Guru's visit and the Guru answered,' I
have come here to convert you into a disciple of mine'. It is said while at Nanded, Guru Gobind
Singh came upon the hut of Madho das, a Bairagi hermit. The Guru sat on his coach in his
absence. The Bairagi was credited with magical powers by which he could over throw any one who
dared sit on his coach. He tried his skill against the Guru but failed. He bowed before the Guru and
when asked, he called himself his Banda or Slave.
5

It seems, therefore, that Guru had in his mind the personality of Banda Singh and he went to
him purposely to convert him to Sikhism. As said earlier when he was asked by Banda Singh the
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purpose of his visit he said—"I have come to convert you into my disciple".
Ahmed Shah :

In the words of Sayyad

"Pas hamangha aur Pahul dawa Singh kard ba khud bad para award"

i.e., "So, at that very place the Guru, having administered the Pahul to him, made him a Singhs and
brought him to his camp".
Guru Gobind Singh then appointed him the generalissimo of the Sikhs after conferring upon
him the military title of 'Bahadur'. Banda Singh Bahadur was then ordered to proceed to the Punjab
with the assignment of, "due chastisement of the Mughal rulers, who have usurped the power that
belongs to the people, condign punishment of those guilty of atrocities, destruction of their military
bases and re-establishment of the freedom of people." He started for Punjab armed with Guru's
blessings and with drum, a banner and five arrows as emblems of the authority of the Guru he bestowed
upon him. However, while he was on his way to Punjab, news reached him of Guru Gobind Singh
having been stabbed by two Pathan ruffians who were very close to the Guru. These ruffians were
agents of Wazir Khan, Governor of Sirhind who was afraid of being punished for his foul deed
in the murder of two young sons of Guru Gobind Singh, had the appro'achment between Mughal
King Bahadur Shah and the Guru taken place. Be that as it may, the cruel deed infuriated Banda
Singh. Filled with rage he leapt for Sirhind to take revenge from the ruffians who were responsible
for shedding blood of innocent youths.
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After reaching Punbab Banda Singh issued edicts (hukumname) to Sikhs in the Punjab calling
upon them to join him. The first to join them were the Sikhs from Malwa. Then came the bands
of descendants of Bhai Bhagtu and Bhai Rupa. This whole army was re-inforced by the contingents sent
by ancestors of Chiefs of Phulkian Misal. Sikhs in the service or Mughal Subedar Sirhind took up
cross and joined the expeditionary force. Banda Singh, now, commenced his operations. He first
encircled Sonepat and captured it without any opposition, the Pathan Faujdar having fled to Delhi.
After this he siezed Samana, the native town of hated Sayyad Jalal-ud-Din, the executioner, who
beheaded Guru Tegh Bahadur and of Pathans who executed Guru Gobind Singh's two infant sons
bricked up in the walls of Sirhind fortress. Samana being nearer to Delhi was full of palatial
mansions of Mughal noblemen and was fortified strongly. The Mughal Faujdar did not prepare
himself for the defence. Consequently the town was captured with no difficulty. The oppressors
were severly punished.
Siezing Samana, Banda Singh reached Sirhind on May, 14, 1810. Wazir Khan, the Subedar
of Sirhind made all preparations to meet the advancing force of Banda Singh. Sirhind was most
impregnable of all towns outside Delhi. Wazir Khan had no scarcity of men and material. He had
trained army. But it could not resist the enthusiastic force of Banda Singh and he inflicted a severe
defeat on Wazir Khan. He was taken off from his horse and cut to pieces. The whole town was
raised to the ground. Baj Singh and his brother Ram Singh, leading companions of Banda Singh,
were appointed Governors of Sirhind and Thanesar respectively and Bhai Fateh Singh was confirmed
as Governor of Samana. According to Umdut-ul-Twarikh, such was the terror excited by the
approach of the Sikhs that the Imperial Deputies, whether Mohammedans or Hindus, found their
safety in acknowledging and submitting to their authority. According to James Brown both Hindus
and Mohammedans acknowledged his (Banda Singh's) authority and adopted his creed. Banda Singh
raised the morale of Sikhs very high. Irwine, an English writer says," this success was however more
meteoric than that of Nepoleon Bona Parte.
After the conquest of Sirhind, Banda Singh shifted to Mukhlaspur, already captured, which he
now selected as his capital under the name of LOHGARH.
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Thus Banda Singh laid the foundation of Sikh Sovereignty. He assumed royal authority not
in his own name but in the name of the Guru, whose Khalsa and Banda he proclaimed himself to be.
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He struck his coins in the names of Guru Nanak Guru Gobind Singh with the following inscription.
Sikka zad bar har do Alam tegh Nanak wahab ast
Fateh Govind Singh shah shahan fazal Sachha sahab ast
i e "By the grace of the True Lord is struck the coin in the two worlds. The sword of Guru Nanak
is the granter of all boons, and victory belongs to Guru Gobind Singh, the King or Kings'.
The inscription on his official seal for State documents was also expressive of his deep sense of
devotion and loyalty to the Gurus.
Azmat-i-Nanak guru ham zahir wa ham batan ast
Padshah-i-Dino Duniya aap sachha sahib ast
i.e. 'The greatness of Guru Nanak is visible, as well as invisible. The king of Spiritual as well as
temporal world is the True Lord Himself
Later on this was changed to :
Degh-o-Tegh wa fateh wa Nusrat bedrang
Yaft az Nanak Guru Gobind Singh
i.e. 'The kettle and the sword (symbol of charity and power), victory and unreserved blessing have
been obtained from Guru Nanak—Gobind Singh'.
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Banda Singh's increasing influence roused the ire of the Mughal emperor Bahadur Shah who
was in Deccan. He returned to Delhi. Subedars of Delhi and Oudh and other Mughal officers were
instructed to march towards Punjab. Prohibitory laws against the Sikhs were passed. Fearing that
some Sikhs may not have smuggled themselves into the royal camp disguised as Hindus, Bahadur Shah
ordered all Hindus employed in the imperial offices to shave off their beards.
The massive imperial force drove the Sikhs from Sirhind and other places to take shelter in the
fort of Lohgarh. Here they made determined stand. Khafikhan, a Muslim historian of that time
says. "It is impossible for me to describe the fight which followed. The Sikhs in their faqir's dress
struck terror into the royal troops. The number of casualties among the latter was so large that for
a time it appeared as if they were going to lose".
Further re-inforcements arrived and sixty thousand horse and foot closely invested Banda
Singh's hilly retreat. For want of provisions, Sikhs were reduced to most rigorous straits. They
killed their horses for food, and when they could stand upto the enemy no longer, they made a
desperate nightly rally to escape into the hills of Nahan.
But Banda Singh was far from vanquished. A Hukamnama, which he issued to his followers
within two days of his leaving the fort of Lohgarh, showed the spirit which swayed the Sikhs during
that difficult period. The following is the English version of Banda Singh's letter :
One God ! Victory to the presence.
This is the order of Sri Saccha Sahib (the real Great Master) to the entire Khalsa of Jaunpur.
The Guru will protect you. Call upon the Guru's name. Your lives will be fruitful. You are the
Khalsa of great Immortal God. On seeing this letter repair to the presence, wearing five arms.
Observe the rules of conduct laid down for the Khalsa. Do not use bhang, tobacco, poppy, wine, or
any other intoxicant
Commit no theft or adultery. We have brought about the Golden Age (Satyuga). Love one
another. This is my wish. He who lives according to the rules of the Khalsa shall be saved
by the Guru.
When Bahadur Shah died in February, 1712, and when a war of succession started among his
sons, Banda Singh immediately took advantage of the confusion thus created and rushed upon
Lohgarh and Sadhaura. He not only recaptured them without any difficulty, but also was able to
retain them, almost in a state of siege, for nearly two long years. Ultimately, however, the superior
army of the new emperor, Farrakh Siyar, dislodged him from there and compelled him to fly back into
the Shivilak Hills, from where, after watching the political situation for some time and maturing his
plans, he pounced upon Batala and Kalanaur and gained some brilliant victories. But here too the
imperial forces were soon upon him, with the result that he had to make a defensive position at
Ourdas-nangal about four miles from Gurdaspur. Gurdas-nangal was the epic of purest heroism in
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the face of heaviest odds. According to Muhammed Qasim, the Muslim author of 'Ibratnamah', who
was an eye witness of this campaign, "Sikhs' brave and daring deeds were amazing. Twice or thrice
a day, some forty or fifty of them would come out of their enclosure to gather grass for their animals,
and, when the combined forces of the Emperor went to oppose them, they made short work of the
Mughals with arrows, muskets and small swords, and, then disappeared. Such was the terror of these
people and the fear of the sorceries of their chief that the commanders of the royal army prayed that
God might so ordain things that Banda (Singh) should seek safety in flight".
For eight long months, the garrison resisted the siege under these gruesome conditions. The
royal armies at last broke through and captured Banda Singh and his famishing Sikhs. Nearly three
hundred of them were killed on the spot. The rest alongwith Banda Singh, were taken to Lahore, and
thence, to Delhi. The cavalcade to Delhi formed a most dreadful spectacle. Besides 740 prisoners
in heavy chains it comprised, seven hundred cartloads of the heads of the decaptivated sikhs with
another 2000 stuck upon pikes.
C.R. Wilson has given in his 'Early Annuals of the English in Bengal' the following description
of the entry of the Sikh captives into Delhi.
"Malice did its utmost to cover the vanquished with ridicule and shame. First came the
heads of the executed Sikhs, stuffed with straw, and stuck on bamboos, their long hair streaming in
the wind like a veil, and alongwith them, to show that every living creature in Gurdaspur had perished,
a dead cat on a pole. The teacher (Banda Singh) himself, dressed out of mockery in a turban of red
cloth, embroidered with gold, and heavy robe of brocade, flowered with pomegranates, sat in an iron
cage placed on the back of an elephant. Behind him stood a mail-clad officer, with a drawn sword.
After him came the other prisoners, seven hundred and forty in number, seated two and two upon
camels without saddles. Each wore a high fool's cap of sheepskin and had one hand pinned to his
neck, between two pieces of wood. Many were also dressed in sheepakins with wooly side turned
outwards. At the end of the procession rode three great nobles, Muhammad Amirkhan sent by the
emperor to bring in the prisoners (from Aurangabad to the Lahori gate of the palace), Qamr-ud-Din,
his son and Zakariya Khan his son-in-law, who being also the son of Abd-us-Samad Khan had been
deputed to represent his father at the ceremony. The road to the palace, for several miles, was lined
with troops and filled with exultant crowds, who mocked at the teacher and laughed at the
grotesque appearance of his followers. They wagged their heads and pointed the finger of scorn at the
4
poor wretched as they passed. Hu! Hu ! infidel dog worshippers, your day has came. Truly
retribution follows on transgression, as wheat springs from wheat and barley from barley'. Yet the
triumph could not have seemed complete. Not all the insults that their enemies had invented could
rob the teacher and his followers of their dignity. Without any sign of dejection or shame, they rode
on calm, cheerful, even anxious to die the death of martyrs".
"Life was promised to any one who renounced their faith, but they would not prove false to
their Guru, and at the place of suffering their constancy was wonderful to look at.
'Me, deliver, kill me first' was the prayer which constantly rang in the ears of the executioner.
One there was, a young man, an only son, whose widow mother had made many applications to the
Mughal officers, declaring that her son was not a Sikh prisoner, and no follower of the Guru. A
release was granted and she hastened to the prison house to claim her son, but the boy turned from
her to meet his doom crying. 'I know not this woman. What does she want with me ? I am a true
and loyal follower of the Guru'. For a whole week the sword of the executioner did its butcher's
work. Every day a hundred brave men perished and at night the headless bodies were loaded into
carts, taken out of the city, and hung upon trees. It was not till June 19, 1716 that Banda (Singh)
himself was led out to execution, all efforts having failed to buy him off. They dressed him, as on the
day of his entry, set him again on an elephant, and took him away to the old city, where the red
Qutab Minar lifts its proud head of white marble over the crumbling walls of the Hindu fortress. Here
they paraded him round the tomb of the late emperor, Bahadur Shah, and put him to a barbarous
death. First they made him dismount, placed his child in his arms and bade him kill it. Then, as he
shrank with horror from the act, they ripped open the child before its father's eyes, thurst its
quivering flesh into the mouth and hacked him to pieces limb by limb".
Executions continued and on June, 19, came the turn of Banda Singh, Harshest torments
were reserved for him. His eyes were pulled out and his hands and feet chopped off. His flesh was torn
with red hot pincers. The end came, mercifully for him, with the executioner's axe falling on his neck.
9

I have freely consulted the papers, articles, notes etc., written by different authors on the
subject specially those of Dr. Ganda Singh, Dr. Fauja Singh, S. Harbans Singh and many others. I
acknowledge them with thanks.
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Making of a Nation
by

Duncan Greenless
In 1695 the Guru Gobind Rai, set himself to the swift building of a nation ; the Hindus were
too mild and modest, too desireless, too resigned to fate or to the results of their own karma and had
to be stung and encouraged into a brave and more vigourous attitude to life. This aim the Guru
achieved by means of his daily teachings and the special methods we shall read about shortly. In such
ways he blended devotion and piety with manly valour and pugnacity, implanting in every Sikh
the heart of a lion and a self respect which soon earned them the respect of others.
The Guru did many strange things in those days. Thus, to teach simplicity and hardihood to
his Sikhs, he once burned all the costly clothes he could find in Anandpur and threw much treasure
into the river Sutlaj. He introduced the wearing of long hair among his warriors and taught all Sikhs
to carry arms all times. He organized a great arms factory at Anandpur, making swords and daggers
in plenty.
RESPONSIBILITIES
The membership of every human society requires keeping a certain rule arising from its
very nature. At his initiation (pahul) the Sikh undertakes certain vows and obligations which mark
him out from all non-members of the Panth. Let us consider some of these for a moment :
(1) He promises never to be at any time without the panch kakas, which the Guru chose as
the uniform of the Khalsa;
(2) All ideas of caste, of polytheistic deities and non-Sikh customs and rites are repudiated ;
(3) He will abstain from the four kuraihats (misconducts); the shaving or cutting of hair or
beard, eating meat killed in the slow way used by Muslims, adultery and the use of tobacco in
any form ;
(4) Nor will he commit any tankhah (penal offence) such as associating with apostates,
dyeing or pulling out white hairs, giving or taking cash dowries, using drugs or liquors, worshipping
non-Sikh shrines or tombs, raising monuments over the dead etc.
A Sikh who does one of these things must confess in public before the five piaras of the nearest
local sangat (assembly) and faithfully do the penance they impose. Those who indulge a kurahat have
to receive initiation afresh after their penance has been performed.
(5) He will obey all regular gurmatas (decrees) and hukamnamas (religious edicts) issued by
an authorised meeting of the collective Panth at one of the four takhts (throne): Akal Takht at
Amritsar, Patna Sahib, Keshgarh at Anandpur, and Hazur Sahib at Nanded in the Deccan. Appeals
against the voice of any sangat lie in the Akhal Takht, whose decision is binding on all Sikhs.
(6) He is expected to train his own spiritual life by frequently reading the Granth Sahib and
the Dassam Granth, by regular personal prayer and meditating on the God's name, and taking a living
part with other Sikhs in the religious and social life of the local sangat. He will also serve all in need,
irrespective of their caste or creed, beginning with cheerful menial work in the gurdwaras and the
Guru's kitchen, to the expenses of which he is entitled to give what he can ;
(?) He is to observe to Anand form of marriage after full maturity is attained, and at death
the body is to be cremated or thrown into flowing water with the usual Sikh rites.
Above all, he is never to forget that he is a member of the Guru himself, to behave at all
times with an eye to its honour and repute, to look on all fellow-members as his own brothers and
sisters, and to strive ceaselessly to become worthy of the great honour conferred upon him by
becoming a member of the Khalsa.
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PRIVILEGES
It is difficult in a few words to sketch the gains of a man or woman on entering the Khalsa
Panth ; they are so numerous and some so subtle that one deep spiritual insight reveals them. A
few shine out as obvious :
(1) He or she becomes a member, a part of the Guru's own body in the world, through whom
the Guru works upon mankind, leading it to God. The Guru himself said: Khalsa mera rup hai
Khas (the Khalsa is my very form). What strength what courage, what inspiration to know that this
is true?
(2) He becomes an integral member, united with one of the noblest and bravest of religious
groups in the world, sharing their great wealth of heroic and saintly tradition.
(3) He finds in every other Sikh a real brother or sister, ready and willing to serve him even
to the sacrifice of life !
(4) Through the Guru's spirit imbued in every sentence of the Holy book he is guided to the
highest knowledge and love of God, wherein alone is true peace and enrichment of the soul. This
fullness of intuitive understanding cannot be gained from it by any non-Sikh, however sympathetic
he may be.
USE OF OUTER SYMBOLS
Some have wondered why, when the Guru in his first form as Guru Nanak inveighed against
the external show delighted in by yogis and saniyasis and even by caste-proud Hindus, displaying
namam and sacred thread corresponding to no inner reality, with their ceremonial eating squares,
their offering to the dead, their pilgrimages and filthy prahiscittams, the Tenth Guru nevertheless
established the rite of pahul (initiation) and imposed the five K's on all who would henceforth be
accepted as true Sikhs.
It is true that one may be in a certain restricted sense like the sahjdharis and many Sikhs who
are sufis disciple of the Guru by brooding on the Granth Sahib and on God's omnipresence, always
serving Him by the humble service of mankind. But as Lakshman R. Pangarkar says (in his valuable
Hindi life of Tukaram 9 1924), if one would truly enter into the spirit of any sampradaya (community)
one must gladly embrace all the elements of its disciplines and modes of training ; for the system of
each sampradaya is a reasoned and scientific whole whereof one pick and choose by his own taste to
his own loss and impoverishment.
The Guru imposed those outer signs of a Sikh ; (1) as a test of the disciple (a courage and
firmness ; it cost something to proclaim oneself thus visibly a Sikh when Sikhs were hunted down for
torture and death. (2) so that Sikhs might know one another at once in any place and be sure of
meeting brothers wherever they might go. The Freemasons' signs have the same purpose even today
and (3) the wearing of a common uniform strengthens esprit de crops, binds each individual to be
morally worthy of the whole, creates a pride and a sense of participation in all the work of brothers
of the same society.
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He Who Created The Panth
by

Dr. G C Narang
Since the fall of Anangpal, no political leader had arisen in the Punjab. Although some Hindu
zamindars who called themselves Rajas still lurked and lingered in the mountain fastnesses of
Kangra, the Hindus had ceased to exist as a political power in the Punjab. Guru Nanak had
considerably elevated the morals of the Punjab Hindus and other predecessors of Gobind had done
something to make a peaceful organisation of them. But the work of evolving a body of men
inspired by high political aspiration was reserved for the exceptional genius of Gobind. And the
method he adopted to achieve his object though not quite original proved most effective under the
circumstances. He had realized that the Hindus as a race were too mild by nature, too contented in
their desires, too modest in their aspirations, too averse to physical exertion and hopelessly scrupulous
in sparing pain to others, even to their enemies. He also realised that they were a religious people,
and terror-stricken and demoralised as they had become, they were still strongly attached to religion
and had shown great readiness to suffer for their faith. There could be only one way of moving such
a race. They had religious but no national feeling. The only way to make a nation of them was to
make nationalism their religion. And Guru Gobind Singh did make nationalism a religion with them,
all that was calculated to foster a national sentiment was incorporated as articles of faith in this new
creed. The first element of nationalism is unity, and this point was the first to receive Gobind's
attention. He had realised that caste was a great barrier to unity especially the caste as it existed in
his time. Gobind sent some of his disciples to one Raghu Nath Pandit to study Sanskrit with him.
He refused to teach them because they were not Brahmans. This supercilious exclusiveness, Gobind
rightly understood, was not calculated to encourage the growth of nationalism. He therefore struck
at the very root of the evil by declaring that caste was an aftergrowth in the Hindu social system, and
no body could call himself a true Sikh if he did not give up the prejudice of caste, and did not regard
all his fellow Sikhs as his brothers. The four castes, he said were like pan, supari, chuna and katha
i.e., betel leaf, betel-nut, lime and catechu, one of which by itself could not give redness to the lips,
strength to the teeth or relish to the tongue. Guru Govind not only tried to make one caste out of
the four, but he went a step further and at once removed all unevenness of religious privileges and
established a theocratic democracy. This meant that the Khalsa formed a brotherhood in which the
lowest was equal to the highest.
Of the five who had offered their heads, one was a Khatri all the rest being so called Sudras.
But the Guru called them Panj Pyaras, or the Beloved Five, and baptised them after the manner he
had introduced for initiation into his brotherhood. He enjoined the same duties upon them, gave
them the same privileges and as a token of newly acquired brotherhood, all of them dined
together.
The Guru's views of democratic equality were much more advanced than the mere equality
among his followers could satisfy. In his system there was no place even for the privileges of the
chief or the leader. No leader, he believed could be fit to lead unless he was elected or accepted by
the followers. History shows that individuals or classes enjoying a religious or sectarial superiority
have been only too loth to forgo even a particle of their privileges. Soon after he called a meeting
of all his followers and announced his new doctrines to them.
The destruction of caste prejudice, the introduction of a theocratic democracy, was the first
' step that Govind took to bring about unity which is the first element nationalism. He supplemented
this moral force by some other ordinances some of which may be called more or less mechanical in
their nature. These were as follows:—
(1) All the Sikh names were to end alike, as they do up to now i.e., in the word Singh
(a lion).
(2) All had to follow one form of salutation.
(3) There was to be no external object of homage except Granth.
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(4) The multiplicity of Hindu places of pilgrimage was too much to encourage national unity,
so the Guru fixed upon Amritsar as the Chief place of pilgrimage for the Sikhs, and that town has
ever since been the Mecca of the Gurus and all classes of Sikhs whether Brahmans or pariahs are
allowed to bathe in the tank of nectar and worship in Hari Mandir or the temple of God.
(5) The Guru strengthened these bonds of Union by certain still more mechanical devices
which have remained throughout the last two centuries and are at the present day acquiring still
greater importance and strength among the orthodox Sikhs.
'The Guru was a philosopher." says Cunnigham, "and understood fully how the imagination
of men could be wrought upon." He thoroughly realised the hypnotising power of certain external
forms and symbols and knew what an inspiration men often receive from a change in their outward
appearance. This is the secret of the power of pledges and austerities.
This was the significance of the pahul or the baptism introduced by Gobind and it was to
induce that electric force that he introduced certain other ordinances by which the Sikhs stood out as
the chosen of the Lord with a mission to fulfill in this world. He made it a rule that all Sikhs should
abstain from smoking and should wear turbans and always keep the following five KAKAS i.e., five
things whose names begin with K. viz. Kesh or long hair and long beards, Kangha or comb, Kirpan
or a sword, Kara or a steel bracelet, and Kachha or a sort of nikerbokerbokcker which came to possess
the same significance as that of a virile Roman youth. If it was not a copy of the uniform of Bhim's
Army mentioned in the ancient Sanskrit work "Nala Champa" by Trivikram Bhatt, it was a strange
coincidence that the Guru prescribed a similar uniform for his followers.
The Guru thoroughly understood the importance of raising their position and aspirations and
of inspiring them with confidence and courage. The following are among the main he employed to
achieve this very difficult object.
1. In the first place he inspired them with a belief that they were now under the direct control
and protection of God. They were taught as an article of faith to believe that God was always present
in the general body of the Khalsa and that wherever even five Sikhs were assembled the Guru would
be with them.
2. They were further impressed with the idea that they were born to conquer. A
political leader had no claim to any leadership if he is not strongly optimistic and does not believe in
the ultimate triumph of his cause. The Guru was an embodiment of hope and confidence and his
followers were saturated with the same belief. The new salutation among the Sikhs was to be
"Wahguru ji ka Khalsa Sri Wahguru ji ki Fateh." The Lord's is the Khalsa, Lord's the victory. A
strong conviction of one's being the chosen instrument of God, and the confidence it inspires are the
strongest guarantees for success, and the Guru had given these guarantees to his followers.
3. To raise their spirit still higher, the Guru changed their name from Sikh into Singh thus
making lions of humble disciples and "raising them with one stroke to a position of equality with the
noblest and most warlike class in India" for upto that time, only the Rajputs bore the exalted title of
Singh. They were now to feel as good and as great as the members of the Solar and the Lunar
dynasties.
Literature was the next means employed to infuse a warlike spirit into the hearts of his
followers. The Guru had a host of Poets and Pandits in his service and he caused many stirring
stories in the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, in Srimad Bhagwad and other Puranas to be translated
into Hindi. "I have", he says, "cast the Dasam of Bhagwad into Hindi with no other desire but
only the love of holy war." Peasants and Banias clerks and munshis who had for centuries either
read nothing or had fed themselves on Kareema and Gulistan, Bahar-i-Danish and Bostan, were now
reading or hearing in their own tongue the heroic exploits of Rama and Lakshmana, Bheem and
Arjuna, and discussing how the boy Krishna killed the demon Kansa, and how the fragile goddess
despatched with her own hand demons like Mahishasura. The Guru was himself a great poet and
on minds saturated with the spirit of the Ramayana and the Mahabharata his words produced an
electrifying effect. "I shall send a sparrow" said he "and the imperial falcons will fall before it."
"Each one of my Sikhs will fight a hundred thousand or I will not be called Guru Gobind Singh".
Such words uttered by a man like Guru Gobind Singh could never fail to have the desired effect.
Men who had never touched a sword or shouldered a gun became heroes. Confectioners and
washermen and sweepers and barbers became leaders of armies before whom the Rajas quailed
and the Nawabs covered with terror.
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Guru Gobind Singh and The Khalsa
by

Madame Marguerite Allen (U.S.A.)
At a time when the term "psychology" and its implications were hardly known, a great man
lived in this world who was to become one of the greatest psychologists of all times.
Guru Gobind Singh had as many facets as the world's most intricately cut stone but the apex
of their reflection was centred on his uncanny understanding of human nature and his ability to control
it. His winning personality and exceptional showmanship made it possible for him to control not
only masses of people but their destinies through his psychological handling of their weaknesses and
problems. A chronological study of his life shows that his movements were deliberately made to lead
up to one of the most amazing of all mass phenomenon the creation of the Khalsa.
Upon the shoulders of the young Guru Gobind Singh fell the thankless but glorious task of
upholding and cementing a faith which had been created by spiritual founders, defended by military
leaders, and finally bathed in the blood-soaked clothes of martyrdom. Surrounded by bands of dejected,
tyrannized followers, Guru Gobind Singh realised that only by the most unique means would he be
able to cutsmart the religious despots who held the reigns of India and at the same time muster his
motley crew of dissidents into a formidable army of spiritual militarists. In his childhood dreams he
had thought that the martyrdom of a man as great as his father would shake the Hindus into unity
»nd determined loyalty. But this had not been the result.
Even as the severed head of his saintly father rolled on the ground in Chandni Chowk, his
weak disciples stood on the side lines calling encouragement to the Muslim fanatics in order to hide
their own identity.
What then was the answer ?
This he did in his well-known donkey-lion trick.
Guru Gobind Singh had brooded over the weak, cowardly aspect of the band of men around
him. He knew they would never be able to stand up against the adversities which faced them unless
they realised their own weaknesses and were so shocked by them that they would do something
about them. But he wasn't quite sure how to go about it.
Finally, apparently amused at the confusion he had created, the lion raised his maned head and
brayed. Shock replaced fear but was driven out by embarrassment as the donkey continued to bray.
Then the Guru walked up to the lion, removed his disguise and revealed the simple animal beneath.
"This", indicated he, "is what you are cowards and simpletons masquerading in the uniforms
of soldiers hiding behind the skirts of your women, denying your own identity. You shake the name
of a lion at the world but inside you lies the heart of jackals".
Having brought home to his disciples the true conditions, he then determined to make real
lions of them, to implant in their hearts the bravery and courage which they needed for the long fight
•head. Now that they realised the need, the task would be easier.
As the vast multitude gathered at his command, the great Guru stood before them. The Guru
suddenly drew his sword and pierced the surrounding silence with it.
'Is there anyone among you to lay down his life at a call from me ? If so, let him
come forward.' At this strange demand the whole assembly was stunned and thrown into consternation.
The Guru repeated and re-repeated his demand. At the third call, Bhai Daya Ram, a Khatri of
#
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Lahore, stood up and offered his head. The Guru dragged him into a tent close by with apparent
hurry and violence. A low and a thud were heard ; a stream of blood trickled out, and the Guru,
his sword dripping with fresh-drawn blood, came out and called for another head. There was dead
silence again. At least, at the third repetition of the call, Bhai Dharam Das, a Jat of Delhi stood up
and offered his head. He, too, was dragged into the tent. Again a stream of fresh-drawn blood came
out from the tent. In this way three more heads were demanded by him, and giyen by Bhai Muhkam
Chand, a washerman of Dwarka; Bhai Sahib Chand, a barber ofBedar;'and Bhai Himat Rai, a
kahar or water-carrier of Jagannath.
At last, with five men's lives sacrificed to strengthen their belief, the Guru stood before his
followers. This time he knew that, his plan had worked. He knew that the half-followers who had
collected there existed no more. Before him sat thousands of people who realised now what was
needed to overthrow their yokes of subjugation. They realised also that with the leavening of a small
force of men who were willing to give their lives to the cause, the entire body could become a force no
other single unit could reckon with. They sat with hearts alert to the command of their Guru.
Then one by one the five men who had sacrificed themselves to the thirst of the sword walked
before the people. Clad in the beauty of the grace of God, they stood before their brethren. Then
the Guru introduced them, not by their names or caste or village, as was the custom but as the Panj
Piyare, the Five Beloved Ones who would form the foundation of the Khalsa.
Before the effect of this psychological move wore off, the Guru knew he had to cement it so
that his followers would not return to their lands and forget the lesson they had learned.
In their hearts he knew they had sworn to be faithful but he understood well the value of a
publicly sworn vow. Guru Gobind Singh also knew that a religion for Guru Nanak's philosophy had
developed into that needed certain forms to bind its followers together. He intended to institute that
along with the public vow.
So he took a simple bowl not a gold, silver, brass or copper one but one made of iron. Into
this he poured the most common of all liquids water not expensive elixirs or valuable milk. Then,
repeating the name of God he stirred it with the ever-present sword, thereby infusing a militant element.
Then his wife stepped forward and reminded him that man is incomplete without that touch of
sweetness which makes him kind, gentle, cultured. With this sane advice she put sweets into the
water.
When all the baptismal water was ready the Guru stood before the Panj Piyare who knelt in
the midst of the gathering. As they drank the sacred water, the Guru declared them to be Khalsa,
pure ones.
Through prayer and sacrificial fighting this newly-created race was able to make the cause of
truth shine in the darkened hearts of the rulers so that they no longer pursued their heinous crusade of
tyranny.
What has happened to that mighty army which once swept across the subcontinent to
bring the forces of evil to their knees and to fly the flag of righteousness from the hearts of India ?
Where are those khalsa, those pure ones who once banded together to fight for their faith, their
homeland, their God ?
Is the religion less worthy of sacrifice ? No. Is the blood of that once mighty race any
weaker ? No. Is the cause we face today less threatening ? No. Is it that no one recognises the
enemy that lurks as dangerously as it did in the 17th century ? No.
(By courtesy of the Sikh Review, Calcutta)
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Setting for the Creation of the Khalsa
by

Late Principal Sita Ram Kohli
Among the makers of our country's modern history, Guru Gobind Singh occupies a predominent place.
With the collapse of the Shahi Dynasty of Raja Jaipal in the Punjab during the early years of
the 11th century, the Hindus ceased to exist as a political power; and, in the course of the following
six centuries, there appeared no outstanding political or military figure who could give them an
adequate lead. When Guru Gobind Singh appeared on the scene, he found the Hindus of the Punjab
oppressed and cowed down.
They were to suffer, as contemporary writings of the Muslim historian abundantly reveal, all
sorts of indignities religious, social, economic and political. As a consequence of this glaring
invidious and degrading treatment by their rulers, they developed (though unwillingly) all those evil
habits and traits of character which have always marked the conduct and character of subject people.
Besides this, the geographical situation of the Punjab, too, made the condition of its Hindu
population more deplorable. This province is situated between Kabul and Delhi, which were the two
biggest strongholds of the Muslim conquerors of India. The adiministration of the Punjab was,
therefore, most rigidly and vigilantly controlled and supervised. The task of emancipating his country
and its people from the galling yoke of the Muslims, Guru Gobind Singh had set before himself, thus,
became more arduous.
Other circumstances which worked to the disadvantage of the Guru were :—
(1) His own tender age. He was not more than 10 years old when he came to the 'gadi'
(throne of succession).
(2) The suspicion and disfavour in which the Sikh pontificate came to be held by the
Government after the execution of Guru Tegh Bahadur on a charge of treason, scared away from the
churchfold a number of influential men who were afraid of incurring the displeasure of the king.
(3) The jealously and rivalry of his uncles and cousins, some of whom, like Dhir Mai and
Ram Rai, had influence with the local officials as well as at the court of Delhi, made it impossible
for the young Guru to work and live in peace.
He decided to retire for the time being to a quieter land, a more secure place in the Siwalik
hills and selected Paunta, in the Nahan State for his residence.
PERIOD OF PREPARATION
Guru Gobind Singh stayed in the seclusion of the Siwaliks for two decades and fully utilized
this long time to mature his plans and to prepare himself for the mighty task upon which he had set
his whole heart.
He engaged a number of poets and scholars of repute and, with their assistance, ran through
the whole range of epic literature in Sanskrit and learned to compose poetry. The gift of poetry
was hereditary in his family and the young Guru was soon able to develop a style of Hindi poetry
which, for its martial cadence, has since his time, remained unsurpassed. This class of warlike poetry
was unknown in the Punjab before, and it was with the help of his soul-stirring compositions that
Guru Gobind Singh roused the dormant energies of his people.
While going through the Puranic and epic literature, Guru Gobind Singh seems to have been
deeply impressed by the idea of a "saviour appearing from time to time to uphold righteousness, to
destroy the oppressors and rescue the weak and the innocent." And he came to believe as he tells
us in the Vichitra Natak, that he had been commissioned by God to perform the noble task of
"emancipating the good and of destroying all evil doers root and branch."
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DIAGNOSIS OF THE DISEASE
Guru Gobind Singh devoted considerable time and attention to diagnosing the disease from
which the Hindu community was suffering and, in the light of his knowledge, he proceeded to prescribe
the treatment. He realized that the centuries-long subjection to the Muslim rule had demoralized the
Hindu mind and had made it incapable of any superb physical or mental exertion. The average
member of the community had developed a complex of political inferiority in respect of his rulers.
The awe and terror of a Muslim tehsildar or faujdar or nazim was much, too much, for him. But it
was not only the political and administrative tyranny from which the Hindu suffered. He found the
religious and social tyranny also equally galling and repressive. The social system which then prevailed
and under which he was born and brought up, hampered the normal growth of his mental, moral and
intellectual faculties.
The Hindu caste system took little or no notice of the individual. His status was determined
for him. For his social conduct too, the rules were laid down and the observance of these was binding
on him. These rules were different and discriminatory for the members of different castes or groups
of society.
The Brahmin caste came at the top, with its exclusive privileges. Next came the Kashtriya
group, though less favoured than the first yet well-fenced by its special prerogatives over the remaining
two groups. At the bottom of the scale was placed the Sudra who was denied even the elementary
rights of a member of human society. This sort of discriminating and unjust treatment, having all
the weight of social sanction behind it, automatically stiffied one's legtimate aspirations and quelled
or rather killed, his notions of self-respect and of the dignity of man as man. This was the malady
which had seized the Hindu society.
THE CURE
If Guru Gobind Singh was to be successful in the work he had undertaken, he would have to
change or transform the very concept of the then Hindu society. The inferiority complex, both
political and social, under which its members lived and had their being had to be banished from their
minds, and the poorest man in society had to be taught and trained to regard himself as its full-fledged
member, claiming all rights and privileges and sharing all obligations with his brethren.
This was tantamount to changing the psychology of man and could be done not by modifying
or tinkering with the prevailing special laws and practices, but by reshuffling the old order and totally
breaking away from past usages. It was not a change but a metamorphosis which only a bold comprehensive and able mind like that of Guru Gobind Singh could have conceived and put into practice.
The caste system, which encouraged exclusiveness stood in the way of national unity and
dwarfed the spiritual growth of man, came as the first target of the Guru's attack. He refused to
acknowledge its claim to antiquity and cleared that in its present rigid form at least, the institution of
caste was an after-growth in the Hindu social system. He wanted to make one caste out of the four and
this alone, he said, would nurture the feelings of love and nation-hood. To make his point understandable by the common man, the Guru used the metaphor of pan : pan (betel leaf); supari (betelnut)
chuna (Lime) and Katha (catechu) when mixed and taken together would only then relish to the
tongue.
He next expounded his views regarding the inherent rights of man. All men, he said were
equal in the eyes of god and must be treated on the same level. The varna dharma, caste system, and
the special privileges claimed under it, for the twice-born members of society were only the creation of
man and were foreign to human society and repugnant to man's idea of dignity and self-respect.
In the new order of society which Guru Gobind Singh was going to establish there was to be
placed no bar of any sort upon a Sudra or any exclusive prerogative granted to a Brahmin. All, who
subscribed to his tenets, would be on the same level and the Brahmin, who entered the Khalsa
brotherhood, would have no higher claims to eminence than the lowest Sudra who swept his house.
Self respect and human dignity, in fact, were the greatest weapon ever used by the Guru in uplifting
his people. It was with the same end in view namely, to inspire men of humbler rank and status with
pride in themselves, that he changed the name of his followers from Sikh to Singh that exalted title
which had before been exclusively assumed by the Rajputs, the first and foremost warlike class in India.
Guru Gobind Singh also realised that the overthrow of the Muslim political despotism would
not be possible unless the Hindus were made to give up their submissive and passive habits and become
actively war minded.
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He enjoined his followers always to keep steel on their person in some shape or other. It is
worth noticing that of all the religious and social reformers of the world, Guru Gobind Singh is,
perhaps, the only one who has visualized God as Shastradhari (armed) and has addressed Him as Sarb
Lok or all-steel. In his life, his sword and some of the verses he composed by way of invocation to
it are, in the words of Dr. Narang, "among the finest of their kind of to be met within any literature
of the'world."
Guru Gobind Singh as already observed, had firm faith in the divine nature of his mission and
its ultimate success. A buoyant note of hope and optimism runs through his literary compositions and
his endeavour was to infuse the same spirit of optimism into his followers. The very words, with
which they were asked to greet each other, breathed of that spirit: Wahguru ji ka Khalsa; Wahguru ji
ki Fateh. (Victory of the Khalsa victory of God) made success of the Guru and that of commonwealth
the object of their holy prayer. It also, continued to revive, in the mind of the Sikhs, obligations he
owed to the Panth of which he had become a member and to the faith which he had adopted.
IMMENSITY OF THE TASK
The work of national regeneration which Guru Gobind Singh undertook to accomplish was,
indeed, laudable, but immensity of the task also could not be ignored. He was singlehanded and had
very scanty resources. The Hindu zamindars and petty rajas, who owed allegiance to the rulers of
Delhi, were not only unhelpful but actively opposed him.
The reigning Emperor Aurangzeb was no ordinary person. Simple and austere in his habits,
clever and cunning in statecraft, he would not let any movements for freedom gather strength or
momentum. Guru Gobind Singh's father, who had espoused the cause of the Kashmiri Brahmins, had
already been a victim to his wrath. What chance of success, one might ask, had Gobind Singh against
such a mighty empire as was that of the Moghuls ?
But chances of success or failure were no consideration with him. Great men, who come to
advance a righteous cause, do not stop to measure chances of success or failure.
Besides his strong faith in his heaven-ordained mission, the Guru's family history was a great
asset, a source of inspiration, and encouragement to him. His great-grandfather, Guru Arjan Dev was
arraigned for treason and executed by Jahangir (the grandfather of Aurangzeb); his grandfather, Guru
Har Gobind, was kept in prison by Shah Jahan (the father of Aurangzeb); and his father, Guru Tegh
Bahadur, was executed by Aurangzeb's own orders. Considering everything, therefore, the young
Gobind Singh was exceptionally brave to decide to launch the struggle against the mightiest empire of
the world.
THE TIME OPPORTUNE
The time chosen by the Guru (A.D. 1699) was indeed, opportune. The Emperor, his court
and his best officers were far away in the Deccan. Northern India, the Punjab in particular, which was
the scene of Guru Gobind's activities, was almost neglected by the ruler.
The Guru who had put in unhampered and continual strenuous work for well over two decades,
had been able to gather a large following and was himself in the prime of youth, 33 years old, with his
physical and mental faculties in full vigour.
His opponent, on the other hand, had now grown too old, Aurangzeb was 80 (April 1699),
exhausted and worn out by the hardships of a 20 years' camp life. The future of the empire, too, was
perplexing to the old Emperor. His policy and conduct had turned the Rajputs—once the strongst and
the most loyal supporters of the empire—into its bitterest enemies. The Shia, Muslims of the Ahmadnagar, Bijapur and Golcanda kingdoms, who were deprived of their rule by the Moghuls, had also
turned against Aurangzeb's house. But the Marhathas, perhaps, proved to be the greatest source of
headache for the Emperor in the declining years of his life. They had carried on a see-saw struggle
with him since 1680 and had exhausted almost all his resources. He was then (1699) in the midst of
the worst phase of his struggle with these hardy mountaineers and did not know what to do. In
despair, he wrote to his son : "I came alone (in this world) and am going alone. I have not done
well to the country or the people; and of the future, there is no hope."
THE BIRTH OF THE KHALSA
Tradition goes that it was on Baisakhi day of the year 1699 that Guru Gobind Singh called a
big meeting at Anandpur where more than 500,000 Sikhs assembled. A tent was pitched on one side
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and when all were seated there and were expecting to hear words of comfort and consolation from the
lips of their Guru, they were perturbed to see him emerge from his tent with drawn sword in his hand,
Slashing his sword he shouted. "My bhagwati (sword) demands a human sacrifice before it is appeased
and pacified."
There was a moment's pause. He shouted again, "Is there none out of the thousands assembled here who is ready to offer his life for the sake of the faith ?".
The Guru went on repeating his call. At the third call, one member of the assembled audience
rose from his seat and offered himself for sacrifice. He was led into the tent and after a little while,
the Guru again appeared before the assembly with his dripping sword in hand and asked for another
head.
Like this, five men were taken into the tent one after another. But at the end of the ceremony
all were brought out dressed as Khalsa. To each of them, the Guru administered the pahul, or the
baptismal rites. These five men became the Beloved Five of the Khalsa Panth, or the New Order,
initiated by Guru Gobind Singh.
The five men were also administered the sacrement of the communion food (Karah Parshad)
which they partook themselves and which they also distributed among the assembled crowd. The Guru
then asked them to administer the pahul to him in the same manner in which he had given the baptism
to them. With this the ceremony ended.

The Creator of the Khalsa
By

Gurmukh Nihal Singh
After his father's martyrdom, Guru Gobind Singh began his preparations, spiritual and
military for the great cause, for which he had come into the world which he himself described as
follows :—
'To spread Dharma and bring the holy-saints to the forefront and to uproot the evil-doers.
And during short span of his life of 42 years (1666-1708), he laboured ceaselessly to achieve the
great purpose.'
Guru Gobind Singh continued the great work of his nine predecessors i.e. of spreading the
gospel of the sacred Name (Nam-Simran) and of uprooting the religious and social evils, which had
sapped the energy of the people and had made them an easy prey to foreign invaders. He continued
to purify and strengthen the character of the people through service and sacrifice and by his own
personal example and magnetism. He offered his whole family father, mother and sons as sacrifice in
the cause of the 'freedom of conscience' and of 'free religious worship' and for ending forced
conversions to Islam. He founded the Khalsa a religious and equlitarian community of soldier-saints
vowed to the service of opperessed humanity.
Since its creation in 1660, the Khalsa has endeavoured to live up to the ideals laid down by its
illustrious founder Guru Gobind Singh i.e. to serve the weak, to protect the opperessed and to
champion the case of the holy and devoted man of God.
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The Spiritual Meaning of Amrit and Symbols
•

by
*

P.M Wylam
*

Of all the noble occasions which grace the annals of Sikh history, Baisakhi is the most
significant and memorable event. The baptism which Guru Gobind Singh instituted then, was the
rebirth and renewal of strength of the whole of the Sikh people, when their solidarity and brotherhood
was affirmed and established for all time. In all the versions of the Baisakhi story, none of the Guru's
Sikhs thought to question the meaning of, or the need for the Five Ks, but now we are in the age of
scientific reasoning and research rather than the age of faith and obedience. Now, we must question the
Master, and we try to look for logic in mystical symbols, so we feel the need to appreciate the reasons
for the unique symbols and the appropriate instructions which the Tenth Guru imparted to our worthy
ancestors—his faithful followers—at that first Baisakhi gathering in Anandpur in 1699.
The formation of the Khalsa was a natural sequence to and culmination of all that had gone
before in the development of the Sikh religion. Guru Nanak's teaching was of brotherly love for all
humanity in God's name. He fried to convey, in simple terms, the basic foundation of life and the
concept of God—making it clear that man and the Universe were individibly One. He tried to guide
his followers to their own realisation and experience of absolute Truth, and to help them to free
themselves from the continuing rounds of birth and death, with all the attendant human misery.
This he tried to do without advocating renunciation or asceticism. He highlighted the fact that
remaining in the stream of life and still continuing to act a part in the great divine play, was not only
possible, but that it was the ideal state to be in.
Guru GDbind Singh demonstrated the Guru's teaching by practically applying these principles
in his own life. Thus, in a way, he himself acted in the drama. There is no doubt that he played the
decisive and dangerous part, yet, in his inner self, he remained a detached, God-centred mystic. His
poetry reveals his deep devotion to God's name, as well as the love and fatherly care which he not
only felt towards the Sikhs, but which he unstintingly bestowed on them. Therefore, it was as their
father, the True King and their Guru, that he felt the necessity to bind the Sikhs into one family unit
of equal brothers and sisters. They were to throw off all divisions of caste, colour and creed and
were to adopt the common surname of Singh for men and Kaur for women. They were to live in the
world, but to serve mankind with love and selflessness ; they were to strive to realise perfect Divine
Unity, both for their own salvation as well as for the service of others. In order to give a realistic
meaning to this doctrine, he initiated the ceremony of Amrit and to ensure a high standard of moral
and spiritual behaviour, he laid down certain rules for their guidance. The rules to which the Sikhs
were told to adhere :
1.

The Khalsa Sikh is to worship One God and to repeat the Sikh prayer, meditating on
God's name every day.

2.

He must wear the five symbols (Panj kakar) and he must live according to the rules
ordained by the Guru.

3.

He must discard his former caste and he must not perform non-Sikh rites and ceremonies,
but he must use only Sikh religious ceremonies.

4. He must not commit any of the four misdeeds (Kurahat)—shaving or cutting the hair;
eating meat killed according to Moslem rites (Kosher); smoking tobacco, or drinking
intoxicants ; committing adultery or living immorally.
5.

He must contribute one tenth of his income (dasvand) for his religion.

6.

He must give service to the sangat, without expecting anything in return.

7.

He must always be ready to defend the weak and to fight in the cause of justice and
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In addition to these obligations, Guru Gobind Singh defines the spiritual characteristics of the Khalsa
Sikh in one of his verses :
"He who repeats night and day the name of God.
Who has full love and confidence in him ;
Who bestows not a thought on any but the One God,
Whose enduring light is inextinguishable,
Who puts no faith in fasting or worshipping cemeteries and monastries.
Who only recognises the One God and makes no fetish
Of pilgrimages, alms, charities and austerities:
He is recognised as a true member of the Khalsa
In whose heart the light of the Perfect One shines.'*
(THIRTY-THREE SWAIYAS, VERSE 1)
Thus, with the inauguration of the Amrit ceremony on Baisakhi day in 1699, Guru Gobind
Singh laid the foundation of an earthly organisation of the Sikh religion—he thereby formed the body
which was intended to house the spirit of the Guru Granth Sahib.
It is inevitable that man goes through all the vicissitudes of life while on this Earth. It
would not be in the nature of human life if it were otherwise. Therefore, it was in the course of
natural events that the Sikhs too, were involved in wordly conflicts from the times of the Sixth Guru
These affairs were, however, not an end in themselves because no action was ever undertaken by them
for worldly gain; it was all devoted to the cause of the freedom of the spirit. Guru Gobind Singh
realised that without striving on the earthly plane, the spiritual battle of the Sikhs would undoubtedly
have been lost; the Sikhs must, therefore, be made always of the obligation to defend their religion
against all adversity; but, at the same time, they must neither transgress the natural rights of others or
let cruelty and oppression of the innocent to be perpetrated by the wicked, however powerful. This
was not a departure from the erstwhile principles of Sikhism; it was the necessary and inevitable
outcome of the Guru's teaching to live righteously and to serve others. Nevertheless, Guru Govind
Singh emphasised that the sole purpose of religion was spiritual improvement, and the aim of his
teaching was to show his followers how to achieve union with God while living a normal life in the
world.
Religion, in general, has many aspects and purposes, but there are three things which, in
Sikhism, it should set out to achieve. The first is the salvation of the individual: the ennoblement of
the soul and its gradual elevation to higher and higher spiritual achievement until it attains Oneness
with God.
The second aim of Sikhism is the improvement of society; the collective welfare of humanit}
through the working of the Khalsa brotherhood. This also serves the individual, for by fellowship
with others, who are striving in the same direction, the brother feels encouragement and moral
support.
The third function of Sikhism is to transcend the obstacles which are placed by most religiom
as regards people who do not conform to the tenets of their own religions. Sikh religion is, therefore,
a natural refuge for such excluded people—a spiritual home for the homeless, so that those wandering
souls who have failed to find a place elsewhere in the human family should find it with the Khalsa
and, by the aid of the Guru's teaching, become transformed from aimless children into confident
manhood. Although the Khalsa brotherhood itself consists of the strong in spirit, it does not
forsake the weak. These latter are not admitted to its ranks as a matter of course, but matters are so
organised that every help is given to satiating the spiritual hunger as it increases.
Some people argue that these aims can be achieved without the Sikh having to wear the five
symbols, and so, what is the purpose in adhering to them? Taken collectively, the 5 Ks are as a
common denominator binding the Sikhs together into a brotherhood of people all striving to reach the
same religious objective. By wearing the symbols, the Sikhs all resemble their Master (their
spiritual father) and they also resemble each other, as brothers of the same family. The symbols
also serve the purpose of a uniform, which, history has shown, is the basic element for infusing the
spirit of oneness and of purpose in any army.
Taken individually, the symbols have great significance, for they represent, outwardly, the
qualities which the Sikh should cultivate inwardly, and by keeping them on his person, the Sikh i^
helped in his resolve to cultivate them in his soul.
Keshas: The uncut hair represents the complete, natural person. When the body is whole, in
the form that God made, then it represents also the whole spirit—the spirit unlimited by worldly
considerations. The hair is cut because of vanity or because of a wish to conform to the worldly
norm. To defy this norm shows freedom of spirit and non-attachment to the world. Most people
exist, being only partly and dimly aware of themselves; their minds are not fully conscious, and they
are quite unaware of the divinity within. The Sikh must try to become fully conscious, and he must
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try to be aware of the whole of his inner and real self. Thus, his soul, like his body, will become
whole and complete. The same principle of wholeness is equally applied to the rest of the human
body in Sikhism.
.. f
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Kangha ' In the same way that the comb keeps the hair tidy, grooms it, keeps the knot firmly
in place, so the comb symbolises the discipline of the mind. By wearing the comb, the Sikh should
be reminded to keep his mind under control; his thoughts should not be allowed to wander aimlessly,
but his mind should be kept orderly, methodical and well-disciplined. The spirit, through intuition,
should rule the intellect, and the intellect should rule the emotions. Thus excessive anger or
excessive attachment will be avoided.
Kachcha : The loose dhoti, the dress of the common people, represented to the Guru a loose
mentality. By adopting the shorts, it was intended to symbolise the spiritual and mental breakaway
from traditional dress and thought. The mind was to be freed from the bonds of superstitious
beliefs, and Sikhs were thus to be released from immature and effeminate submissiveness. They were
destined to become mature, solid and active soldiers. They were also to be self-controlled, chaste and
chivalrous. Since the symbol of the kachcha was the same for Sikh women, they were also intended
to develop the same qualities as Sikh men.
Kirpan : The short sword is the symbol of freedom from oppression and servility. Its obvious
meaning was for self-defence and the individual freedom and self-respect embodied in the right to bear
arms. The deeper, spiritual meaning of the kirpan is that it is symbolic of the triumph of transcendental knowledge over ignorance and darkness. The sword, in the mind, cuts at the roots of ignorance,
evil and worldly attachment and destroys them utterly.
Kara : The steel bangle binds the Sikh with a strong, unbreakable link, to his religion, to the
Khalsa and his brother-Sikhs. The complete, unbroken circle symbolises the unbroken continuity of
existence. Life is not something which began in the past, exists for a while and ends at some time in
the future. The spiritual Reality of life exists continually, free of both time and space. All appearances are subject to change, but change is only on the surface, like ripples on the ocean. No point
on the circumfrence of a circle can be called the beginning or the end of it, so by wearing the bangle,
the Sikh is reminded to cultivate in himself, the awareness of immortality and timelessness. Steel
itself is symbolic, since it is strong yet resilient under stress. In the same way, the human soul must
become as strong and unbreakable as steel which has been tempered in the furnace.
A Sikh who takes Amrit and wears the five symbols, even if at first, he does not fully comprehend their significance, naturally comes under their beneficent spiritual influence. It is true that an
amritdhari Sikh may still fall from grace if either he does not make the necessary spiritual effort
within himself, or if he fails to maintain it; and he may wear the symbols as a hypocrite, outwardly
but not inwardly. For this lapse, no one can blame the rules of the Khalsa. It is not unknown for
materials fabricated to the most rigid specifications to fail under stress and even to fatigue. Man is a
victim to environmental, physical, social, domestic and economic stresses. He can advance a
hundred-and-one excuses for his own shortcomings. The soul of man is a spark from God's own
pure light; but because it is encased in a body which may or may not have developed to its fullest
potential, it is like a light imprisoned in a glass bottle. If the glass is clean and pure, the light will
shine through it and illuminate the world, but if the glass is naturally clouded or dirty within, the
brilliance of the light will be obscured. Our Gurus have had over 200 years of continuous and
unbroken experience of human evolution and as a result of that experience they evolved spiritual
principles and rules of guidance which, if followed with sincerity and conviction, are true for all time.
Either through lack of matching experience, or through faulty approach, we sometimes fail to attain
the standard laid down. The mind, being a dynamic force, and the pattern of human behaviour being
generally unpredictable, it is difficult for different individuals to have uniformity of approach It is for
this reason that while sometimes the councils and committees of the Sikh sangats come to be headed
by those who truly strive to reveal the light, and the Khalsa really becomes the community of saints
which the Great Guru created, yet we also have numerous occasions of the opposite, when the
aspirations of the Sikh community are not fulfilled. The Sikhs are nevertheless fully conscious of
their own shortcomings and even in their personal failures they realise that in order that all their
works be blessed and the projects which they plan bear fruit and become successful, they will have to
strive hard, with all the goodwill and brotherly love at their command. The words of Guru Gobind
Singh always echo in the subconscious of their minds :
"He has no lust, wrath, covetousness, or worldly love or sickness, sorrow, enjoyment or fear.
He is without a body, He has love for all, yet He is devoid of sensual love.
He is homeless and indestructible.
To those who know Him, He gives; even to those who do not know Him, He gives.
He gives to the earth; He gives to the heavens.
O man, why do you hesitate? The beautiful and holy Lord of wealth will take care of you."
(Guru Gobind Singh, Swaiyas 5)
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Import of the Symbols
by

Sardar Sardul Singh Caveeshar
The idea of struggle between two opposite forces is also well represented in the ancient and
modern literature of different nations.
The ideal man for Guru Gobind Singh was an ideal soldier, a soldier ever engaged in battle
against all that is dark, mean and unrighteous. It was to be the daily work of every such soldier
to rise higher and higher, and at the same time help others in the struggle for uplift.
For the Guru's soldier it was necessary to have a clear mind, his heart should be pure,
feelings chaste, passions noble, and body healthy, no physical mental or spiritual disease was to be
allowed to come near him.
The Guru laid great stress on the acquirement of power. A man without the will to power
was no man at all. How could a weak man fight this battle ? It would prove too much for him.
How could a weak man fight against evil ? It would crush him under its deadly weight. How could
a weak man bring light and cheerfulness to those who groped in the dark and were miserable ? It
would be beyond his capacity. The sage who said, "Be wicked but not weak" was not wrong. A wicked
man can be turned into a virtuous man as he has sufficient strength of mind left him. But a weak
man is quite helpless.
Hence those who wish to play the part of spiritual soldiers must grow rich in the gifts of
nature, and must become men of iron will. They must over-flow with energy of every kind, physical
mental and spiritual. Only in this way they can do their duty well. Social service, philanthropy,
patriotism, religion all these require their support, and that support can come only when the supporters
are well endowed with all the virtues of head and heart.
This sword, or emblem of Divine Energy as the Guru called it, was for uprooting of evil
and protection of good, 'as kirpan, khanda, kharag tupak, tabar aur tir, saif sirohi, saithathi, yahi
hamare pir.' Brute force guided by evil hands was to be opposed with might and main thought at
the same time the less gifted ones were to be helped onward by all active and beneficient means.
The inner uniform for the soul of a soldier who had to fight the battle of life consisted in the
cultivation of the five virtues, purity, honesty, chastity, power and sacrifice. The outward uniform
consisted of five kakas, the five words beginning with 'K', kangha (comb), kada, (bracelet), kachcha
(underpants), kirpan (sword) and keshas (uncut hair). These outward symbols stood for inward
virtues and served as the distinguishing mark of those who had taken the vow to serve in the Order
of the Pure Ones, the Khalsa, those who had dedicated their lives to the service of God and
humanity. Thus the five kakas became insignia of the Khalsa Brotherhood.
ALWAYS ON DUTY
These symbols are as sacred to the Khalsa as the symbols of a regiment to a soldier, but
with this difference, that while the ordinary soldiers do not wear uniform all day because they arc
not always 'on duty' a Khalsa is always 'on duty', tayyar bartayyar everready, and must have these
virtues ready to help him at all times, for his battle is never-ceasing battle.
It should also be noted that this uniform is like the Royal Insignia or Royal Robe, proper
only for a real king. If a clown were to wear the king's robes, it would not make him a king, he
rather would make himself a laughing stock for other. Similarly those who wear the uniform of
Guru Gobind Singh's soldiers but do not possess the virtues necessary for fighting the battle of life
are a disgrace to the uniform and are no more than stage soliders worthless for any serious role.
Guru Gobind Singh impressed this lesson on his Sikhs by once dressing an ass in a lion's skin. The
people were afraid of the animal for some time, but when the ass brayed, they came to know of the
disguise and ignomously turned it out of the fields.
Their lives should be heavenly not lives of low desires and foolish passions. The virtues
they acquired should not make them proud, like the sugared water that they drank at the time of
initiation they should meet every one in sweet humility.
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The Creator of the Khalsa—
Shri Guru Gobind Singh ji Maharaj
by

Dr. R.L. Ahuja
Guru Gobind Singh was a Reformer, Rebel and a Revolutionary. He not only reformed his
community, but made a radical change in the social order. He created Singhs out of Sikh fighters
from among the non-violent people, and rebels among the suppressed, un-armed and timid brethern.
He rebelled against the political and religious tyranny of Aurangzeb. He however, did not
rebel, Himself, along. He prepared the whole community to rebel against the tyranny that threatened
to wipe out the whole community. He dedicated himself to the service of people and sacrificed not
nly himself but made an offering of his revered father Guru, as well as his dear sons on the altar of
his community.
"Genius," says Schopenhour, "holds up to us the magic glass in which all that is essential
nd significant appears to us collected and placed in the clearest light; and what is accidental and
•reign is left out." His comprehension of the situation is clear, relevant and essential. When he
offered his father as a sacrifice, he (Guru Gobind Singh) felt intuitively that the situation was so grave
that nothing short of a saint could meet it and that too by sacrificing himself on the altar of the ancient
liberty.
When all efforts at amicable settlement fail, one is driven to draw one's sword to defend one's
right to exist with honour, or to perish in the attempt.
There are countries, peoples and religions who seem to imagine in the words of Nehru, that
they are "more or the less the centre of the world and the rest in on the fringe," that their way of
living is the right way of living and other people's way of living is either a bad way or mad way or
just same kind of backward way. This, Nehru says 'is a common human failing to imagine that we
re right and others are wrong/
Aurangzeb thought so and wanted to wipe out the whole Hindu community because he thought
that the Hindu way of living was wrong; and the Hindus had, therefore, no right to exist if they
orshipped in a different way.
But it is difficult to judge 'says Nehru,' who is right and who is wrong. Both may be right
or both may be wrong. 'Any how,' he adds 'in so far as people's manner or living is concerned there
may be differences in countries all over the world and in each country, itself. The world is a diverse
place,' he points out 'and there is a large variety and the diversity of humanity.'
The Indian philosophy of life, is,' adds he, 'to live and let-live. We have no particular desire
to convert other people to any view or thought. We are prepared to talk it out with everybody and
it is for him to accept it or not; and we are quite happy if he goes his own way. We are not at all
happy if he interferes with our way. There is no reason why we should force others to regiment along
our time.'
And yet there are people who want to regiment and shape others on their particular pattern.
rhe> would compel others to think and act according to their way. This leads to conflicts.
It is natural and human that people have diverse ways of living and functioning. To force
them to follow a different way of living functioning and thinking is unnatural, unjust and inhuman.
Nehru would say that we should get rid of the evil in the world and allow the variety of the world to
continue.
Guru Gobind Singh regarded this religious regiment action by Auragzeb as an evil. This
dominated in the Mughal empire. It threatened to engulf the whole community by demoralising the
poor, the weak and the timid sections of the community into accepting under pain of death, a religion
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that place, God in the seventh heaven and that gave a promise of heaven to those who believed in it,
and threw others into the fire of hell. His firman of conversion or death or servitude left no choice
for the people and they succumbed to this greatest tyranny of all times. But as Lord Krishna and Hegel
say the spirit of the Age finds out the instrument which plays the eternal game of the Absolute. There
erupts a force as if from the catacombs of the ideals and values which have been buried deep by the
ruling power. It erupts like a valcano and sets up a conflagration that takes ages to put it out after it
has vindicated its rise. Guru Gobind Singh lighted a fire which he has himself been tending with the
blood of his followers.
The rise, the tragedy and the triumph of this Titan among slaves, Guru Gobind Singh, is an
eternal reminder to us all that theocracy is an unmitigated evil, and should never be tolerated at any
cost. Power, it has been rightly said, corrupts; and absolute power corrupts absolutely. When religion
seizes power in the name of God and attributes to itself all truth and all wisdom, it inflicts the greats
misfortune and misery on mankind. Theocracy is rule by religion, by a particular religion, over other
co-existing religions. Theocracy is a dictatorship in the name of God. Religious dictatorship is capable
of infinite mischief. Theocracy wants to convert others in the name of God; it reduces freemen into
slavery in the name of God; it sells children and women in the name of the God; in short it bedevils
God in the name of God.
'Life,' adds Hegel, 'is not made for happiness, but for achievement which is collective evolutionary and structural.'
"The History of the world is not the theatre of happiness; periods of happiness are blank pages
in it, for they are periods of harmony."
History is made only in those periods in which contradictions of reality are being resolved by
growth. The contradictions created by Aurangzeb under financial influence of priestcraft how he
resolved by a new factor, a new growth for spirit cultivated and brought into play by Guru Gobind
Singh.
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Islam and Sikhism
by

Prof. Harnam Das
Islam came into India in the 9th century of Christian era and the Muslim invaders brought it
who attacked her with the threefold object of looting its wealth, converting her people to Islam and
enslaving her. Mohamad Ghaznavi who attacked India seventeen times was the first Muslim Hero,
who secured considerable success in this objective. Then Mohamad Ghaznavi through his four
successive invasions of India, succeeded in establishing a Muslim Government in Northern India.
The rulers of the Pathan dynasty were bigoted, imperalistic and sexsualists mostly. They did
incalculable harm to Indians and their culture. Guru Nanak says about them in a song of Babar
wani "The pathan rulers spoiled India which was really a Divine Gem, and died the miserable deaths
of dogs themselves. Surely till their end they could not understand the greatness of India, and so
they will not be remembered with a good name".
The Northern India came into possession of the Mughals who were possessed of the political,
social and religious imperialisms of a very evil type. The Sikh movement was started in India by
Guru Nanak during the last days of the Pathan dynasty. Sikandar Lodhi, the Rohilla Nawab of
Avodh and Babar imprisoned Guru Nanak because of his non-violent revolt against them. The
Guru has described the rule of Babar in four songs of his Babar Vani, which have a great political
and religious value and also tell of the Guru's great patriotism.
During the Mughal imperialism Islam and Sikhism came into a very bitter clash with each
other because of the following three differences of their ideologies :
1. The Muslim rulers and religious leaders regarded the Hindus and the Sikhs as Kafirs and
hence worthy of all oppressive and exploiting treatment. Especially the Sikh ideology was to them the
very opposite of what Islam stood for.
2. The muslim kings and religious leaders the Mullahs and Qazis were extremely egoistic
and imperialistic. They made the Hindus actually slaves; converted them to their religion by force;
spoiled their shrines; dishonoured their women and killed their national and patriotic spirit. They
according to Guru Nanak made even Brahmans and Khatris to follow their culture, flatter them and
depend on them for their livelihood.
3. The Gurus and the Sikhs, wanted to throw off their foreign type of slavery and establish
instead of that system of Panch Government (democratic socialism).
Surely the Sikh movement was regarded a religious and revolutionary movement by the Mughal
Rulers. They wanted to crush it barbarously. The Gurus and their Sikhs had to undergo untold
sufferings at their hands and pay very heavily for their movement of national emancipation. Jehangir
got Guru Arjan Dev killed barbarously by 'Yasa' punishment; because he according to him had made
some muslims his disciples and also helped the rebel prince. Jehangir imprisoned Guru Har Gobind
for 12 years in the fort of Gwalior. Shahjehan forced four wars on Guru Hargobind. Aurangzeb
threatened Guru Hari Rai to death because he had given help to Dara Shikoh, and got Hari Rai's
son Hari Krishan, the child Guru poisoned to death because he had refused to see him, had spoken
ill of his bigoted politics and had refused to yield Guruship to his puppet Ram Rai. Aurangzeb got
Guru Tegh Bahadur killed cruelly because he had raised a strong voice against his forcible conversions of Kashavic Brahmans and Hindus of other places to Islam. And he poured untold sufferings
on Guru Gobind Singh through his stooges, the Rajputs, Hill Rajas and Nawab of Sirhind, Lahore
and Delhi forces. Guru Gobind Singh fought 14 battles in defence, and had to sacrific his four sons,
his mother, thousands of his devout sikhs and himself for his successive national and religious
liberation.
Then Banda Singh Bahadur came into the Punjab to fight the war of national liberation. He
won
wonderful
victories
but
was
after
all
defeated
by
the
Mughals
and
butchered
at
Delhi
with
his
7
00 followers.
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After the martyrdom of Banda Singh the Sikhs in the Punjab were subjected to most inhuman
crudities by the Muslim rulers especially by Mir manoo for 50 years and thousands of them were
killed most mercilessy. But they stood the trial because of the spirit of Guru Gobind Singh worked
in them.
Then came the age of Sikhs in the Punjab. The rulers of these were god fearing, heroic,
tolerant and forgiving. Bahadur Shah, the great sufi poet says of them "God made the sikhs kings
because they wore the woollen blankets of piety and righteousness. But He made the Mughals drink
the cup of poision because of their evil living.
Then great, patriotic and heroic Maharaja Ranjeet Singh established a pure national and
democratic Raj in Punjab, Kashmir and N.W.F. Province.
This was the dream of the Gurus for the establishment of a patriotic and national Government
in Northern India realized.
Then came the British Raj in India with the imperialistic policy of Divide and Rule. And
then India was divided into Bharat and Pakistan. One result of the partition was that the Muslims
and the Sikhs fought against each other with a revengeful spirit and thus lost thousands of their
people. And ultimately the sikhs were pushed out of the Western Punjab, N.W. province and Sind
and even their sacred Gurudwaras were forcibly snatched from them by the Pakistani Muslims. Such
were the inevitable decrees of fate.
Islam means a religion of complete submission to God, while Sikhism means a religion of
Divine Culture. Both the religions are surely theistic and they have an unshakable faith in God.
The Muslims and the Sikhs are simple optimistic and cheerful in their outlook of life and are very
brave and charitable in their nature. But as regards the ideology of their life they are much different
from each other. Let us take the only four points of their difference out of so many and deal with
them briefly.
I. UNITY OF GOD
In the Quran there have been given 99 names of God. Mainly they say that God is Allah
(creator), (Great) Wise, Merciful, One, Just, a perfect administrator, Wakeful and Free. God is also
called in the Quran as Jabbar (Oppressive), Qahar (hard and stern) Revengeful, and the enemy of
Kafirs and the Devil. But the Gurbani, through it has numberless names for God, does not believe in
the negative aspects of Him given in the Quran.
Fundamental Formulas of the Sikh religion about God are two and they are given in Japji
(1) God is absolute One. He is Onkar or all life, all the knowledge and all joy. He is of with and
NAME. He is Creator and Ideal Personality. He is fearless or all-heroism. He is without enmity or all
love. He is Immortal. He is all-hearty self-enlightened un-born, the Teacher and the compassionate. He
is truth in Origin, and truth in Manifestation. He is true in the modern time and will be true in the
furture. So he alone should be meditated upon (2) O, seeker after yoga, submit to him and HIM alone,
who is origin, Pure, Time-less and undying and wears the garb of one name through ages and ages.
The Quran has no such formulas to offer. Even the word one is used in the Quran about half a
dozen times while it is used in the Gurbani innumerable. Surely God has been used in the Gurbani
mainly with HIS three aspects.
1. Ap or self or Param or of super most reality such as Pa ram, Atama Param Purbah etc.
(2) unmanifest or Nirakar and Nirgan. (3) Manifest or Sarakar and Sargun. And limitless attributes
have been given there concerning the above three aspects. The conception of God given by Guru
Gobind Singh in the Jaap and the Akal ustat is also unique.
As regards the Divine Names of personal station the Gurbani calls God as father, mother
brother, friend comrade, Teacher, Husband, self, admi and the Nurses male and female. But according
to the Quran, these names are un-islamic. As regards Manifest God, the surname says that He is
farmer, fighter, gardner, House-holder, Yogi weaves of white, red, yellow and blue dresses of Name.
All in all Himself APE-AP, dramatist, player, sportsman, Dancer, the unilateral suras, the kind
Emperor, the poet, Savnidhan, the Devil killer, the Rider, the writer etc. But these names of manifest
God are unknown to Islamic scriptures. Islam calls God as Allah Karta or creator. But the
Gurbani calls Him Sat Parkash, Ad Parkash, Akal Parkash, Param Parkash (or creative who is the
Ideal and super most and true personality. Certainly the Islamic conception of God is limited and
imperfect but the sikhisim gives the highest and the most perfect conception of God and even calls it
the fountain Head of all life animate, inanimate, manifest or unmanifest,

n.
The Quran says about the creation of the nature that it was created in some time past by God
in the twinkling of an eye that it consists of heavens and Netherland, that it will disappear at the last day
or Dooms day and that these are signs of His greatness in it for those who reflect. But the Quran
does not say with what the world was created and why it was created. The Sufi, muslims believe that
it was created out of nothingness.
But the Gurbani says that the world was never created that God is ever and ever creating and
evolving it with and through His own holiness Name or Sabad for self manifestation and self realization
and that it consists of countless heavens, earths, and Netherlands.
The Gurbani says that the nature is God's Home, Energy, Play, Image, workshop manifestation,
Garden, Magic, miracle Shrine, Sport and even His manifest and unmanifest life. But the Quran does
not believe in these aspects of nature. Besides the Gurbani does not believe in any last day. For it
the world being the very House, Shrine and Image of God, is eternal like Himself though He can make
it subtle or gross according to His will or Hukam. Regarding the manifestation of nature, the Quran
believes in the theory of creation, while the Gurbani believes in the theory of evolution concerning it.

in. MAN
The Quran gives a story as to how man was created out of clay by God and then he put His
breath into it and he did it after He had declared to His angels that He wanted to create His Caliph on
earth. To call man the vice-regent of God is good but the Gurbani goes still much further and
says that man is the very son, representative, incarnate, image, shrine, Comrade, friend and very self of
God and He Himself has taken up His shape to perform acts of His own greatness, Evolution and
enlightenment. Besides the Gurbani believes in the unity of all mankind and equality of the right
of all men irrespective of caste and creed while the Quran says the off springs of prophet are the
chosen and superior people of God and among them the Muslims are the super most people who have
been created to rule over others. It is a reality that the Muslims believe in the brotherhood of the
Muslims only. They do not believe in the Fatherhood of God, brotherhood of man and motherhood
of nature at all. While these three principles are the very essence of the Sikh belief about the
oneness of the universal life.
In the Quran the word Kafir has been used for the Hindus and the Christians but the Muslims
use it for all non-muslims. Muslims have certainly used a great oppression, aggression, violence, hatred
and exploitation in justification of their belief in Kafir-ism and thus done a great harm to the peace
;tnd enlightenment of the people of the world at large.
The Gurbani prayers for the Good all man-kind, calls God or all-love and the very source
and Destination of all men. The Quran believes in the unity of God no doubt, but it does not believe
in the unity of God-head or the unity of God, men and nature.
The Quran does not throw light on the bloom and colour of the Perfect men like, saints
sadhus and Divine incarnates and the spiritual Teachers and the Prophets. The Quran says that the
aim of the life of Muslim is to one God a true believer of Prophet Mohd. To serve Islam, to please
a God by becoming His slave and then to get an other-worldly paradise to enjoy permanently. But
the Gurbani says that the aim of a Sikh's life is to become a Brahamgiani, a Gurmukh (God) a
saint-soldier and a Khalsa to live for self-manifestation and self-realization to convert the world into
a veritable Kingdom of God and ultimately to become one with Him eyelessly.
The Quran does not throw any sufficient or satisfactory light on the inner powers of the human
personality and their creations—like mind, consciousness and Name etc., but the Gurbani throws
perfect light on then and their creations. Especially the depiction of Name, and Sabad of scriptures
are devoid of it. The Name Character on which the Gurubani lays so much stress is also un-known
to Islam.
IV. YOGA
There is nothing like Yoga or complete unition with God in the Quran. But the Gurbani
wows complete light on the Yogas of Name, Sehaj, knowldege, devotion creative action, spiritual
socialism, unity Surat Sabad Dharm, Raj and Hath, and explains the process through which their
attainment is possible of achievement. The yoga of the Gurbani is surely its Avtar-hood or Divine
°r complete identification with God but the Quran or even the Sufi-literaturc is unaware of it.
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THIRD PART
The Gurus especially Nanak, Arjan and Gobind and the Bhagats like Kabir have expanded
their opinions against some Islamic beliefs and usages but they did so in a gentle and humble way a*
the well-wishers of the Muslims. They Say :
1. The Muslims have evolved egoisms, egotism and religious imperialism in their lives
through tradition and belief which are very dangerous for the peace of the world.
2. They oppress, hate and exploit non-muslims and call them Kafir. But their this way is
surely insult of God who is common father of all.
3. Their belief of a personified and individualised devil, whom they call enemy of God and
men and a thing of fire is not right.
4. Their philosophy of the grave or Burial system is not healthy and sound.
5. They believe in a final day of judgement but the day will never come because God and
His manifestation of the world are eternal.
6. Their custom of circumcision is unpleasant.
7. Their Jehad or constant war against the non-Muslims cannot be called a war of
Dharma at all.
8. Their sacrifice, which has been sanctioned by Prophet Ibrahim cannot be called a
sacrified for God. The real sacrifice is the sacrifice of ego, which must be subject to Divine will.
9. The Muslim Kings and leaders like the Mullahs and Qazi are mostly imperialistic,
egiostic, cruel, unjust and bigoted.
10. They believe in another worldly paradise ofhoors, milk, wine and honey, but the
real paradise be got through evolution of Name. Character alone.
11. They have no faith in unity of God Head.
12. They practise force in matters of religious, conversion is against the very teachings of
the Quran.
13. Their conception of Divine Revelation is quite limited as they believe the Quran to be
the last word of God.
14. Their behaviour towards their neighbours is generally unkind and unsympathetic.
15. They do not believe in equality and unity of mankind. They boast of their own
superiority.
16. They keep their women enslaved.
17. They are quite ignorant of spiritual communism or democratic socialism.
18. They take meat of so many animals and their way of obtaining that is very cruel.
Guru Nanak the founder of Sikhism studied Islam very deeply. He has expressed his view
about the Ideals of Islam in about a dozen of hymns which are given in the Adi Granth. Here are his
three hymns of Rag Majh in which he has said that the real Muslim is a Gur Nankah (God entered
soul or a perfect man and hence a Blessing for the whole world.
1. Real Muslim is he who makes love his mosque faith his prayers carpet, right and
honest livelihood his Quran, Divine Courtesy his ast, Name living his Kaaba a House of God, Truth
his prophet and Karam Yoga his profession of faith and offering of prayers, submission to God his
rosary of meditation, God will certainly safeguard the honour of such a true Muslim.
2. Muslims offer five prayers to God daily and five are names which they have given to
them. In reality the first prayer should mean truth, second honest living, the third good wishes for
all mankind, the fourth clear-conscious and fifth the singing of Gods praises fully. Surely the true
Muslim is he indeed who offers his prayers by understanding and practising their meaning fully and
making Name—living
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3. To call oneself a Muslim is very difficult indeed. He alone has the right to call himself
a Muslim who is really so. To become a true Muslim one should taste the religion of the saints sweet
and through their purifying touch spend away his pride in charitable acts, he should believe in religions
of God the guide and use above illusions of life and death, he should follow the will of God whole
heartedly give up his ego and accept Him and Him alone as All-Doer, and he should be a blessing
to all the creatures of the world.
The Sikh Gurus befriended Muslims and treated them as their brothers and Comrades. They
laid their Gurdwara, community kitchen and other fields of creative activities open to them. They asked
their Sikhs to respect Prophet should and the Quran. The fifth Guru Arjan incorporated
the revealed compositions the writings of
the
Muslim saints like Baba Farid in
Ad Granth to bring the Muslims and the Sikhs nearer to each other.
Guru Hargobind
and Guru Gobind Singh admitted them to their armies, and took their help in the war of
national emancipation. Mardana was the ideal Brother or Bhai of Guru Nanak ji, Mian Mir
and Wazir Khan were the devout comrades of Guru Arjan Dev and Pri Budu Shah was the sincerest
friend of Guru Gobind Singh. The Sufis and the nationalist Muslims surely regarded the Gurus as
great saints and respected them sincerely. During the days of the Sikh Misals and especially the reign
of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, Kharak Singh and Sher Singh the Muslim were given equal rights and
responsible posts and treated with honour. During the British reign too, their mutual relations on
the whole were quite friendly. And in free India too they are living mostly as friends.
It was the wish of the Gurus no doubt that the Hindus, Muslims and the Sikhs should form
one nation and become the common members of the Indian Commonwealth which should stand for
democratic socialism. Surely it was the sincere desire of the Gurus that the Sikhs and the Muslims
should co-operate with each other sincerely and creatively in their common objective of the establishment of the Kingdom of God on earth.
The time will be blissful indeed when the Muslims and the Sikhs, to glorify both Islam and
Sikhism, forget the bitter memories of the past and live together upholding the golden principles of
peaceful co-existence, spiritual socialism and unity of God-Head as fellow citizens, as of the same
common father, and work together as momins and Gurmukhs for the common good of all the people
of the world.
^ ^ ^ I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ l ^ ^ H (Ameen)^^^^B
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The Religious Policy of Aurangzeb with reference
1
to his relations with the Sikh Gurus (1658-1707)
By

(Miss) Tripta Wahi M.A.,B.A. (Hons).
SECTION l
The religious policies of Indo-Muslim rulers have a peculiar significance in the history of the
country, because of the differences between the religion of a ruling minority and that of the majority
of subject peoples. With the advent of Islam in India two distinct and highly developed cultures had
for the first time in Indian history come to confront each other, thus posing a serious problem for the
rulers. Were they to rule strictly in accordance with the injunctions of Islamic prudence which for all
practical purposes had already been "codified" and which made the non-Muslims second rate subjects
of the state ? Or could they deviate from those injunctions in the interests of the state which embodied
their own interests first and anything else afterwards ?
The Sultans of Delhi had not solved but only shelved the problem. The ideal norm of the
Shariat was never discarded, or even modified in theory, yet in practice they had extended toleration
to spheres not always covered by the Shariat. The Hindu subjects of the Indo-Muslim States of the
early medieval period had been conceded the status of the Zimmis; that is the people whose life and
property were safeguarded if they paid Jiziya to the State. Furthermore, it is extremely doubtful if the
Jiziya was always levied in practice.
With the consolidation of the Mughal Empire under Akbar the trend towards mutual accommodation was strengthened. Akbar aimsd at creating a common "citizenship" for all the subjects,
Muslims and Hindus alike. His open rejection of the principle of discrimination on religious ground
was nothing short of a revolution in the history of Islam in medieval India. *(a)
The Sikh panth as a socio-religious group had developed its organization almost unobtrusively
during2 the sixteenth century and the tolerant attitudes of Akbar had helped the Gurus in various
ways.
Jahangir, who often followed the policies laid down by Akbar, was not consistent in his
pursuit of religious toleration. Guru Arjan was executed through Jahangir's orders in the first year of
his reign. The Sikh writers used to explain it in terms of Chandu Shah's animosity towards Guru
Arjan. But Jahangir in his memoirs refers to his premeditated closing of the Guru's "religious shop". •
He also refers, however, to the Guru's blessing the rebel prince, Khusrau. From Jahangir's memoirs
it appears that the political reason was only a pretext for the premeditated plan of putting an end
to the Guru's religious activities. It has indeed
been
argued
by
S.
Kapur
Singh
that
the
Guru's
4
execution was primarily due to political reasons. Religious motives for Guru Arjan's execution arc
nonetheless attributed to Jahangir by some other historians. The growing popularity of Sikhism
and the articulation of orthodox Sunni reaction against liberal policies, coupled with the personal
temperament of Jahangir appears to have led to this unfortunate event. Henceforth, the Mughal
Government was often obliged to take notice of the Sikhs; and the Sikh Gurus seldom trusted the
Government of their days.
These attitudes may be illustrated with reference to the pontificate of Guru Hargobind. He
was imprisoned by Jahangir probably to ensure the peace of the Empire by obviating the possibility of
a violent reaction among the Sikhs after Guru Arjan's execution. In due course, Guru Hargobind
was released and lived amicably with Jahangir and his administration. But, at the same time, he
introduced certain important measures in the organisation of the Panth, particularly the measures
relating to its capacity for arm 2d resistance. Indeed, in the time of Shah Jahan, Guru Hargobind
cams into armsd conflict with the officials of the Mughal Government. Thus, mistrust of the Government led the Guru, logically, to war with its representatives. Shah Jahan's unquestionable orthodoxy
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might have been responsible, albeit indirectly, fpr the governmental interference in the affairs of Guru
Hargobind who, at any rate had become too obtrusive to be easily ignored.

SECTION n
Viewed in the background which has gone before, a radical change in the religious policy of
the state under Aurangzeb becomes visible. This change has been attributed either to the political
motives of Aurangzeb or to his orthodoxy, or to both.
Enough of evidence comes ready to hand to show that Aurangzeb's puritanical temperament
under towed his governmental measures. He took several steps to enforce his own puritanical ideas.
6
The discontinuation of the Jharokhadarshan, forbidding music at court, appointment of Muhtasibs to
-regulate the lives of the people in strict accordance with the Holy Law", prohibition of the production, sale and public use of bhang, simplification in the customary birthday celebrations are some of
the measures clearly indicating his puritanical outlook on life. Also discontinued the use of the solar
Ilahi year for the purpose of counting regional year, and stopped the celebration of the Solar New Year.
He gave instructions against the celebration of the nau-roz and the use of the (Persian or the) Bikrami
6
calendar the first being the calendar of the fire-worshippers and second that of the infidels of India.
Furthermore, the imposition of many social disabilities on the Hindus appears to bean essential
part of Aurangzeb's religious policy. Celebration of many of their functions was prohibited; they were
not allowed to look like Muslims or to ride an Iraqi or Turani horse; and discriminating regulations were
introduced even in trade and commerce. Grant of rewards to the converts, liberation from prison,
succession to disputed property on condition of turning Muslim were some of the economic devices for
having converts to Islam. Muslims were given preference every where. Bernier records discrimination
in the distribution of money on the basis of religion even among the two ambassadors from the same
7
king.
Aurangzeb's zeal for Sunni Islam appears to have expressed itself most blatantly in the destruction of the Hindu places of worship. In 1665 he gave orders for the destruction of such temples in
Gujarat as had at one time been destroyed or desecrated by him as the prince viceroy of Gujarat, but
had later on been resumed by the Hindus. Early in his reign he had issued orders that no new temples
were to be built, nor old ones repaired. Erection of a new temple in a village in Orissa provoked him
to issue orders for the destruction of all temples in that province. Here the orders were literally
complied with more because of the enthusiasm of the Governor. It was however, in 1669 that a general
order was issued for the destruction of all schools and temples of the Hindus on account of his having
received reports that in Thatta, Multan and Benaras, Brahmans were expounding frivolous books and
8
that the Hindus and Muslims went there to be acquainted with the wicked sciences. . Motives here
are not religious ! But then the question is why he issued orders for the destruction of the Hindu
temples all over his empire and not only the specific places where these frivolous books were being
taught. His orthodoxy must have been responsible for it. From the News letters of Aurangzeb and
9
the accounts of the Muslim historians we get the evidence that the temples were destroyed in almost
all the places in compliance with the orders of the Emperor.
Re-imposition of Jiziya in April, 1679 by Aurangzeb meant a complete reversal of
Akbar's policy. It is believed that the object of its re-imposition was to have converts to Islam by
harassing the Hindus. The way Jiziya was to be collected is a clear indication that it was meant to
humiliate the Hindus.
The religious policy of the Mughal Emperors was always very closely connected with their
administrative measures. Aurangzeb tried not to appoint new Hindu officers and not to give them
promotions. There was a decrease in the absolute number as well as proportion of the Hindu
10
mansabdars holding the mansab of 1000 and above
Though some of the recent works done on
Mughal nobility and based on careful analysis object to the figures given by Sri Ram Sharma. At
the beginning of his reign many Hindus occupied very important positions in the public services.
Maharaja Jaswant Singh served as the Governor of Gujarat. But towards the end of Auranzeb's reign
we do not find a single Hindu provincial governor. Some of the Hindus no doubt enjoyed the
salary and profits of even the highest ranks, but they were not called upon in the latter half of his
reign to fill any high executive or administrative offices.
AH this would prove that Aurangzeb was a bigot and was always guided by his religious
convictions. But the other evidence, as will be seen, makes it very clear that the problem is not as
simple as that.
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He had stopped the practice of weighing 11himself against gold and silver and other things,
yet surprisingly he approved it for his grandson.
A Hindu custom receiving his approval. Even
though he stopped the celebration of many of the Hindu functions, yet the change was gradual,
since he himself used to participate in the celebration of Hindu festival Dussehra so long as Maharaja
Jaswant Singh and Raja Jai Singh were alive.
A few exceptions are to be found even in the policy of the wholesale destruction of the Hindu
temples. In Karnatic he allowed the famous temple at Tirupati there to stand, partly on account of
the large revenue he is alleged to have derived from the pilgrimages of the Hindus
to
the
temple
and
11
partly for fear that its reduction might cause a rebellion difficult to suppress.
Some temples
were
18
even built during his reign ! Such temples are found in the town of Bilashpur (Bengal).
The most
remarkable thing is that he is said14 to have made a grant of land to a temple at Gaya and another to
the priests of a temple in Asam.
Even regarding the re-imposition of Jiziya it is very doubtful that he acted from the religious
motives alone. In view of the impending financial crisis and revenue deficits we can not ignore the
economic motives behind its reimposition. In Kcnzu-L-Mchfuz Aurangzeb is represented as telling his
officers that the imposition of Jiziya would augment the revenue, idolatry would be suppressed, and
the Muhammadan religion, the true faith would be honoured." Its re-imposition then could have
been prompted by mixed motives. Some times even remissions from Jiziya were granted. On
19 February, 1704, the collection of Jiziya was stopped throughout the Mughal provinces of the
Deccan on account of difficulties caused by the Maratha
raids."
On
November
12,
1704
collection
of
17
tax was forbidden in Deval Ghat for 18
three years.
After the conquest of Hydrabad its Jiziya along
with certain other charges was remitted. . These remissions might have been of a temporary nature
only, but speak for Aurangzeb's eye for political necessities in levying Jiziya even. Here political
expediency was valued more than mere orthodoxy.
Something other than his religious convictions becomes apparent in his dealing with the public
services as well. Aurangzeb confirms Akbar's principle that once a person is patronized he should
not be thrown out !" If in the latter half of his reign the non-Muslims were not called upon to fill
any high executive or administrative office, the possible reason could be that they were not20so able as
to be relied upon, since Aurangzeb complains about not having as able officers as Akbar had .
SECTION m .
Aurangzeb (1658—1707) was a contemporary of four Sikh Gurus—Guru Har Rai (1645-1661),
Guru Har Kishan (1661-64), Guru Tegh Bahadur (1664 1675), Guru Gobind Singh (1675-1708).
Guru Har Rai, unlike his predecessor, devoted himself to the peaceful pursuits and so there
was no interference in his activities during the time of Shah Jahan. But towards the end of his career
he got involved in the war of succession among the sons of Shah Jahan. He is believed to have
helped Dara Shukoh.
But
the
way
in
which
the
assistance
was
given
by
Guru
Har
Rai
to
Dara
21
Shukoh is not clear.
It is not clear whether he actually helped Dara Shukoh or simply blessed him ;
it is beyond doubt, however, that he was in Dara's favour and on the latter's defeat could expect to
face Auranzeb's wrath. But no severe action was taken. Here Aurangzeb was being politic about the
whole thing. Any severe action against the Guru might have caused a revolt among the Sikhs against
the Government. This would have disturbed the peace of the empire at a time when Aurangzeb wanted
to consolidate his power. Moreover, Guru Har Rai was not a rebel. He had not sided with a rebel
but had simply been sympathetic towards a rival claimant to the throne. The Guru was summoned
to the court; but he sent his son Ram Rai, who remained at the imperial court for some years.
Aurangzeb might have been satisfied with Ram Rai as a hostage at the imperial court, ensuring the
continued good conduct of the Guru. It had become very clear by then that the Guru's being at the
head of a militant socio-rcligious group could no longer be left alone. They must be watched and
controlled, if possible. This could have been the probable reason which prompted Aurangzeb to
intervene in favour of Ram Rai and summon Guru Har Kishan to his presence. But because of Har
Kishan's death this could not be accomplished.
During Guru Tegh Bahadur's time the events took an entirely different turn. The early
relations of the Guru with Aurangzib were quite normal, the only distracting factor being the struggle
for succession in the Guru's own family. But his execution in 1675 by the orders of Aurangzeb
completely changed the situation. There is some controversy regarding Aurangzeb's motives for
ordering the Guru's execution. According to the Sikh tradition it was due to the intrigues of the
Guru's rival Ram Rai, who charged him with temporal ambition (the Guru was called Sachcha
Padshah)** and the Guru's protest against the forcible conversion of the Hindus in Kashmir. On the
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other hand it is suggested that the causes of the Guru's execution were not wholly religious. It is
mentioned that the Guru had allied himself with a Muslim faqir, Hafiz Adam, a follower of Shaikh
23
Ahmad Sirhindi and the two were laying waste the whole province of the Punjab by plundering it .
But the point has been argued at length by LB. Banerjee that the whole tenor of Guru Tegh Bahadur's
life and writings is incompatible with his being a disturber of public peace, and aspirant
to
power
as
4
is held by the r.uthor of Siyar-ul-Mutakhohirin and by many of the modern historians' .
S. Kapur Singh holds that between 1671-74 Guru Tegh Bahadur issued Hukamnamas to the
effect that the Hindu in general and the Sikhs in particular were 'not to salute the Government
Officials, not to submit to compulsory labour, and not to offer the pillow-side
to a government
official when visiting the villages. It cost him his life." Guru Gobind Singh in the Bachitar Natak
while referring to Guru Tegh Bahadur's execution makes it clear that the Guru had assisted the sadhus
against the religious persecution of Aurangzeb and that he rejected alike the offer of saving his life
26
by embracing Islam or by working a miracle.
It follows from it that the Hindus were being
persecuted by Aurangzeb in the Panjab. The Sikhs also could not remain unaffected by Aurangzeb
27
religious policy. Demolition of a Sikh temple and its conversion into a mosque and orders for the
8
destruction of a Sikh temple in the sarkar of Sirhind,* and the expulsion of the Guru's agents from
29
the cities,
might have been responsible for the issuing of the above mentioned Hukamnamas by
Guru Tegh Bahadur. He, thus, might have encouraged resistance to Aurangzebs' policy and then
might have openly assisted the Hindus as may be inferred from the Bachitar Natak. It meant an open
defiance by the Guru of the fundamental Imperial policy, and hence his execution in 1675.
Aurangzeb's occupation in the south left the Sikhs alone for some time. It might have been
because of this that Guru Gobind Singh's activities between 1675—90 continued uninterrupted.
From 1690 to 1695 was the period of interference by the Mughal Government through its local
official. It was in 1693 that for the first time there was interference on the part of Aurangzeb when
80
on November 20 he issued order to admonish the Guru.
Even then there was no interference in the
religious activities of the Guru as such. It was only, when his activities had any bearing on the
policies and the State that the Government interfered. It is significant that even though the Guru had
aided the rebel hill chiefs he was not punished as they were. However, between 1696—1701 a kind
of truce existed between the Guru and the Mughal Government because of some understanding
between prince Mu'azzam and the Guru. Nevertheless, the struggle had obliged Guru Gobind Singh
to enable his Sikhs to depend upon none but themselves. The Khalsa was created in 1699.
After 1700 there was a direct clash between the Mughal Government and the Khalsa. Guru
Gobind Singh fought against some of the neighbouring hill States assisted by the imperial forces with
a remarkable courage and tenacity. But he was at last compelled to leave Anandpur and two of his
sons fell into the hands of Wazir Khan, the Faujdar of Sirhind, who got them executed on their refusal
to embrace Islam. The elder sons died fighting at Chamkaur.
Even after such a bitter conflict, Guru Gobind Singh and Aurangzeb came to some sort of
understanding between themselves. Conflicting views have been put forward regarding the purpose
31
and nature of this understanding.
But from all the available evidence three points emerge clearly—
first that there was an exchange of letters between them, second, Guru Gobind Singh was to go to meet
82
the Emperor under safe conduct provided by his officials, third, that as a result of this understanding
the Guru started for the south. But! because of Aurangzeb's death Guru Gobind Singh could not
meet him personally.
Aurangzeb, guided by his religious convictions, thus followed the policy of persecution.
He was a bigot, responsible for the execution of Guru Tegh Bahadur and the destruction of many of
the Sikh temples, and during whose reign two of Guru Govind Singh's sons were executed. But it
was the same Aurangzeb who acted with moderation towards Guru Har Rai and who let the activities
of Guru Gobind Singh continue without much interference, so much so, that he tolerated the creation
of the Khalsa even. It emerges, incidentally, that he did not formulate plans of persecuting the
non-Muslims as such. His orthodoxy and bigotry had an upper hand, yet at times he actually adopted
tolerant attitude where the interests of the State demanded so. It makes it evident that the problem
concerning his religious policy is not as simple as that. Could it not be possible then that Aurangzeb
was not so much blinded by his religious convictions and orthodoxy as he is usually represented ?
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Guru Gobind Singh's New Conception of God
The Lord of War
by

Dr. D.P. Ashta
This is a unique conception of God, which only a soldier-poet could entertain. God is
symbolised in the weapons of war. God is the world-Hero. God is the Punisher of the wicked and
the tyrannical. He helps those who take a stand against evil-doers and tyrants. This aspect of God
has been stressed again and again in praise of the Timeless. To Guru Gobind Singh, God is, as
Kipling calls Him, The Lord God of Hosts. Guru Gobind Singh calls God as in the beginning of
the Akal Ustat 'All steel', 'All death',. In the Sastra Nam Mala, also, we find him invoking God in
the language of the weapons of war.
"Thou art the Arrow, Thou art the Spear
Thou art the Hatchet, thou art Sword.
Thou art the Goddess of Death, Thou art the sword and the Arrow,
Thou art the Symbol of victory, Thou art the World-Hero."
Thou art Bhala Sethi Bhatha, Katara and Barchha
Thou art Knife and Sword, thou art Arms Missiles,
Thou art Shield, Thou art Sword and Bhatha,
Thou art the Breaker of Kavacb
Thou appearest in all these forms.
In the beginning of the Bachitra Natak, he invokes God in the same style :
I bow with love and devotion to the holy Sword.
Assist me that I may complete this work.
I bow to Him Who holdeth the arrow in His hand.
I bow to the Fearless One
I bow to the God of gods who is in the present and future.
I bow to the Scimitar, the two edged Sword, the Falchion and the Dagger,
I bow to the Holder of the Mace who diffused light through the fourteen worlds.
I bow to the Arrow, the Musket
I bow to the Sword spotless, fearless and unbreakable ;
I bow to the powerful Mace and Lance,
To which nothing is equal.
I bow to the Arrow and the Cannon which destroy the enemy.
I bow to the Sword and the Rapier which destroy the evil.
I bow to all weapons called shastr (which are held).
I bow to all weapons called a star (which are hurled or discharged).
The God of War has a Sword in His Banner,
I bow to Him,
Who holdeth the Discus,
Who is not made of elements and who is terrible.
I bow to Him of the Strong Teeth :
I bow to Him Who is superemely powerful.
It was Guru Gobind Singh, who introduced the Sikh prayer with an invocation to the Sword.
Having first remembered the Sword, meditate on Guru Nanak, It was he who inscribed sword
(khanda) on the Sikhs banner of peace and war in fighting against the Mughal tyranny. In support
of his recourse to sword Guru Gobind Singh expresses his belief that:
When all other means have failed,
ft is righteous to draw the sword.
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God, who, as Guru Gobind Singh says, adoreth the brave, is invoked as Sword by him, to
help him to fight for the oppressed :
Thou art the Subduer of countries, the Destroyer of the armies of the wicked in the battle-field.
Thou greatly adoreth the brave.
Guru Gobind Singh addresses God as a Sword to destroy his enemies :
I bow with love and devotion to the holy Sword.
Assist me that I may complete this work.
Dr. Narang's appreciation of Guru's conception of the Sword is worth quoting : "The
following four verses of Gobind Singh forming an invocation to the Sword are among the finest of
their kind to be met with in any literature of the world :
O, Sword, that conquers countries,
That ravages hordes of fools,
That wagest deadest wars
Bestower of all boons
Thy arm, it is infrangible
Thy flame, It is unquenchable
Thy light, it is uneclipsible
That shines like a hundred suns
Thy refuge I implore,
Thou soothest pure-in-heart
Thou razest the wicked to naught,
Hail Creator of the world
Hail, Saviour of the Globe
Upholder O' me Thy slave
Hail, Thee, hail mighty Sword."
The idea of Martial God is further conveyed by Guru Gobind Singh in war-like names that
he gives Him :
Chartram Chatri, The best hero (warrior)
Satram Pranasi, The Destroyer of enemies.
Asipan, The Holder of Steel,
Asidhari, The Holder of Sword.
Asidhuj, With sword on His flag.
Kharagketu, With Sword on His Flag.
Sastrapane, The Holder of striking weapons called sastra (i.e. Mighty Destroyer).
Astrapane, The Holder of missile weapons called astra
Astramane, The Embodiment of astra (i.e. Mighty Destroyer).
Sarb-Loh, All-Steel.
Bhagauti, Sword.
Banapanam, The Holder of an Arrow.
Bhanurpan, The Holder of a Bow.
Kharagdhari, The Wearer of a Sword
Sarangdhar, The Holder of quiver.
Kharagpanam, The Holder of a Sword.
*

The Sword is the symbol of God Himself. It performs the dual role oi preserving
and destroying the bad in this world. The Guru says :
Thou bestowest happiness on the good, Thou terrifiest the evil.
Thou scatterest sinners,
I seek Thy protection.
Hail! Hail! to the Creator of world,
The saviour of creation my Cherisher
Hail to Thee, O Sword.
These lines clearly express the implicit faith which Guru Gobind Singh had in the martial type
of heroism.
The sword to him had a divine significance. It was meant more for self protection than
for over-powering others. Guru Gobind Singh acquired so much attachment for the sword that his
love for this weapon appears like that of reverence which is indistinguishable from worship. The
sword for him was a symbol of pow^r and self respect. The ills of society could be remedied with
this weapon. The wicked are destroyed and peace established only by force of the Bright Sword.
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HISTORIC KHANDA
:e 3'x3£* Weight 15 Seers
The first ceremony of Amrit was performed by
Guru Gobind Singh by this very historic Khanda on
30th, March

The Jaap or Thoughts on Godhead With Shabads
& Swayyas by Guru Gobind Singh
by

Brijinder Singh
Jaap Sahib is a morning prayer of the Sikhs. It is a song offering by Guru Gobind Singh
in the holy tabernacle of God. It enumerates the several known attributes of God, which when
repeated fill the heart of man with love and devotion for his maker.
It also serves to cleanse "the mind of all supertitions about the nature of God," which is the
real cause of all dissensions among the different religions of the world. Nearly all the great religions
are agreed upon the moral principles of human conduct, and there is not much room for difference
on this score. But where the real difficulty arises between religions, it is almost always due to some
fundamental misconception about God Himself, who is the original source of all religious inspiration.
For instance, no body has any quarrel with the Christian morals, rather their excellence has always
won the esteem and admiration of the sonship of Christ and his vicarious punishment for man are not
acceptable to all. The philosophy of Gita leaves very little to be desired as an incentive to righteous
action. But all are not prepared to accept Krishna as the incarnation of God. Similarly, all recognise
the worth of the Mohammadan morals as preached in the Quran, but no body except Mohammadans
will accept the doctrine that God's own language is Arabic, or that He gave His final laws to one
prophet.
Guru Gobind Singh, in order to remove these differences goes to the root of the matter. He
wants to show God not as He is represented in this or that man's book, but as He appears to the
simple and loving heart of every true seeker. He declares God to be a Being above everything of His
creation. He cannot be seen or comprehended. He never takes birth, which disposes of the theory
of incaration and idol worship. He has no relation of sonship or fatherhood with any particular being.
All are His sons equally inherting their divine patrimony, provided they care to claim it. No body
can righteously pride himself over the superiority of his caste or religion, for God Himself has got no
caste or lineage, and does not identify Himself with any creed. He can as comfortably reside in the
loving heart of a weaver or shoemaker, as in the crumpled brain of a high born philosopher. People of
no particular race are His elect. All are His people. He is the common Father of all. He has been
speaking to men of all races, and in all languages. He does not favour any one language over another.
He can hear and appreciate the prayer of his humble devotees in whichever language they address him,
be it Punjabee or Hindi, Arabic or Sanskrit. He does not love one set of names more than another,
for in reality He has no name. We may call Him God or Allah, Jehovah or Ram just as the incident
of language requires, and our love for Him prompts us to do. God Himself is the creator, Himself
the preserver. He does not delegate His powers to a Brahma, Vishnu or Shiva. No body can know
the extent or duration of His creation. None can estimate the measures of His power and beauty with
which He sustains and adorns the vast universe—Such is Guru Gobind Singh's vision of God, and this
we are called upon to cherish and lovingly meditate upon.
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The 'Zafarnama' of Guru Gobind Singh
by

J. S. Grewal
Saina Pat in his Gur Sobha refers to a letter sent by Guru Gobind Singh to Aurangzeb through
Daya Singh and his five companions. He further relates how Daya Singh marching through several
important cities of India reached Ahmadnagar and, after a considerable difficulty, succeeded in getting
that letter delivered into the hands of Aurangzeb. As a result, a farman was issued by the Emperor
to the effect that Guru Gobind Singh could move about in safety. Thus was established peace to the
satisfaction of Guru Gobind Singh. Saina Pat briefly gives the contents of the letter written by the
Guru (indicating first that all the wonderful things related in the letter could not but impress
Aurangzeb) : Aurangzeb expressed his wish that the Guru should see him; but since the officials of the
Emporer had not honoured their pledged word, the ulitimate responsibility for this perfidy lay with
Aurangzeb; and if he wished that Guru Gobind Singh should meet him, all hostility, which was
unjustified in any case, must cease.
Not long after Saina Pat had completed the Gur Sobha, Bhai Mani Singh, who was a direct
disciple of Guru Gobind Singh, started collecting the writings of the Guru and compiled them. This
compilation which came to be known as the Dasam Granth contained among other compositions a
letter in Persian verse. This letter is now known as the Zafarnama or the Epistle of victory. Nearly all
the known copies of the Dasam Granth contain this letter either in Gurmukhi or Persian script. It has
been recently published by Dr. Ganda Singh in his Makhiz-i-Tawarikh-i-Sikhan (Amritsar, 1949), after
a careful collation and, obviously, is an important source of Sikh history. Our present purpose is
to examine the historical significance of this document.
The Zafarnama contains references to some of the happenings in Guru Gobind Singh's life,
The earliest in point of time is perhaps Guru Gobind Singh's armed conflict with the Hill Chiefs
who are presented as the idol-worshippers in contrast with the Guru who broke idols (metaphorically
being a monotheist). Then, there is a reference to some promises made by the Mughal officials
probably before the evacuation of Anandpur by Guru Gobind Singh, who had resisted the beseigers
for a considerable length of time. These promises were not kept; and Guru Gobind Singh was obliged
to fight the battle of Chamkaur in which he was overwhelmed by a disproportionately large number
(ten lacs to forty) of the Mughal troops and in which he lost nearly all his followers and two of his
sons. Guru Gobind Singh himself, however, escaped unscathed. Written and verbal messages were
sent by Auranzeb to Guru Gobind Singh, probably asking the Guru to present himself before the
Emperor. Guru Gobind Singh's reply was composed at Kangar at a time when he had come to
know about the execution of his other two sons at Sirhind. He expresses his distrust of the assurauces
given by the Emperor and suggests a personal meeting between the Emperor and the Guru in the
country of the Brars where the Emperor would be safe because of the Guru's influence over those
people. At the same time, Guru Gobind Singh (probably on some tangible proofs of the Emperor's
good intentions) was not unwilling to present himself before the Emperor. The urgency of the whole
matter is underlined by Guru Gobind Singh in the Zafarnama.
These references are indeed valuable in themselves, particularly because of their autobiographical character. But they must be viewed in the context of the whole document and in conjunction
with the other contemporary or near contemporary evidence. Guru Gobind Singh's writings are full
of denunciation of the kind of religious opinion and practice prevalent among his contemporaries in the
Punjab Hills, and it may be conceded thatTiis" conflict with the Hill Chiefs arose largely, though
indirectly, from these differences of religious beliefs and practices. The reference to this conflict in the
Zafarnama, besides assuming these differences, points out the justness of Guru Gobind Singh's
monotheistic faith and the ironic injustice of the support given to the Hill Chiefs by Aurangzeb (who
prided himself on being an idol-breaker). It is also significant that Guru Gobind Singh takes his
stand on moral grounds here.
The authenticity of the references to historical incidents is generally borne out by seme of the
available contemporary evidence. That the initial conflict of Guru Gobind Singh w as with the Hill
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Chiefs, that the Mughal contingents were sent in their aid with the approval, if not through the orders,
of Aurangzeb and that the Emperor was kept informed of the events (which included the death of the
Guru's two sons in the battle of Chamkaur and the capture of his mother and the other two sons after
the evacuation of Anandpur)—all this is well-known, and it was known to the contemporary writers.
In one of the news-items in the Akhbarat-i-Durbar-i-Mu'alia (Jaipur), it is stated that Aurangzeb had
ordered Guru Gobind Singh to present himself before the Emperor; and a farman of Aurangzeb in
Mirza Inayat Ullah Khan's Ahkam-i-Alamgiri refers to a letter received from Guru Gobind Singh in
which he had expressed his wish to meet the Emperor. This evidence appears to support some of the
things said in the Zafamama. A few other farmans in the Ahkam-i-Alamgiri support Saina Pat in his
statement that a kind of peace was established between the Guru and the Emperor after the latter had
received Guru Gobind Singh's letter. In fact, Aurangzeb deputed a gurzbardar and a mansabdar,
Muhammad Beg and Shaikh Yar Muhammad, to approach Guru Gobind Singh through Mun'im Khan
and use all diplomacy in persuading him to go to the Emperor; and, if Guru Gobind Singh was to
march through the territory of Sirhind, his safety was to be guaranteed and if he needed any money
for his travel, that was to be supplied from the properties seized from the Guru himself. And this
general authenticity of the historical incidents referred to in the Zafamama, the reference to promises
broken by the Mughal officials may also be taken for granted (though there is no other contemporary
evidence for it), particularly because there is nothing improbable about the beseiging commandants
luring the beseiged out of their entrenched positions by giving them all sorts of false promises.
It does not follow, however, that every detail of the Zafamama is to be accepted as literally
true. It must not be forgotten that the Zafamma is in verse, a medium of expression which imposes
some limitations of its own in spite of the author's honesty of purpose. For instance, the epithet
'sarwar-i-kainat' is used for Aurangzeb in the Zafamama, an epithet which Guru Gobind Singh would
use only for God. Again, the statement through God's grace a single person could kill ten lacs is to
be taken as an indication of the Guru's faith in the power of God and not as a historical possibility.
At another place is made the statement that forty starving men could not possibly face ten lacs in the
field of battle; and it is generally believed that exactly forty followers were present with Guru Gobind
Singh at Chamkaur. Now, it might be that the number of the Khalsa at Chamkaur was forty, but
this statement in the Zafamama can hardly be regarded as a valid evidence on the point.
The significance of the Zafamama must be looked for more in the ideas and the general
argument than in the factual information it contains. It opens with an invocation to God and here,
as also elsewhere, the attributes of God which are mentioned can be found in the other compositions
of Guru Gobind Singh. His God is merciful, particularly to those who follow the way of truth and
trust. Those who serve Him with devotion are protected by God against all enemies and no harm
can ever come to them. The only refuge of Guru Gobind Singh was Yazdan-Akal (the Deathless One
who embodied all Goodness in Him); and the fact that Guru Gubind Singh had been protected by God
was ample proof of the justness of his cause which was no other than the worship of the One True
Lord.
Though Guru Gobind Singh had no quarrel with the Government as such, he had to defend
his cause with the force of arms, if on account of his faith a quarrel was forced on him. The use of
arms was his last resort :
chun kar az hamah heel te dar guzasht
halal ast burdan ba shamshir dast
Nevertheless, it was a considered decision of the Guru to use force in self-defence and even now he
was prepared for that: it did not matter if his four sons had been killed, the Khalsa was still there at
his back.
However, Guru Gobind Singh took his essential stand on moral grounds, and that is what
lends unity to the apparently slipshod Zafamama. The officials of Aurangzeb had forced an unjust
war on Guru Gobind Singh and had broken their oaths on the Qur'an. If all this was done with the
Emperor's approval, then the Emperor could not boast of being a believer in God. He should have
really remembered the True Lord if in the life hereafter he wished Him to remember the Emperor.
By ignoring the dictates of justice, Aurangzeb had shown himself to be a stranger to real statesmanship
as well as to God. In possession of immense power, he should not have forgotten that power was
entrusted to the ruler for protecting the innocent people and not for spilling their blood. The
Zafamama is thus "the epistle of moral victory/'
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Guru Gobind Singh a Nation Builder
by

Prof. Abdul Majid Khan
Going through an exceedingly illuminating book, "Mission with Mountbatten", the writer of
these lines came across the passage. "Billy (Major) Short explained to me how the essence of the
teachings of Guru Nanak, the founder of Sikhism, was, "where five of you are gathered together, there
am I". P. 204-Mission with Mountbatten, by Alan Campbell Johnson.
Evidently, it is not an accurate statement that Major Short has made about the founder of
Sikhism. The core and kernel of the teachings of Guru Nanak was "Nam Jap; Kirt Karo, aur Wand
Chako, i.e. "Remember God, earn your livelihood by honest means and share your earnings with others,"
because this world is the chamber of God, wherein the Pure One resides. The followers of Baba Nanak
were Sikhs i.e., disciples or devotees. While the tenth Master Guru Gobind Singh on 30th March
1699, turned those 'Sikhs' into 'Singhs', by giving them the baptism of steel. In other words,
fired with democratic zeal, Guru Gobind Singh played the significant role of a staunch supporter of
secularism at a time when India was caste ridden and feudalism was the order of the day. He, thus,
championed the cause of the under privileged and exploited sections of humanity.
Bhai Gurdas had remarked "Where there is one Sikh, there is one Sikh; where there are two
Sikhs, there is company of saints; where there are five Sikhs, there is God."
Interesting to compare it with the saying, "One Enghlishman just one Englishman, two
Englishmen, a joint stock company, three Englishmen, the British Empire". After the initiation of the
"Five Beloveds", Guru Gobind Singh said, "The Khalsa is the Guru and the Guru is the Khalsa,
there is no difference between you and me." i.e., within your bosom I reside and you reside in me.
Lo, we are one" Why? Because by 'the Khalsa', the Guru meant "The Purified Ones". And who
were "the Purified ones"? They were those who were embodiment of self-sacrifice, who were ceaseless workers in a noble cause and who knew no rage, no rancour. The brotherhood of the Khalsa
was created in order to uproot all caste distinction, to eliminate class bias and to destroy provincial
and racial barriers between man and man.
Liberation of the down-trodden, of the lowly and the lost, was upper most in the mind of
Guru Gobind Singh. He strongly felt for the oppressed and suppressed people of his country. In
reality, he gave them their spinal cord. His main contribution to the history of India is that he stood
for ensuring national solidarity, social cohesion and for strenghtening and cementing the ties of human
brother-hood, based on justice and fair play, on liberty and equality.
A GREAT PHILOSOPHER
In the words of Cunnigham "the Guru was a philosopher and understood fully how the
imagination of man could be wrought upon. Well the Mughal King was merely a badshah, while the
Guru was 'Sachha Badshah'. At Delhi the court was only a durbar, but the Guru's company meant
Darbar Sahib, 'the army of Auranzeb simply had a nagra' (drum) while the fighting force of the Guru
or his followers invariably made use of the 'Ranjit Nagara' the drum of victory. Excellent way,
indeed of changing completely the psychology of people of enthusing them, of putting new life into
inert and supine masses. So the 'sparrows of the Guru defeated the hawks (of the imperial army).
Secondly, every 'Singh' in the days of Guru Gobind Singh was a 'Bhai', "brother of all, striking fear
in naught, nor, himself afraid of naught. No wonder, the have-nots flocked to his banner, performed
feats of bravery and heroism, covered themselves with glory and secured spiritual wealth.
NO GOLD TRINKETS
Till the advent of Guru Gobind Singh, the Sikhs, who could afford the expense used to wear
gold and silver ornaments. Very rightly, Guru Gobind Singh desired to wean his followers from the
practice and counsuled them to depend on steel, both for ornaments as well as defensive weapons. It
was profound wisdom and farsightedness on his part. There are some well-to-do Sikh families that
very strictly adhere to the injunction of the Guru and never go in for gold trinkets and ornaments.
All honour to such folk.
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Guru Gobind Singh and his outstanding Achievements
by

Teja Singh (Former Chief Justice, Pepsu)
A study of Guru Gobind Singh's life history indicates that when he was bold enough to start
active work, the main idea that worked in his mind was that the time had arrived for organising the
followers of the new faith. And since the Government of the day was definitely hostile, to them, he
felt they should be militarily so equipped and trained that they should be able to protect themselves
and their institutions in case of danger. With the latter object he established the Order of the
Khalsa, the first five pioneers, known among the Sikhs as Panj Pyaras, whom he regularly baptised
by a ceremony called Pahul and made it incumbent upon all, who took the Pahul to observe five
symbols called K's because the names of them began with the letter K, such as Kesh (hair) Kirpan
etc. In order to see that these injunctions of his were rigidly followed Guruji also laid down the four
'Kurahits' (major lapses) on committing any one of which a Sikh who has taken the Pahul becomes an
apostate. I do not want to go here into the philosophy and merits of the five K's and to discuss in
detail the reasons which made Guruji treat the above mentioned lapses as the most serious ones. I
wish, whoever, to say a word regarding one particular lapse namely carnal connection by a Sikh with
a Muslim woman. The injunction is that the Sikh, who has such a connection ceases to be a Sikh,
i.e. he is regarded an apostate. Guruji attached greatest importance to general chastity and emphasised it in very strong terms. This is what he said in his own words:
Since I attained the age of understanding the command of my father and Guru to me has
been:
"Son, ever inculcate and develop love for your own spouse, but
Never err to seek the bed of another's wife even in a dream."
Despite this emphatic declaration of the above rule, in so far as sexual morality is concerned,
the Guru considered that something more was required to impress upon his followers the imperative
necessity of respecting and protecting the honour of Muslim women, and there was a reason for this.
During the war with the Mughals the Sikh armies had seen that, on many occasions, the enemy
soliders indulged in wanton and savage attacks upon defenceless Hindu and Sikh women and took
pleasure in ravishing them. Guruji apprehended that if occasions arose and Muslim women fell into
the hands of the Sikh soldiers, there would be a great temptation for the latter to maltreat and
dishonour them just in a spirit of retaliation. So in order to deter them from such an act he
decreed that it should be regarded, as if it were, a capital offence from the religious point of
view.
That Guru Gobind Singh did not believe in Ahinsa, cannot be denied. His life history amply
proves that he did not indulge in the fight with the Mughals either for the fun of it or with a view to
avenging the tyrannies that they had been perpeterating upon Hindus and Sikhs. The fact that he
spent years of his youthful days in the advancement of cultural activities and in the production of high
class works of poetry and literature, is a proof positive of his desire and objective to live in peace and
to spread harmony and concord in the world. History does not record a single instance of his taking
initiative for a battle with the enemy.
Previous to him, two of his illustrious predecessors, namely Guru Arjan Dev and Guru Tegh
Bahadur his own father, had offered their lives as acts of non-violent resistence in the hope that their
sacrifices would open the eyes of the tyrants and make them change the enormity of their policy.
Unfortunately, their hopes were not realised and Guru Gobind Singh decided that there was every
justification for him to fight. His words in the Zafarnama are:
Chun kar az haman heel te dar guzasht;
halal ast burdan ba shamshir dast.
When things go beyond all remedy, it is permissible to draw the sword.
It must however, be remembered that his war was not against the Muslim nation, it was only
against the foreign tyrant and the tyrant in person and not against his relatives or descendents. Even
when he was engaged in deadly battles and the exigencies of the moment necessitated the sacrifice of all
that was near to him, and he held dear, including his revered mother, four sons and faithful disciples he
enjoyed the affection and respect of devout Muslims and gave them respect in returnGuruji's physical life on this earth terminated when he was hardly 42 years old.
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Guru Gobind Singh

Harbinger of Ethical Socialist order
by

Bhai Hari Singh Shergill
INTRODUCTION
In relation to religion and temporal aspect of society in the modern context a new dimension
needs be recognised and emphasised. Besides catering to the needs of soul alone a religious system
must not neglect addressing itself also to the solving of the socio-economic problems of society or
showing a way therefor in an organised form. It must put forth or sanction a scheme of things as to
how best to co-relate, balance and harmonise the spiritual needs of soul with that of the physical
well-being of the body. Body is the fortress of soul, from which citadel it has to operate in a vigorous
way in order to make this world also soulfully beautiful and worth living in for man, rooted in a
strong ethical soil:
This view is supported by the Sikh Gurus in the Sikh scriptures. For instance :
•

(a) "Harika Hari-Mandir akhiye Kaya Kot garh" (G. Arjan, Ramkali, p. 952) i.e. Human
body is the temple, the fortress of God.
In the foregone ethical (religious) systems of Bharat there was almost an exclusive emphasis on
other-worldliness plus nothingness of this world together with individualist tortuous exercises into unemotional
spiritual experimentation alone and cultivating excellence of intellect through six well known philosophical
systems (Kltatdarshan).
Taking stock of hopeless and threatening situation in the perpetual up-keep of values of
Dharma, Sikh religious system with the advent of Guru Nanak (1469-1539), was the answer of this
challenge. It emerged on Bharat's stage with a new message and reorientation in the religious domain for
resuscitating and rehabilitating essence of Bharat's ethical values for humanity's sake. Accepting the
essence of spiritual excellence of her long accumulated ethical experimentations, shorn of non-essential
and socially unavailing redundant, and wasteful dogmas and rituals and watertight social barriers of
Brahminism between man and man, the Sikh Gurus with a monotheistic approach and in order to
balance the lopsided mental imbalance of Bharatis between other worldliness and this worldliness, laid
an extra stress on looking upon this mundane universe also as a variegated beautiful manifestation of
the Creator himself and therefore render an ethically motivated organised creative service to society, in
whatever manner, to make this world more beautiful and worth living in for man. Thus it aimed at
ethically motivated human integration and an integrated personality of man. Ih jag sachai ki hai kothri,
sachai ka vich vas, was emphasized by Guru Nanak.
This kind of religious revolution, through the natural process of evolution, was initiated
by Guru Nanak (1469-1539). For sincere votaries of the values of Sapt-sindhu (i.e. time honoured
Bharati) culture this fact needs be re-emphasised. Its purpose was not to replace any religion as such,
much less so-called Hindu religion—if there was any thing like this at all, like Christianity, Islam etc.
In parenthesis one may state without fear of contradiction that term of 'Hindu religion' has
ever been a misnomer. To call it a religion, like Christianity, Islam or even Budhism, is nothing less
than being unjust to its catholicity and vast range of ethical cultural coverage based on Dharma.
Essentials of such a Dharma were evolved and elaborated in this sacred punya bhumi of Bharat Mata
through centuries' labour of her sages, pursuing various ethical paths, (sometimes straying into
atheistic intellectual gymnastics even) for the sake of mankind.
Hence to tailor and restrict this vast heritage to any set dogmatic form is a recent, politicallymotivated idea of a few politicians and thereby, though ill-advisedly, trying to dam its perpetual
gushing stream, swelled through numerous streamlets of ethical thought culture. Thank God, such a
stunted political approach to Hindu Dharma has hitherto borne little fruit, nor it ever must, otherwise
it would disfigure its ever dynamic image. I'm afraid it would also, from a national solidarity point of
view, set in a further disintegrating process in free India.
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Dharma is essentially different from religion. Values of Dharma are universal while a religion
is just an organised system to canalise and make values of Dharma operative for the good of society
at large. Different religions are various systems towards the same end. In such a context only
Dharma could be a cementing force between man and man.
Again there is another point in this context worth examining. It is sometimes contended by
students of religion that there was nothing new in Sikh religious system. Such contenders of course
in good faith, I believe to my mind, confuse Dharma with religion. Dharma, as pointed out above, is
universal, while a religion is just an organised ethical system to concretise the values of Dharma.
To give an analogy, the pioneer investigating scientists, including alchemists and physisists of Arabia,
propounded certain basic scientific laws and theories in different spheres of science. Scientific investigation being a dynamic process eversince, the subsequent scientists have, upto-date, continued to
further improve thereon and develop their inventions without disputing those basic laws propounded
by their revered forbears. If every one begins to commence afresh from the very beginning, there
would have been little or no progress in science, particularly applied science, and much wastage of
human endeavour instead.
Tn the same way the Sikh Gurus' religious system, did naturally recognise the earlier basic and
universal values of Dharma, as put forth by the Bharatiya sages. The same were quite homely to
their followers. At the same time this system did not reject those discovered through Islamic or any
other Semitic school of thought. The basic values of Dharma indeed are identical. The same must,
according to generally agreed Bharatiya Dharmic philosophy, ensure the achievement of Dharam, Arth,
Kam & Moksh in an organised social way. This means ethico-spiritual well-being, economic prosperity,
procreative perpetuity of human race and ultimate spiritual salvation of man and society, individually
and collectively : These are the four fundamental psychic sustaining factors constituting psychologial
anchorage of man and society.
The Sikh Gurus, for instance, undeniably accepted these four pre-requisites of the functions of
Dharma as put forth by sages of Bharat. Why should that have not? Uniqueness of their system
instead was as to how best to achieve the ends thereof for society in an organised way. And although
these four fundamental pre-requisites were formulated in Bharat, yet their application and potency
are universal. And if Islam or Christianity or any other religious system puts forth the same in a
different way, the same are equally welcome^according to Sikh religious school of thought.
This is exactly why Sikh religious system is opposed to breaking heads or generating hatred in
the name of religion. There is no provision for Jehads and wars of the Crescent or holy Cross.
In the history of Sikh warfare there is not a single instance when the Sikhs as such must have initiated
and mounted an offensive against followers of another religion in the name of Sikhism. Their
military actions have been either defensive or in the nature D liaramy udhs, that is, battling in defence
of above mentioned universal values of Dharma, from whichever quarter the onslaught came and
against followers of whatever faith. Sikh history bears an abundant testimony to this. This is why a
Sikh could befriend all and is an alien among none. His traditional mental attitudes in this or other
relevant contexts are traditionally nurtured against Gurbani texts like :—
(a) "Gura ik deh bujhai; Sabhna jia ka ik data so main vissar na jai" (Japji—5) i.e. Guru
Nanak says, *6 my Enlightener, impress one thing on my intellect that YE are the
sustainer of all, I must not forget THEE'.
(b) "Sabhe sanjhival sadayan tu kise na disai bahirajio" (G. Arjan, Majh, p. 97) i.e. 'All are
co-sharers in THY bounties ; none is alien to THEE'.
Guru Gobind Singh, in one of his famous hymn stresses that (Hindu) shrine (temple)
and the (Muslim) Mosque, the worship (at the temple) and (Muslim) prayer (in the' Mosque)
are one and the same thing. There is unity of mankind in this apparent diversity (under local
influences). Hindu gods and so-called rakhshas (malechhas pertaining to Muslim in Hindu terminology),
the Turk (meaning all Muslims) and the Hindu differ in dress and appearance according to geographical and regional influences. Otherwise they are all blessed with similar eyes, ears, physical frames,'
vocal chords, all composed of the same constituents of earth, air, fire and water. Allah and the
indefinable (Abhekha), Puranas (Hindu lore) and the Quran (Mohd's Revealed Book) are the same
and connote (in essence) identical divine truths.
'
'
There are a number of similar other verses of Guru Gobind Singh stressing the recognition of
all mankind as one (i.e. Manas ki jat sabh ekai pehchanbo). He puts this ideology into action so often
and this is an article of faith in Sikhism.
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Thus briefly providing or alluding to the relevant robust background of socio-religious setting
of Sikh Gurus' conception, replete with wide-range, healthy catholicity in matters of spirituo-religiouscum-socio evidence approach of their religious system, hereunder follows a brief account of how the
tenth, the last Master, Guru Gobind Singh (1666—1708) consummated this long spread-out evolutionary process by giving to it another ethical content of a socialistic pattern of society as well to
complete the requisites of a socio-religious Revolution conceived by Guru Nanak (1469—1539).
DIGNITY OF PHYSICAL LABOUR
(Krit Kami)
In order to lay the basis for equitable distribution of material resources and earnings in
society, productive tough labour is the first pre-requisite for each constituent member thereof. 'Each
for all and all for each' as a cooperative economic slogan can be of any social significance if
each member of society puts in and contributes his or her best physical endeavour in the common
social pool.
A reference in this context is worth repeating. As mentioned above Guru Nanak in his
scriptures laid stress on earning with the sweat of one's brow and share the same with others.
To quote a relevant incident from Guru Gobind Singh's life story : One day the Guru was
sitting in the midst of a congregation. His devotees from far and near were there in that assembly.
All of a sudden he asked for a glass of water. A number of Sikhs hurried to fetch a glass of
drinking water for him. A wealthy young Sikh was the first to present to him a tumbler full of water.
While passing on the same to the Master, the well-dressed youngster said to him with a sense of pride
"My lord, this is the first time that I have done this with my own hands and for your Lordship alone.
I belong to such an affluent family that hitherto I have never handled any such job with my
own hands." Lo ! on hearing this the Guru threw away the tumbler full of water, admonishing the
youngman "You are so sinful then and your hands are so polluted that you have so far rendered
no useful service to any one or utilised this precious gift of God for any productive work. I won't
accept water from your hands".
This seemingly small incident is an eye-opener to every follower of the Guru in favour of
engaging oneself in some kind of productive labour in the way of service to society.
In Sikh theology quality of being a masculine creator (i.e. 'Karta purukti) is one of the basic
attributes of God in contrast to Hindu image of 'Sat chit Anand-Sarup' alone as His perfect image.
This basic creative attribute of the Almighty in Sikh faith explains the general creative genius and
approach of an average Sikh in all temporal aspects of the Community's existence. Sikhs are
Karamyogis. Bhai Gurdas, the top-most interpreter of Sikh ways of life and contemporary of Guru
Ramdas, Arjan and Hargobind, tells us in his text, "Dhrig seva bin hath pair hor nehfal karni"
i.e. 'Cursed are one's hands and feet without service (to society) and in the absence thereof all other
religious acts of a person are unavailing'.
Thus service to society in this world is one of the potent means of salvation in the next one.
Guru Nanak says, "Vich duniya sev kamaiye, ta dargaih baisan payiye" i.e. In order to merit a
recognition in the next world it is imperative to render (selfless) service in this one.
EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION AND EQUALITY
(Wand Chhakna)
Under this heading here are mentioned a few Sikh usages and items of Khalsa code of conduct
prescribed by Guru Gobind Singh after administration of Amrit baptism in 1699 :
(i) Institution of community Kitchen (Guru-ka-langar) attached to every important Sikh
shrine or Gurdwara, eversince Guru Nanak. Guru Amardas, the third Master, perpetuated this
institution in an organised form for ever. Every one can claim meals from Guru-ka-langar and every
one must sit in common with others (pangat) on an equal footing while partaking meals frcm the
langar. Guru Amardas had made it a condition for every one, rich or poor, Hindu or Muslim,
high caste or low-born, to eat from Guru-ka-langar before being ushered and received into Guru's
audience.
It is a matter of great merit for a Sikh to serve in Guru-ka-langar e.g., supply of necessaries,
bringing and dressing firewood, kneading flour, dressing vegetables, bringing and serving drinking
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water, cleaning utensils, in fact, doing all kinds of supposedly menial jobs, in order to secure the Guru's
blessings.
(ii) Practice of tithe (daswandh).
On receiving Amrit every initiate into Khalsa has got to pledge the contribution of tithe
from his earnings towards Panth's common pool for community's common undertakings and needs.
There is a relevant, quotable instance of Sikh history in this context : Bhai Rattan Singh
Bhangu, a Sikh scholar of early 19th century and a grandson of the celebrated Bhai Mehtab Singh of
Mirakot (Amritsar District), famous in Sikh history for Massa Ranghar episode of mid 18th century,
was an accepted authority on Sikh history and Sikh ways of life. He authored a book on Sikh history,
called Bhai Rattan Singh Bhangu's Panth Prakash. He compiled this book on Sikhs early in the 19th
century at the instance of Sir Ochter Lony, the first British Resident in Ludhiana. Students of Indian
history know how the British East India Company had appealing to their vested interests, manoeuvred
and succeeded in establishing their suzerainty over cis-Sutlej Sikh states of Faridkot, Nabha, Patiala
and Jind, fixing their Residency thereon at Ludhiana in order to segregate them from the powerful
Lion of the Punjab, Maharaja Ranjit Singh of their fraternity. The British, crafty diplomats as they
were, then wanted to acquire an authentic and full knowledge of Maharaja Ranjit Singh and his
people's political plus religio-cultural traditions and background, their social structure and ways of life
etc. in order to fix proper premises for formulating and adjusting their future political relations and
policies with him, as a next door powerful political rival.
There in his Panth Prakash, Bhai Rattan Singh, while describing the social usages of the bygone
Sikhs (i.e. of 18th Century) clearly states like this : 'whatever every Sikh earned through whatever
honest means, deposited his earnings in cash or kind in the common pool. And from that common
pool he gladly accepted his sustenance including food, clothing and a riding steed as a combatant.
The Sikhs of those days were mainly cavaliers in righteous warfare (c.f. Bhai Kahan Singh's Gurmat
Prabhakar)
(iii) In the Khalsa Rehtnamas (Codes of conduct for the Khalsa fraternity) of Bhai Nandlal,
Chaumpa Singh, Prehlad Singh, Desa Singh and Guru Gobind Singh's texts in the compilations known
as Sarbloh granth and Premsumarag, there are repeated references stressing the significance of
equitable distribution of one's earnings with the needy.
(iv) In their daily congregational (also individual) routine prayers the Sikhs, together with
other meritorious deeds and sacrifices for faith, of their forbears and martyrs, also pay homage to
those who wielded their war weapons in defence of righteousness and shared their supplies with others.
*'Deg-tegh jag main dou chale, rakh ap mohe avar na dale" is another verse of Guru Gobind
Singh, meaning, "Let the deg (the couldron, symbolic of community kitchen) and tegh, the sword (in
defence of Dharam i.e. ethical values) of the Khalsa prevail. O God, protect me against any (antisocial) marauder'.
(v) After partaking meals at home or with another Sikh, the beneficiary recites a thanksgiving prayer also saying "Dana pani Guru Kay tehl bhavani Sikhan di. Sache patshah, teri degon prasad
Chhakia hai, apde Khalse di deg te tegh nun sada Charhdi kala vich rakhna, ate chhak ke tera nam chit
avaiy tere chama nal ban avai" i.e. "O Guru, rations and provisions are thine, only devoted service
thereof falls to our (the Sikhs') part. We (or I) have taken meals from thy couldron. Keep thy
Khalsa's deg (the common couldron) and tegh (sword in the righteous cause) always on the upgrade.
We (or I) must meditate on thy NAME and engender in (our or mine) heart full faith of thy pious feet
in thanks giving (at Thine bounties being gifted to us (or me)".
When Guru Gobind Singh's commissioned disciple, Banda Singh Bahadur soon after he
assumed regal status, after vanquishing, for a time, the Mughal imperial enemies of Dharma in
the Punjab, early in the 18th century, his regal insignia (seal) contained the Persion words, "Deg-o-tegh
fateh, Nusart bedrang, yaft az Nanak-Guru Gobind Singh" i.e. victory to (Khalsa's) common couldron
and the sword, which (mission) through God's Grace, has been gifted to Guru Gobind Singh right
from Guru Nanak'.
(vi) Abolition of Zamindari system : Zamindari system of land tenure was first abolished by
Banda Singh in the Punjab, as early as he could have his first political sway over lot of territories in
that part of India early in the 18th century. Instead of erstwhile big Zamindaries of U.P., Bengal,
Rajasthan pattern and rest of India, peasant—proprietorship land tenure system i.e. equitable distribution of agricultural land among the traditional tillers, continues upto date ever since, in territories
(and the adjoining areas) over which once Guru Gobind Singh's Khalsa held political sway—roughly
the recently constituted new Punjab.
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To know how this peasant proprietor system has hitherto stood the test of times and the
country at large and the society in good stead, one may refer to indisputable I.C.S. authorities on rural
economics of British days like celebrated Messrs M.L. Darling (see his Punjab Peasant) and H. Calvert
(see his Wealth and Welfare of Punjab). Madam Kusum Nair, in recent post-Independence years,
in her 'Blossoms out of Dust' has further reinforced Messrs Darling's and Calvert's studies of 1925-30
on the subject.
Just by the way the pioneer socialist regime in Soviet Russia and some of her socialist
allies like Poland and Hungary with agrarian as the predominant determining factor for their economic
prosperity, after years of experimentation in forced collectivisation of farming as having failed to be
of maximum advantage to the state—are reported to be doing some rethinking for introducing a
pattern of pesant-proprietorship.
If Punjab has hitherto maintained the title of being country's granary and best breeding ground
for her defence personnel and sportsmen, pride of the Punjab's peasant proprietor is one of the main
factors.
For all this Guru"Gobind Singh's ideology counts a lot. Again, because of the Guru-given
traditional tendency for equitable distribution of material resources, the Sikh community continues to
consist of middle class people in the main, neither too rich nor too poor.
Strong background to the statement under this paragraph is provided by the Guru's verdict in
his text "Jis graih bauhti tis graih chinta, Jis graih thori so phirai bharmanta. Dohan avastha te jo
mukta, soi sahela bhaliye" i.e. 'One in possession of affluence is worried (because of a thief's fear or for
adding more to his abundance) and one who possesseth not enough to make both ends meet, knocks
about from door to door (to make good his deficit). Only such a one is buoyant in spirit who is free
from both the extremes'.
This verdict of the Guru indicates in the direction of equitable distribution of resources i.e.
socialisation of community's material potentialities and resources.
There is another relevant general truth on the point at issue put forth by the Guru in "Papan
bajhon hovai nahUmoiyan sath najai" i. e. 'capital cannot be accumulated (by an individual) without
committing sins (against society) and (the wonder is) no one would carry one's riches beyond one's
death'.
(vii) Significance of word *Bhai' for mutual address: From the very beginning the Guru
introduced the use of the word 'Bhai' among his adherents for mutual salutation. Its prevalence
implies equality of social status among members of the Community, bound with one another in
fraternal ties, in the Guru.
The Marxians adopted the use of 'Comrade' for mutual salutation. But Bhai (brother)
connotes an emotional coherence, on equality basis, among people, wedded to a common ideology in
spirituo-economic pursuits.
(yiii) The Guru Crowned the Commoner: It is a fact of history that Guru Gobind Singh
invited his neighbours, Shivalak Hills Rajput Chieftains, to make a common cause against onslaughts
of Mughal rulers on Dharma. They had offered to join hands with the Guru only on condition: that
he must not enlist the low caste people in his forces. Washerman, the water carriers, the carpenters,
the barbers, the cobblers, the jats etc. etc. were just dregs of societies in their eyes. The Guru refused
this condition point blank, asserting instead that he would crown these very people to be the future
supreme masculine men to defend Dharma. He would confer regal status on them alone to be
'Sirdars' among others; he would see that the sparrows settled scores with hawks, he said. And he
did it. His khalsa stands a perpetual monument to this fact up to date.
The Guru told the same thing to the high-born Brahamins when the latter bitterly complained
to him as to why he had given precedence to his low-born Sikhs over them in the matter of serving
meals at a general feast, much against centuries' old tradition. At this the Guru went all-out to
assert, "What do you say? I am installed on a high pedestal because of them, whom you call low-born,
(e.g. "In hi ki kirpa te saje ham hainy nahi mose gharib kror pare'—(thousand million salutes to such
prophet of the people—author). He further said, "Mohe graih men, mante, tante9 sir lau dhan hai sabh
hi inhi ko" i.e., My household effects, my soul, and body, my wealth, even my head, every thing
belongs to them'. (One shudders in reverence to think of so complete a sense of belonging of the
Great Guru to his followers).
Guru Gobind Singh thus crowned the commoner. Guru'Nanak had indeed laid a broad base
for exaltation of the socially suppressed (i.e. in Marxian language 'the proletariat'). He declared,
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"tfichan andar nichjat, nichi hurt at nich. Nanak tinke sang sath vadian sion kia ris. Jithe nich
samalian tithe nadar ten bukhshis" i.e. 'There are low people among the lowly and the lowest of all, I am
for them; what have I to do with those, exalted in society? (by virtue of superior birth or riches). God's
grace is there where the down-trodden are taken care of. His patronage of a poor carpenter, Bhai
Lalo, as against a rich Govt, dignitary, Malik Bhago, is an illustration thereof.
Isn't it an avowed revolt against the man-made barriers between man and man? Whether
because of caste system in social structure or economic disparity in society or political supremacy.
Whereas Guru Nanak raised such a banner of revolt against socio-economic-cum-political inequities,
early in the 16th century, Guru Gobind Singh laid a sound foundation for an ETHICAL SOCIALIST ORDER. He prescribed such a code of conduct for the Khalsa, as may, in fulness of time,
foster and blossom out into a socialist structure of society. In fact in his own heyday, Guruji set up a
virtual Khalsa Commonwealth at Anandpur Sahib, his own place of abode.
(ix) Bestowal of common parenthood on the Khalsa: On initiating people into
Khalsahood through
Amrit Ceremony, the Guru further completely smashed down
distinctions between man and man by ordaining, "From today you are born to the
Guru, with ME as your Father, my spouse, Smt. Sahib Kaur, as your Mother and all of you, from
now onwards, are citizens of Anandpur Sahib. Henceforth the Guru has written off your earlier
births and caste (i.e. Janam nash and kul nash), your earlier ancestral (inferior) occupations and
previous birth's questionable deeds (i.e. Krit nash and Karm nash).
This is how he created a new classless society in respect of caste, community, profession and
economic inequities. He went to an unrivalled and unthinakable extent, extending his own celestial
parenthood to the Khalsa and ordaining them to consider themselves as citizens of one place, the
consecrated City of Bliss, Anandpur Sahib.
Guru Gobind Singh was thus a Peoples' Prophet, a harbinger of ethical socialist order who
crowned the Commoner. Within the short span of his less than 42 years of life he laid a granite
foundation not only of a national regeneration in India but also formulated and made a gift of an
ethical spitituo-socialist scheme of things to the whole humanity. His unmatched plan is a standing
challenge to all honest thinkers of India and abroad, to thoroughly probe thereinto for general, allembracing good of mankind, for rediscovery of man's destiny.
Long live Guru Gobind Singh's scheme of ethical socialist order!
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Guru Gobind Singh in an Age of Crisis
by

Kapur Singh, M.P.
Three centuries have passed away since Guru Gobind Singh played his part on this Earth.
These centuries are a period of a great and profound Transition, and a deepening Crisis, which transition the intelligent men of the world commenced sensing about a hundred years ago, and which crisis
was felt by the discerning minds only a few decades ago. The human side of this Transition is called
Democracy, the idea of Government by the people and the idea of possible progress. The non-human
side of it was called Industrialism, meaning the technological and economic changes which destroyed
the agrarian economics and the rural mode of life, and gave to Man an infinitely greater control
over Nature. There have been two views about this whole process—one optimist and the other,
pessimist. The optimists thought, they perceived an imminent Utopia in universal sufferage, loktantra
rajya, universal literacy, and the progress of applied science planning, and took heart at the building
of every new Science laboratory and factory chimmney. The pessimist saw in the political change the
handing over of power to the ill-bred, the immoral and the unintelligent; in the scientific progress and
planning they saw the mechanisation of life, the destruction of beauty and other human values, and
the vulgarisation and extinction of the soul of man.
Leaving aside the fanatics of both the Schools, almost all intellectuals of modern times are
disillusioned. Those who were fanatics in 1848 at the time of French Revolution were disillusioned
in 1870 when Bismark proclaimed the first German Empire. Those who were fanatics in 1870 were
disillusioned in 1919. Those who remained fanatics in 1919 were completely disillusioned in 1945, at
the close of Second World War. And those who still remain fanatics are not honest intellectuals but
incorrigible fanatics and no more.
This transition in the affairs of men and this crisis in the souls of men was sensed by Guru
Gobind Singh almost two centuries earlier than when the extra-sensitive minds of the world had a
glimmering of them. Indeed, this intuition of Guru Gobind Singh was no salutory affair: more than
a century earlier than Guru Gobind Singh, another equally extraordinary mind, that of Guru Nanak,
had the same profound and clear premonition, and had spoken of the remedy and the way out of the
crisis which was then silently brooding over the mankind, and was secretly assuming menancing
spectre, threatening to destroy human soul and civilisation both, if indeed not the mankind also.
Such a one was Guru Gobind Singh.
He did not ask the question in so many well chosen phrases, neatly formulated. But he gave
the answer, clear and explicit, without ambiguity and with certainty of conviction and vision. In
numerous ways, both by precept and practice, he asserts and exhorts that the key to these and fall of
peoples and civilisations is the ethical activity, freely and volunatrily pursued and independent of any
supraterrestrial blind necessity or destiny, such as has been presupposed by almost all the ancient and
modern thinkers of Social Philosophies, to which a reference has been made above. Thus, the Man is
his own Destiny and Necessity, and thus he may avert the Crisis that has now overtaken him. In one
of his superb Swayyas, the Guru says in the opening line:
"The power of Good and Felicity, this is my sole prayer before Thee : Give me the strength to
pursue ethical conduct, come what may".
Again and again, this is the keynote of his teachings and exhortations. In this small space,
and on this formal occasion, it is not possible to elaborate and expand this point, but a careful study
and a critical appreciation of the teachings and life of Guru Gobind Singh leave no doubt in the mind
that this is the Guru's teachings and message for the troubled Mankind. Civilization, he thinks, is
two-fold in nature. It realises itself in twin supremacy; supremacy and control of budhdhi, the
reason, over the forces of Nature, and the ethical reason of men, control over the dispositions of men.
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He commends the activity which leads to the first, but emphasizes the supreme and over-riding
importance of the second. "May the dispositions of Men remain under the control of ethical reason,
and the ethical reason of men, under the guidance of God, for every and for ever, Amen" is an
except from the daily Congregational Prayer of the Sikhs, a prayer formulated and sanctioned by
Guru Gobind Singh, himself.
We cannot conclude this small article better than by adding at the end, the English translation
of the conversation piece of Guru Gobind Singh with an educated and highly cultured disciple of his,
Nand Lai Goya, originally a resident of Ghazni, a famous town in Central Asia. The conversation
piece with Nand Lai Goya, was made in the presence of many Sikhs, and one of them, who has
preferred to remain unnamed, has recorded it as: Prashan Uttar Bhai Nand Lai Ka that is,
A conversation piece with Bhai Nand Lai
•Friend, Hear ye, the way of life for a disciple of the Guru. Rise early in the morning, bathe
the body, recite the Japu and the Jap. and meditate on the Name of the God in the evening.
Join the congregation, and hear the recitation of the Rahi-Ras, the praises of God, and the
edifying sermons. Those who follow such a routine with steadfastness, they endure.
Nand Lai, Listen carefully to what I say. In these categories I subsist, the category of the
Attributes, the category of the word. This I want you to understand clearly. Men
should listen to the Word of the Guru, attentively and with devotion. That what the
Guru, teaches, men should hear and preach. Men should hear the word of the Guru
with love in their hearts and faith in their minds. This, the Form of the Guru, the men
should behold, day in and day out. Men should serve each other, pride and
without pride and selfishness. Those who serve humanity,
their service do I
acknowledge is the service to My person.
Pay attention O, Nand, thus Humanity shall be freed, and attain to ever lasting bliss.
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The Democratic Marvel of Guru Gobind Singh
by
Gurbachan Singh Talib
In a life studded with marvels from beginning to end, one of the most marvellous acts was
Guru Gobind Singh's conferment of Supreme Authority on the people—the Khalsa. This act is the
corner-stone of all later developments in Sikh history, both religious and national. A time was, of
course, bound to come in the history of the Sikh Church, when personal Apostolate or Guruship
might cease, and the nascent faith be left to adopt a kind of self guided process. The Guru in Sikhism
has never been looked upon as a tutelary being, who should grant boons and award the rewards of
this world. If the begging for boons and such rewards is still current among the Sikhs, it is a continuation of an old and wide-spread tradition in our country, and of the weakness and self-centred attitude
of man. Sikhism has presented the Guru neither as the granter of boons, nor even as intercessor with
God—the latter idea being particularly prevalent among the Semitic peoples. The Guru in Sikhism
is Guide, Enlightener, and Uplifter of the Fallen (Patit-Uddaran). His other attributes are that he is
the dispeller of fear and the instiller into the human personality of the quality of fearlessness (BhayHaran). He is the Cherisher of All (Jan Par-upkari) and confers the gift of the life spiritual, and
induces the individual self towards the love of the Lord. (Jia dan de bhagti lain). His guidance
brings about the merging of the individual self into the Divine self (Har Siun lain milae). From this
and numerous other texts in Gurbani the function, role and idea of the Guru is clearly manifest, as of
one who rather uplifts, aids and cherishes than by a mere act of faith works a miraculous salvation of
the individual. The individual, through his own life and actions must work out his own salvation
(salvation in Sikhism standing for the attainment of the spiritual state of Emancipation from Desire).
The implication of such teaching is the formulation of the seeker's own self and personality as
a repository of certain attributes rather than the instilling of a mechanical faith in the Preceptor or
prophet, who should confer salvation. In the last analysis, to turn away from worldliness towards
godliness is itself an act of grace (nadar, mihr) for man cannot will himself into the spiritual state. But
given the initial grace of God-consciousness, the seeker must work out his own salvation—The Guru
showing the Path, guiding and saving the disciple from pitfalls, such as pride and avarice. In the
process the seeker is uplifted, and his unformed personality is shaped into something indescribably
Beautiful: 'Jithe gharat ghariai bahut Anup'—'(In that state) is carved the Loveliness unique (of the
spiritual life)'.
A body of such people—the truly Elect (Panch Pradhan) attain the countenance illumined and
show the path or salvation to millions (Nanak te mukh ujjale keti chhutti nal.)
The more one studies the teachings of Sikhism, the more is one struck with this basic idea of
uplifting and cherishing of the seeker's personality rather than binding him to a servile tutelage which
might kill all sense of initiative and human dignity. In faiths which are excessively tradition-ridden
and ritualistic, the natural recourse for the followers is to look perpetually for an Intercessor, and
consequently to stress more the element of faith and assent rather than of Life and Acts. But in the
kind of creed which the Gurus of Sikhism preached, the individual is left enlightened, and provided
with an instrument to guide himself and in no case to depend merely upon an act of faith, but upon
action and performance. The guide that Guru Gobind Singh left to the Sikh people is the Wordenshrining the vision Divine of the Gurus from Nanak to Gobind Singh. From the Word is to be
sought enlightenment. The Word is the Personality Incarnate of the Guru (Pragat Guran Ki Deh.)
From the Word, with pure heart one may seek guidance.
The stress is on the purity of the heart. To the Five assembled in solemn gathering, seeking
with hearts pure and humble the Guidance of God, such Guidance must come. It may be the
'command' to seek martyrdom (such as came to Guru Tegh Bahadur), to raise the Order of the Khalsa
through the Baptism of Steel, as came to Guru Gobind Singh or to rescue from the clutches of Abdali
the helpless Indian Womanhood, as came to the Sikhs who fought under the banner of Jassa Singh
Ahluwalia. To refer to later history, it may be the command to admit the so-called untouchables to
the Holy Hari Mandir or to jump into the fight for the country's freedom, as the Sikhs understood
their role around 1920.
The Gurmatta, or Holy Synod is the process whereby the community's resolutions are to be
made. Such has been the process ever since Guru Gobind Singh left the scene of his earthly endeavour. Such guidance has, while often calling for sacrifices (and that is indispensable for all noble
endeavour in God's path) kept the Sikhs, perhaps alone among the various groups constituting the
vast Indian population, self-reliant, heroic and progressive. It has truly been a 'nursing' of the people
to attain to communal and national maturity. Guru Gobind Singh's vision has been justified and his
faith has fulfilled the vision which Guru Nanak's Word embodied.
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Guru Gobind Singh

Embodiment of Highest Virtues
by

Principal Teja Singh, M.A.
In every age saviours are born to save the fallen and the forlorn. When the tenth and the
last Guru of Sikhs was born in 1666, there was political corruption, social degradation and religious
exploitation in the country. Aurangzeb has been described as a great puritan, who never took liquor
observed fasts and vigils, spent nights in prayers, gave alms freely, earned his own living by doing some
manual work and kept strictly away from wine and luxury, yet his name struck terror and dread in
the minds of his subjects To fulfill his ambitions, Aurangzeb got his own father arrested and
detained him till his death, killed his brothers to eliminate rivals. He got Hindus massacared as he
believed that only Islam should live and all other religions must be exterminated. Temples of Hindus
were destroyed and turned into mosques. Aurangzeb imposed the most hated tax, Jazia, on Hindus
as he thought they would remain submissive only if they were reduced to extreme proverty. Such was
the character of the Emperor.
In such an age of tyranny, Guru was born. In his very brief life of 42 years, the Guru did
wonders not only in the religious field but in all walks of life.
His childhood reflects his inborn greatness. Gobind was only 9 years old, when he did not
waver in telling his father, Guru Tegh Bahadur: "Father offer yourself as an oblation and save the
People of Kashmir." It was in that spirit that Guru Teg Bahadur offered his life in Delhi, to be
executed and beheaded. And when the news of the execution of Guru Tegh Bahadur reached
Gobind, he did not weep or mourn but said:
"Say not he is dead,
Listen to what the angels sing,
He comes home,
The victor cometh home,
In our love for the beloved,
In our freedom for ever."
Carlyle, in his 'Heores and Hero worship', gave us examples of the hero as a man, the hero as
a prophet and hero as the man of action. But it is rare that history records of a man who had a
rounded perfection, whose life was a perfect whole and who had attained a high degree of excellence
in practically every walk of life.
The world has hardly heard of man who combined in himself two apparantly contradictory
characters, the man of action and the man of thought. Even Plato, one of the greatest thinkers of
the world failed miserably when he was called upon to practically mould an ideal. In the
whole range of world history, Guru Gobind Singh is probably the one solitary exception.
His was a life blended of so many apparantly contra qualities and blended harmo.
He was a great poet a distinguished scholar, a fearless solider and a born leader of men and
to this he added a passionate desire for the divine. At the same time he was a great social revolutionary and a democrat." People talk of miracles, Guru Gobind Singh's life itself was a miracle.
As soon as Gobind Singh was invested with the Guruship in 1675, he was called upon to
prepare for titanic struggle against the mighty Mughals, who were bent upon exterminating not only
the Sikhs but all the non-Muslims root and branch. In the beginning he found himself face to face
with what seemed to be an impossible task. His own house was not in order. Frustration had overtaken his followers and this demoralisation had led to dissensions within. This rift had been widened
by the machination of the Minas, the followers of the disgruntled Prithia, by Ram Rai, the disinherited son of Seventh Guru, and by the Masands who had degenerated into a hereditary class of
corrupt oppressors. Since the times of Guru Hargobind, circumstances had so forged themselves that
the community seemed to relapse into a life of quietism. The sword of Sixth Guru lay rusting. The
Mughals had forgotten the lessons of the battles of Amritsar, Nathana and Kartarpur.
The boy Guru lost no time in setting his house in order by ex-communicating the corrupt
elements who were eating into the very vitals of his community.
He repaired behind the hills to Paonta to make preparations for the heavy task of subverting
the powerful empire before the wrath of the revengeful Mughals. There he mapped out of his campaigns and aroused in his followers the zeal to throw away the yoke of slavery. Here he prepared
the erestwhile meek sparrows to combat the imperial hawks. Paonta became a place of pilgrimage
for the Sikhs who were now asked to bring presents of arms and horses to the Guru. Arms poured
in. Paonta became an arsenal. This opened a new chapter in the life of the Sikhs. They were no
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longer a race of saints', fleeing for their life but they were now to strive by dint of their valour and
patriotism for higher values of life and lay down their lives so that all that they value may live.
These activities of the Guru alarmed the hill chiefs and Mughals alike, and while they attacked, the Guru had to fight in defence. The battles of the Guru were not all religious battles but were
against 'zularn' because some honest and conscious Muslims like Budhu Sah sided with the Guru
against the Mughals. The Guru came out successful in all those struggles. The early successes
gave confidence both to the Guru and his followers. Now the Guru thought of giving a definite
organisational form to his followers.
After the lapse of a few years, on the Baisakhi day, when thousands of Sikhs had gathered
at Anandpur, he laid the foundation of the Khalsa giving his Chosen Five the baptism of steel.
The Chosen Five did not belong to the warrior class of the Hindus. They belonged to all
classes and mostly to the so-called lower classes. The Guru had put his followers to a test and these
Brave Five came out successful in the ordeal the Guru had ordained for them. They were the
"Khalsa", the pure and that was their sole caste and religion. Thus, the Guru at one stroke, cut at
the root of the Hindu caste system with its social inequalities which had eaten deep into the vitals of
Hindu body politic.
He alone a master of counsels wise,
Who stands by the indigent and low,
Lends a helping hand to the helpless,
And crusheth to death cursed foe.
And this was not the only revolution the Guru worked for. The Hindu social traditions, had been
authoritarian. The Guru wanted to rest all authority in the Khalsa so that they should not be always
looking up to a leader and feel crest fallen in his absence, His Khalsa was to be a democratic
body and in order to ensure that he called up on his Chosen Five to Administer baptism to him
(Guru) after they had been baptised by the Guru. The Guru and his disciples were one. He was the
Guru of the Khalsa and at the same time disciple of the Khalsa.
"One is a Sikh, two form the company
In five there is God Himself"
(Bhai Gurdas)
Christ had also said; "When two or three gather together, there I am in the midst of them".
The Guru was a great military commander. Just after the birth of the Khalsa, the Guru was
ready to accept challenge from any quarter. He refused to leave Anandpur at the orders of the
hill chiefs and repulsed them with heavy losses, when they attacked him at Anandpu and Nirmoh
in 1700. Finding the Guru too much for them, the hill Rajas again cried to Aurangzeb for help.
In this struggle, the Guru sacrificed many of his followers along with his four sons
two of his sons died in fighting before his very eyes and younger two sons were;
bricked up alive by the notorious Governor of Sirhind. The Hindu and Muslim rulers vied with
one another in suppressing the Khalsa, and many battles were fought. Battles were lost and battles
were won, but no power on earth could crush the indomitable spirit of Khalsa because his war of
righteousness was against evil. Moreover he was not fighting for the sake of fighting. The Guru
later wrote in Zafarnama;
When all efforts to ftore peace,
Prove useless and no words avail,
Lawful is the flash of steel then
And right it is the sword to hail.
The Tenth Guru was also a noted poet. He was well-versed in Hindi, Sanskrit, Persian,
Urdu, Bengali and other languages.
He had kept a train of 52 learned poets and a good number of scholars in his Darbar. Under
his guidance, the Sikh scholars translated into chaste Hindi the Mahabharata, the Ramayana, the
Upnishads etc. No doubt the Guru was busy throughout his life in organising his followers and
fighting against evil-doers but still he got time to devote to literary activities. Draped in the classical
tunes of old, his poetry, rich in metaphor abounding in beauties of sound and brimming with poetic
niceties of diction and thought, is still unsurpassed. All his writings are preserved in the 'Dasam Grants
which was compiled by a contemporary scholar Bhai Mani Singh in which there are 17,262 verses.
Guru Gobind Singh's contribution towards national reconstruction regeneration and solidarity
is unique. He got martydom at the hands of the agents of Wazir Khan the Governor of Sirhind, at
the young age of 42. Though the great last Guru of Sikhism is not amongst us in physical form' his
ideal teachings and immortal struggles for the vindication of justice, righteousness and truth will remain
for ever an inspiration and guidance to us all. His life and teachings have, in brief, a lesson*
"Success comes to those who dare and act, for the establishment of justice, righteousness and truth".
The Blood of the martyrs feeds the ground
So that in truth and glory it may abound.
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GURU GOBIND (SINGH) LEAVING PATNA
FOR ANANDPUR
People of Patna paying their homage to 'Bala Pritam' (Child beloved).
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The Guru and Social Reforms
by

Prof, Hira Lall Chopra
A great miracle was wrought by Guru Gobind Singh in transforming the Sikhs (disciples) into
singhs (lions), thus synthesizing bhakti (devotion to God) with shakti (power).
A brilliant scholar endowed with a love of ancient lore, he used his eloquence to transform his
followers into his own pattern and to rouse them to vindicate their injured honour and manhood; he
strove continuously to awaken his countrymen to a new and nobler life.
Well-read in the Hindu Puranas, he was against the worship of images made of stone and
wood and meaningless rites and rituals. He said in the translation of the tenth canto of Srimad
Bhagavat, "I have rendered the tenth chapter with no other object but to inspire ardour for religious
warfare."
It was on Baisakhi day at Anandpur that he actually laid the foundation of the Khalsa Panth
and created the Five Beloveds (panj pyaras). Daya Ram, a Lahore Khatri; Dharam Das, a Delhi jat;
Mohkam Chand, a Delhi dhobi (launderer); Sahib Ram, a Bidar barber ; and Himmat Rai, a baker
from Jagannath Puri, were the five great founders of the Panth. On the first of Baisakhi 1756 (1699
A.D.), in the words of the Persian historian Ghulam Mohy-ud-Din, the Guru addressed the congregation thus :
"Let all embrace one creed and obliterate differences of religion. Let the four Hindu
castes, who have different rules for their guidance, abandon them all, adopt one form of
devotion and become brothers. Let no one deem himself superior to another...Let men of
the four castes receive my baptism, eat out of one dish and feel no disgust or contempt for
one another."
Members of this Khalsa brotherhood were to consider their previous castes erased and deem
themselves brothers belonging to one family. He had the same baptism administered to himself by
the panj pyaras and he proclaimed them to be his own successors. From that time in the land of
five rivers any five elected devotees formed the constituent assembly of the masses in cases where no
other code could help them.
Guru Gobind Singh was a great social reformer. His messages are eye-openers to modern,
zealous social reformers. He established ideal moral standards for everyone. He advised men to
refrain of borrowing, to practice truth to live by honest means, to abstain from covetousness, to
repeat the Japji, to avoid immoral association with women, to act according to the Granth Sahib,
to cling to the boat morally suited to the individual, to habitually attend a gurduara and to share the
same kitchen, to read the sacred hymns at the times of joy and sorrow, to help their fellowmen
in trouble.
Guru Gobind Singh thus appealed to the external qualities of equality, liberty and
fraternity, broke for ever all caste prejudices and accepted people of all denominations
and all strata of society into the Khalsa. The desire for personal sacrifice was infused
into them and Sikhism knitted them together into a common brotherhood animated
by common faith, social life and national longings. The effect of these teachings was
immediate and profound and Sikhs began to manifest great chivaoury and courage and like
in sweet social love, to rush to the help of the suppressed and the depressed without
distinction of caste and creed.
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Though he was stabbed by a fanatic Pathan, Guru Gobind Singh lives for ever. As long as
there is a single Sikh living in the world, he is there to pronounce the immortality of Guru
Gobind Singh.
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Among the Immortals of History
by

Sadhu T. L. Wasvani
The greatness of the world is false and fleeting to a few. After reviewing the history of his
times in India and the West, I arrive at the conclusion that Guru Gobind Singh was the world's
greatest man in the seventeenth century. He was a practical mystic. He became a saviour of India
by breaking the force of Moghul imperialism and building up the Khalsa.
January 18th is sacred as the Guru's birth-anniversary; 1666 was the year of his birth at Patna.
Looking back through the vista of these three centuries, can you picutre to yourself the Guru and
the India of his days? India disunited: India oppressed: Akbar's dream murdered by his successors
and Guru Gobind Singh, the very picture of sadness. Iron had entered his soul. But he weaves it
into a great vision, the vision of a Free Khalsa, The Word "Khalsa" means the "pure", And the
"Pure" in heart become the servants of God and the prophets of freedom when the 'Khalsa' soul is
purified, new martyrs will arise until the destiny of the Khalsa is fulfilled.
The Khalsa was meant by the Guru to be a symbol of true democracy. Members of the
Khalsa dined together and worshipped together. The one great vow taken by every member of the
Khalsa was "service".
To me Guru Gobind Singh is wider than any creed; and his temple in the heart within is purer
than our sanctuaries. Meek was he and content with obscurity; he had no restless desire for earth's
honours for distinction and eminence, so common, alas in the world's great men.
Blessed is Gobind. To him comes the call : "Uttishta" Arise: He responds to the call :
"The servant standeth, a sacrifice to Thee, O Lord" Gobind descends from the mountain-height to
the plain below. Gobind arises to be the saviour of Hindustan: Gobind becomes a "perfect sacrifice"
to the Sat Sri Akal, The True One, the Deathless One: Gobind fulfils the destiny of his life.
He was so humble and he had love for the poor. When he was at the height of his glory,
when even the Moghul King sought his friendship, the great Guru Gobind Singh did not forget to
serve the poor mountain people. How humble and therefore, how truly great.
At whose feet and in whose sanga did the great Guru learn the lesson of humility? He met
and served many derveshes and fakirs: but he who influenced the Guru's life the most was his beloved
father, Guru Teg Bahadur, Did not Gobind say to his father, when the Kashmiri pandits came to
him: "Who else is purer than you my father?" Yes, on Guru Gobind Singh's life was the blessing of
his martyred father.
Guru Gobind Singh was a scholar and poet, but there have been greater scholars and poets.
He was a leader, he carried on his fight with skill and courage, but not alone for his leadership do we
remember him. Power and authority pass away. Resources and riches he had at his disposal when at
the height of his glory, but not for his wealth is he truly great, much greater wealth has been posessed by others. For one thing and for one thing alone we count him great. His life was filled with the
spirit of sacrifice.
•

Cleverness and tricks do not make history: it is the sacrificial men who
Gobind Singh is great for his absolute self-surrender to God and his wonderful
we recite the prayer: "Nanak das sada kurbani" "Nanak, Thy servant, is ever
But what do we sacrifice every day? Guru Gobind Singh's was perfect sacrifice.
his height, but seme sacrifice we can do every day small sacrifices let us offer
lives will be ennobled, enriched sanctified, abundantly blessed.

build history. Guru
sacrifice. Every day
a sacrifice to Thee"
We may not reach
every day, and our

Look around you, nation jealous of nation, armies and fleets arrayed, one against the other.
Survey the communities; see how one quarrels with another, I see the strifes of the ambitions. Behold
oppression, pain, suffering, the tears and tragedy of the poor and weak. Then behold the tear-touched
Face of Guru Gobind Singh. Arrayed against him is the imperial might of the Moghul.
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Tributes
Swami Vivekananda Restates Message of Guru Gobind Singh
by
Dharampaul
Swami Vivekananda, who was harbinger of a new era of national awakening, was fascinated by
the personality and teachings of Guru Gobind Singh and when he toured India extensively to infuse
his flaming message for the rehabilitation of India's glory and regeneration of Indian nationalism, he
never failed to give the inspiring example of Guru Gobind Singh's life and extolled the people to follow
the foot-steps of the Guru, whom he always described as "the greatest hero of the Indian race".
The swami was not content with it. He adopted the slogan "Waheguru ji ki Fateh" and,
during his mission of revitalising the Indian nationalism, he asked the people to awake, arise and
restore India's glory.
Paying his heartfelt attribute to the land of the Punjab, the land of Nanak and Gobind Singh,
Swami Vivekananda said : "This is the land which is held to be the highest even in the holy Aryanvarta. This is the Brahmavarata of which our great sage, Manu, speaks. This is the land from
whence arose that mighty aspiration after the Spirit, aye, which in times to come as history shows is to
deluge the world. This is the land where, like its mighty rivers, spirital aspirations have arisen and
joined their strength till they travelled over the length and breadth of the world, and declared themselves with a voice of thunder. This is the land that after all its sufferings has not yet entirely lost its
glory and its strength.
"Here it was that in later times Guru Nanak preached his marvellous love to the world.
Here it was that his broad heart was opened, and his arms out-stretched to embrace the whole world,
not of Hindus, but of Muslims too. Here it was that one of the last Sikh Guru, one of the most
glorious heroes of our race, Sri Guru Gobind Singh, after shedding his blood, and that of his dearest
and nearest, for the cause of religion, even when deserted by those for whom this blood was shed
retired into the South without a word against his country, or his men, without a single word of
murmur".
The Swami hailed the slogan of Waheguru ji ki Fateh and declared in one of his best known
lectures : "However much you may parade your descent from Aryan ancestors and sing the glories
of ancient India day and night, and however much you may be shuttering in the pride of your birth,
you the upper classes of India, you the prisoners of cast and hypocrisy, do you think you are alive?
You are out of mumies ten thousands years old. It is among those whom your ancestors despised as
'walking carrions,' that the little of vitality, there is still in India, is to be found; and it is you who are
the real walking corpses.
"Fleshless and bloodless skeltons of the dead body of past India that you are, why do you not
quickly reduce yourself into dust and disappear in the air. In your bony fingers are some priceless
rings of jewels treasured up by your ancestors and within the embrace of your stinking corpse are
preserved a good many ancient treasure chests. So long you had not had the opportunity to hand
them over.
"Now be awake: let new India arise from your hearts. Let Tndia arise out of the peasant's
cottage grasping the plough, out of the huts of the fishermen, cobblers, and the sweepers. Let her
spring from grocer's shop, from beside the oven of the firitter seller. Let her emerge from the factory,
from marts, and from markets. Let her emerge from the groves and forest, from hills and mountains!
Open those treasure chests of yours and those jewelled rings among your countrymen. No sooner you
open these treasure chests you will hear the inaugural shout of Renaissant India ringing with the voice
of a million thunders and reverberating throughout the universe Wahe guru ji ki Fateh—Victory to the
Guru."
He repeated the call of Tenth Guru and asked the people : "Stand up, bebold. Take the whole
responsibility on your own shoulders and know that you are the creators of your own destiny. The
strength you want is within yourself. ^ Close your ranks, close your lips and let your hearts open. Let
us all work hard for India's glorification with selfless determination and deathless zeal. On our work
depends the coming of the India of the future. She is ready, waiting for you. Arise, awake and see her
seated here on her eternal throne, rejuvenated, more glorious than she^ever was, this motherland of
ours".
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And such was Guru Gobind Singh
by
Kali Charan Banerjee
The ideal man and his fundamental principles, as described in the Bhagavat Gata, were personified in Guru Gobind Singh.
All of us must have the will to master every aspect of our life—moral, political, economic,
and spiritual. The predominance of the spiritual will in a man is the true characteristic of developed
manhood, which is called the quality of kshatriya. This was predominant in Guru Gobind Singh who
"was a rare phenomenon in the history of India" as has been pointed out by Swami Vivekananda.
Guru Gobind Singh is the true and full embodiment of this will-force, or soul-force : nonviolent like a deep calm ocean inside, and terribly violent, like a stormy sea on the surface. Guru
Gobind Singh led the dedicated life of complete surrender to the Will-supreme. Tagore has beautifully
writetn a poem on Guru Gobind Singh's will power.
PERFECT MAN
Guru Gobind Singh was the realizer of "Universal God" (visva rup darsankari) within himself
and of "Universal Self" (Sarbatma darsankari). He had a crystal-pure mind (satya gunamoy), was a
great devotee of love sublime (suddhya bhakta), a pure and selfless servant of God (suddhya karmayogi). He was a great leader of men (ape guru), as well as a disciple of them (ape chela). In other
words he was a man whose conscience was his master and who received and obeyed the dictates of
Supreme Conscience as a humble disciple. He was a perfect Man : Sri Krishan and Arjuna of the
Gita combined.
His mission was to establish perfect qualities of true manhood, so that men might live a life of
universal equality in a pure and unalloyed state of mind and in dedicated service unto all. The
mission was to lead men, high and low, to live a united, free, unselfish and loving life, to attain a state
of true manhood.

Guru Gobind Singh
by
Captain A. H. Bingley
Gobind Singh the last and most famous of the Gurus, was only nine years of age when
his father was tortured and martyred by the Mughals. Under him, the fraternity which had sprung
into existence as a quietest sect of a purely religious nature, and had become a military society
of doubtful character, developed into the political organisation which was to rule the greater
part of Northern India, and to furnish the British armies with their stoutest and most worthy
opponents. For some years after his father's execution, the lad lived in a retirement, brooding
over his personal wrongs and the persecutions of the Musalman fanatics who were bathing the
country in blood. During this period he finished his education which was far more complete than
that of any of his predecessors.
He openly attacked all distinctions of caste and insisted on the equality of all who would
join him; and resuscitating the old baptismal rite of the Sikhs, he
The Sikh baptism
proclaimed it as the pahul, or 'gate' by which all might enter the
and communion
fraternity while he gave to its members the parshad or communion
as a sacrament of union in which the four orders of Hindu
society should eat from the same dish.
Perceiving that great national weakness resulted from the disunion caused by caste, he
proclaimed the social equality for all who were members of the Khalsa. The higher castes
naturally murmured at these reforms, and many of them left him;
Its effect in promoting
but the lower order rejoiced at the new dispensation and flocked
social and national freedom in numbers to his standard. These he inspired with military ardour,
with the hope of social freedom and national independence, and with
abhorrence of the hated Muhammadan. He gave them outward signs of their faith in the
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unshorn hair, short drawers, and the blue dress; he marked the military nature of their calling
by the title of Singh or 'lion', by
wearing steel, and by the
The outward signs of
initiation by sprinkling of water with a two edged dagger; and he
Sikhism
gave them a feeling of personal superiority in their abstinence from
the unclean tobacco. "His religious creed was in many respects the
same as that of Nanak. The God, the Guru, and the Granth remained unchanged. Religious
fervour was entirely, eclipsed by military zeal, and thus, for the second time in history, a religion
became a political power, and for the first time in India a nation arose, embracing all races, all
classes, and all grades of society, and banded them together in face of a foreign foe".

Guru Gobind Singh
by
C.H. Payne, M.A.
BABA NANAK died in the year 1539. Of the nine gurus who came after him, the last, Guru
Gobind Singh is the most famous, and the only one to whom it is necessary to refer at length. Nanak
preached a gospel of peace; but there was no peace for the Sikhs in the empire of the Moghuls. Just
as the Romans sought, by unremitting persecution, to stamp out Christianity, so the Moghul emperors
sought to stamp out the Khalsa. Like the Romans, they succeeded only in stregthening that which it
was their purpose to destroy.
His desire was to see his sikhs more completely separated from the Hindus than had hitherto
been the case; to disconnect their outside sympathies, and to instill into them the spirit of nationality.
One of the main obstacles to the realization of this desire was the caste system, and in dealing with it
he went a step further than Nanak. The latter, though he had denounced caste distinctions, had never
actually forbidden their observance by his followers, many of whom laid as much stress on them as the
Hindus themselves. The Brahmin Sikh continued to consider himself the superior of the Khatri, and
the Khatri continued to look down upon the whole Sudra community. Gobind took the bull by the
horns. He not only reaffirmed the absolute equality of every Sikh in the eyes of God, but he altogether
prohibited the observance of caste distinctions within the Khalsa. This action gave great offence to
those who claimed to be of high caste, and not a few Brahmin Sikhs preferred to leave the community
rather than discard the sacred thread. But their loss was more than compensated by the large number
of the humbler classes who now took the pahul, to whom the doctrine of social equality was as
attractive as it was distasteful to the Brahmin or the Rajput.
Like Nanak, Govind attached the utmost importance to purity of life; but on a level with it he
placed brave deeds and devotion to the Sikh cause. There was no higher duty for a Sikh than to die
fighting in defence of his faith; and some years later, when engaged in a fierce battle against Muhammadan troops, Gobind promised Mukti, or exemption from transmigration, to any of his followers who
should fall. The carrying of arms was commanded as a daily duty; and the spirit of brotherhood was
still further emphasized by the institution of a distinctive dress and the wearing of the five "K's"—
namely, the kes or uncut hair and beard, the Khanda or dagger, the kangha or comb, the kuchha or
short drawers ending at the knees, and the kara or iron bangle. Female infanticide a custom prevalent
then and for many years after in the Punjab, was strictly forbidden, as was also the practice of sati; and
rules and regulations were enjoined relating to daily worship, marriage, the law of inheritance, and
other matters in which the Sikhs had hitherto conformed to Hindu law.
But what the Jat lacks in intelligence he makes up for by his courage, his honesty, his thrift,
and his unfailing industry. As a cultivator he is second to none in India; and he can wield a sword
as skilfully as he can plough a furrow. He is of a simple minded, patient, and with a independent
disposition; a loyal and law abiding citizen in times of peace, and a good fighter in times of war.
During the years of his retirement Gobind Singh practised every form of manly exercise. He
became an expert horseman, swordsman, archer, and swimmer, and was a keen follower of the chase.
Armed with no other weapon than his sword, he would hunt and slay both lions and tigers. The* Jats
greatly admired his courage and bodily prowess, and under his training they quickly developed into
hardy and daring soliders. Anandpur some fifty miles to the west of Simla, on the banks of the Sutlej,
was the place selected by the guru as his headquarters; and here, with all the state of an independent
chieftain, he held his court and trained and disciplined his troops.
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It was not long before the growing power of Gobind Singh excited the jealousy of the surrounding hill chiefs, who saw in his democratic teaching and the military zeal of his followers a serious
menace to their own influence and independence. Foremost among these was Raja Bhim Chand of
Bilaspur, who looked upon the Sikhs as upstarts, and lost no opportunity of molesting them amongst
his other designs.
But gratitude was not among the virtues of Raja Bhim Chand, and not long after the defeat Oi
Mian Khan he again took part with the hill chiefs in an attack on the Sikhs stronghold. Anandpur
was besieged on every side. But the defenders, though greatly outnumbered, fought with such
determined courage that they not only succeeded in saving their fortress, but marched out and routed
the besiegers in the open plain. This achievement added greatly to the fams and influence of Gobind
Singh, and brought to him many new disciples. The Sikhs now felt themselves to be on an equality
with the martial Rajputs, and with every victory their pride in the Khalsa increased.
Finding they were unable to crush, or even to check, the growing power of their common
enemy, the hill chiefs determined to appeal for assistance to the emperor himself. Aurangzeb was at
this time operating in the Deccan and thither, accordingly, a deputation was sent. The guru was
represented as a dangerous rebel, engaged in stirring up hostility between Hindus and Mohammadans, with the ultimate object of overturning the Mughal throne. On receipt of this information
Aurangzeb dispatched orders to the viceroys of Delhi, Sirhind, and Lahore to proceed without delay
against the guru with all the forces at their disposal and in a short time Anandpur was again besieged,
this time by an overwhelming army, with Wazir Khan, the viceroy of Sirhind, in supreme Command.
The devoted bravery of the Sikhs was never more canspicuously displayed than during the long siege
which followed. Every day their ardour was newly kindled by the words of their leader, who bade
them remember all that their community had suffered at the hands of the Mohammadans, and
exhorted them to seek salvation in the next world by dying in the defence of the Khalsa. Though
reduced to the utmost straits by hunger, the vigour of their defence never slackened. Assault after
assault was repulsed; and it was only when the cutting off of their water supply brought their sufferings
to a climax that Gobind Singh decided to evacuate the fortress. This he contrived to effect without
abandoning his property; and with all that remained of his exhausted garrison, he made his way to
Chamkaur, and once more stood at bay. Knowing that another siege awaited him, he dispatched his
wife and two younger sons to Sirhind; but though they reached the town in safety, their presence was
betrayed to the Mohammadans. By order of the governor both the lads were cruelly murdered, and
their mother died of grief.
The soldiers of the Khalsa enjoyed but a short respite. Chamkaur was soon as closely besieged
as Anandpur had been, and was as desparately defended. The two elder sons of the guru were slain,
and many died of starvation. Even the bark of trees was used as food. When it became evident that
the fortress was doomed, prepararions were made for fight; and again the guru with the remnants of his
band succeeded in passing through the line of the besiegers.
Guru Gobind Singh left no successor. Before his death he called his disciples about him and
told them that the mission of the gurus was completed, and that thenceforth their spirits would dwell
in the Granth Sahib and the Khalsa. "I have entrusted you," he said, "to the immortal God. Ever
remain under His protection and trust to none besides. Where ever there are five Sikhs assembled,
know that I am in the midst of them. Henceforth the guru shall be in the Khalsa and the Khalsa in
the guru. I have infused my mental and bodily spirit into the Granth Sahib and the Khalsa".

Gobind the Tenth Guru
George Batley Scott, CLE.
Gobind relates that His unembodied spirit, before birth on earth, reposed in bliss, meditating
and longing to appear on earth, as the chosen of the Lord. That many teachers had come but had
procured worship for themselves and fallen into error. Then the soul of Nanak had inflamed his soul
as one torch inflames another and he was born and manifested as man, to teach a new religion,
extend virtue, destroy evil. But should any pay him divine honours they would perish in hell. God
was not to be found in Purans or Koran or in idols, but honesty and sincerity.
change.
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Thus far his teachings differ little from those of Nanak, but he was about to institute a great

Sikhs will no longer be individual Sikhs, but one mystical body the Khalsa "God's Chosen" in
which would reside the soul that had been in Nanak and in all the Gurus. No image could be made
of the invisible God, but He would be in the Khalsa. Caste must be abolished, Brahmans must throw
aside their idols and the sacred thread.
Then Gobind said "wherever five (panch) of the Khalsa meet there will be my spirit with
them." This is the initiation ceremony which all Sikhs must undergo before they become members of
the Khalsa. Novitiates are exhorted to worship one God, to be always truthful and sincere to be pure,
faithfull unto death, to slay all enemies of the Khalsa, always to carry arms, or atleast wear iron.
Never to cut hair or beard, wear black clothes, or atleast black turbans, to honour the name of Nanak
and all the Gurus; bow to none but the Granth, which they should read daily, at least the
morning and evening prayers : to bathe frequently, at Amritsar when possible, to abjure all heretics and
Kuri Mars (daughter killer), to salute each other with the words, "Wah guru ji ki Fateh
Khalsa ji ki Fateh." (Victory to the Guru. Victory to the Khalsa).
Five symbols were to be worn by which they would be distinguished from others, the five K's.
Kesh—the hair never to be cut.
Kanga—the comb.
Kuch—a pair of shorts emblem of decency andj purity.
Kara—an iron bangle, emblem of faithfulness.
Kirpan—sword, knife or dagger as defenders of the faith.
No true Khalsa should ever be without these.
After receiving the Pahul, the novice is no longer a Sikh or scholar only, he is Singh, a lion,
and is entitled to affix that word to his name whatever his previous caste. Thus he is declared equal
to the Rajput, to whom only the affix had been applied previously.
Gobind's next step was to call a general council of elders the Gurumata which was to meet at
Amritsar if possible to regulate the civil and military affairs of the Khalsa. Having thus consolidated
and roused the enthusiasm of his followers, he organized them into bands under able leaders, and
commenced his long meditated struggle with the Imperial power, having first built some strong forts on
which to retire when defeated. An inner guard was formed of the most devoted of his followers,
those who adhered most closely to his injunctions. These fierce fanatics acted as "forlorn hopes" in
attack, reserves in war cry of Akal. Akal the one, hence the name Akali so often heard of since.
The Akalis usually pile up their hair in pyramidal form and place round it a succession of steel quoits
with sharp edges which they used at times in street fighting with deadly effect.
Asked when dying to appoint a successor, he is said to have replied :
"It was prophetically ordained that there should be only ten Gurus; I am the last. Henceforth
wherever five of the Khalsa meet there will be my spirit, that of all the Gurus, be with them." Thus
passed away the last and greatest of all the Gurus.
It is singular that these people not only behaved firmly during their execution, but disputed
and wangled with each other as to who should be slain first, and even made interest with the executioners to obtain preference. Banda was produced last, his son being seated in his lap. The father
was ordered to cut his son's throat, which he did without uttering a word. Then his flesh was torn
from him with red hot pincers and in torment his soul took its flight through one of the wounds
and went to the regions for which it was so well fitted.

Tributes
by
H. H. Wilson, Frederic Pincoti,
John Malcolm, Bhai Kahan Singh
It was the object of Gobind to make all Sikhs equal; and that their advancement should
solely depend upon their exertions, and well aware how necessary it was, to inspire men of a
tow
race,
and
of
grovelling
minds,
with
pride
in
themselves
he
changed
the
name
of
his
followers
lI
*om Sikh to Singh, or lion; thus giving to all his followers, that honourable title which had been
earlier exclusively assumed by the Rajputs.
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Gobind is said to have first instituted the Guru Mata, or state council, among the
Sikhs which meets at Amritsar. The constitution and usages of this national assembly will be
described hereafter; it is here only necessary to observe, that its institution adds one more
proof to those already stated, of the comprehensive and able mind of this bold reformer, who
gave, by its foundation, that form of a federative republic, to the commonwealth of the Sikhs,
which was most calculated to rouse his followers from their indolent habits and deep rooted
prejudices, by giving them a personal share in the government and placing within the reach of
every individual, the attainment of rank and influence in the state.
The disciple is instructed to believe, that it is the duty of all those who belong to the Khalsa, or
commonwealth of the Sikhs, neither to lament the sacrifice of property, nor of life, in support
of each other; and he is directed to read the Ad-Granth and Dasama Padshah ka Granth, every
morning and every evening. Whatever he had received from God, he was told it was his duty to
share with others; and after the disciple had heard and understood all these and similar precepts, he
was declared to be duly initiated.
That when Gobind was at the point of death he exclaimed "wherever five Sikhs are
assembled there I also shall be present, "and in consequence of this expression five Sikhs are
the number necessary to make a Singh, or convert." By the religious institutions of Guru Gobind
proselytes are admitted from all tribes and castes in the universe. The initiation may take place
at any time of life, but the children of the Singhs all go through this rite at a very early age.
Courage is throughout, by this work, placed above every other virtue; and Gobind, like
Muhammad makes martyrdom for the faith which he taught, the shortest and most certain road,
to honour in this world, and eternal happiness in the future. The opinion, which the Sikhs entertain
of Gobind, will be best collected from their most esteemed authors.
Character of the religious institutions of Guru Gobind; which were admirably calculated
to awaken, through the means of fanaticism, a spirit of courage and independence, among men
who had been content for ages, with that degraded condition in society, to which they were taught
to believe themselves born. The end which Gobind sought could not, perhaps, have been attained
by the employment of other means. Exhortations respecting their civil rights, and the wrongs
which they sustained would have been wasted on minds enslaved by superstition, and they could
only be persuaded to assert themselves by an impression that it was the will of heaven they
should do so. His success is a strong elucidation of the general character of the Hindu natives
of India.
Guru Gobind when he was asked by his followers, who surrounded his death-bed to
whom he would leave his authority, replied, "I have delivered over the Khalsa (commonwealth)
to God, who never dies, I have been your guide, and will still preserve you; read the Granth and
attend to its tenets; and who ever remains to the state, him will I aid." From these dying
words of Guru Gobind, the Sikhs believe themselves to have been placed, by their last and most
revered prophet, under the peculiar care of God; and their attachment to this mysterious principle
leads them to consider the Khalsa (or commonwealth) as a theocracy and such an impression
is likely to pose a very serious obstacle if not an insuperable barrier to the design of any of
their chiefs, who may hereafter endeavour to establish an absolute power over the whole nation.

Guru Gobind Singh
by
Dorothy Field
Guru Gobind Singh: Guru Teh Bahadur's son Gobind Rai immediately surrounded himself
with a great army, and made himself so noble a warrior that it is said by the chronicler that "his
splendour shone like the sun". Every disciple who came to him was enrolled as a soldier; instruction
in the use of weapons was given daily. Many premises were made as to rewards for bravery in warfare.
At the same time religious fervour grew, fostered by the singing of hymns open air preaching, meditation and the repeating of the sacred Name. Opportunities for the display of military zeal soon arose;
the jealousy of the Muhammadans increased and the Sikh army was frequently embroiled with the
Emperor's men. There were small skirmishes followed by bigger battles, and these were fought with
varying success. Sometimes the Sikhs were badly beaten; but whether vanguished or victorious they
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won renown for their bravery. They were men drawn from every caste or none, and their extraordinary fearlessness and loyality to one another soon became proverbial.
But the great work of Gobind Singh's life was the institution of the Khanda-di Pahul or
Baptism of the Sword. This ceremony became so important, and its effects so vital and far-reaching,
that it will not be out of place to give a detailed account of its institution. At a critical moment in
the fortunes of the Sikhs the Guru called his disciples together and asked if any were ready to die
for him. Five professed their willingness to do so. In order to test their sincerity the Guru took
each in turn into an enclosure from whence he reappeared alone, exhibiting a dripping sword. None
of the five however, shrank from the ordeal. Only after the fifth had gone to apparent martyrdom
was it discovered that the blood was that of a goat, and that all the Sikhs were still alive. The Guru
then declared that Sikhism could now only be maintained by force of arms. He then poured water
into an iron vessel and stirred it with a two edged sword repeating Guru Nanak's Japji, his own Jaapji,
Guru Amar Das Anand, and some hymns of his own composition. It is said that as he was performing this ceremony his wife arrived carrying some Indian sweetmeats. She came out of curiosity, but
the Guru asked her to throw the sweets into the holy water. He said that he had begun to establish
the Khalsa as his sons, and that a mother was necessary at all times for sons. He also said that the
sweets poured into the water typified the affection which was to exist between Sikhs. The Guru then
gave five palmsful of the water to each of the chosen five. He sprinkled it five times on their hair
and eyes and caused them to repeat Wahguru ji ka Khalsa, Wahguru ji ki fateh "The Khalsa of God,
victory to God."
These words became the new war cry of the Sikhs. The Guru also gave them the name of
Singh or lion, which was to be added to the name of each baptized disciple. The following instructions
were then added.
Sikhs were to wear five articles whose names begin with a K. Kes, long hair, Kangha a comb,
Kripan, a sword, Kachh, short drawers, and Kara, a steel bracelet. They were to be loyal to their
masters, and never to turn their backs on a foe. A belief in the equality of all men was to take the
place of all distinctions of caste. They were to rise at dawn, bathe, read the hymns of the Gurus,
meditate on the Creator, and share a common meal. They were to abstain from all the superstitious
practices of the Hindus such as pilgrimages and idol-worship, suttee and infanticide. Meat might be
eaten, provided the animal were slain by one blow from the hand of a Sikh. Tobacco, wine, and all
stimulants were forbidden. Any breach of these rules would bring excommunication, reconciliation
being through a fine and re-baptism. After giving these instructions the Guru desired the neophytes
to baptize him in return. They at first hesitated, protested, but he pointed out that the baptism put
them all on a footing of equality, and the Khalsa, as the sect was now called, was equal to the Guru.
They yielded; and after this many thousands were baptized. Gobind Singh then sent to the Hill
Rajahs, beseeching them to receive this baptism as a means of protecting themselves against the Turks.
The Rajahs replied "Each Turk can eat a whole goat. How can we, who only eat rice, cope with such
strong man? Can sparrows kill hawks or jackals tigers? The Guru replied that his baptismal nectar
could make one Sikh equal to many Turks, and that he could kill hawks with sparrows. On this,
many Hindus, both of high and of low caste, accepted the baptism. Its results on the pariah were
little short of miraculous. By its power men who had hitherto been regarded as unclean and polluted
from their birth, were changed into exceptionally fine warriors. Before the time of the Sikh Gurus no
general could have dreamed of raising an army from such outcastes; and this metemorphosis was
accomplished despite the hidebound prejudice and innate conservatism of the Hindus.
The success of this famous institution brought thousands to the Guru's standard and his army
increased daily.
Guru Gobind Singh repeated the teaching of his father against tobacco. One day when
hunting, he came upon a field where the plant grew. He reined in his horse, and inveighed against it.
He said that it burns the chest and induces nervousness, palpitation, bronchitis, and other diseases,
finally causing death. He therefore, begged Sikhs to abstain, concluding: "Wine is bad, bhang
destroyeth all generations".
After the death of Auranzeb the Guru became on personally good terms with the new Emperor,
Bahadur Shah. They went hunting together, and the Emperor appears to have had a wholesome fear
of the Guru. Nevertheless, the enmity between the Sikhs and the Muhammadans continued. Gobind
Singh was on his way to Southern India after a battle when he was stabbed by a Muhammadan, and
received a wound which afterwards, reopening resulted in his death. Before he died, he told his Sikhs
that the Khalsa was now thoroughly established, both its religious teaching and the laws for everyday
life having become sufficiently definite. There was therefore, no need to establish a new Guru. The
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Khalsa and the Granth Sahib were for the future to be revered as Guru, and the spirit of Gobind
Singh might be met by '-diligently searching the hymns of the sacred volume."
It will be seen that the work of Gobind Singh was somewhat different to that of the other
Gurus. His special task was to protect the sect at a moment when it might have perished, and for
this work he is worthy to stand by Nanak, the founder of the whole movement. But it must not be
imagined that because he was a fine warrior he was less spiritual or less religious than his predecessors.
He made religious fervour the backbone of all his warline doctrines. He united practical skill with
mystical meditation; and the results speak for themselves. He wrote very many hymns; which setting
aside those in praise of the sword, contain a stronger vein of pantheistic mysticism than do those of
the other Gurus.
Among the writings that he has left us there is a curious account of his own spiritual history,
in which he tells how God sent him into the world to help the world when it was going astray. When
he desired his Sikhs to baptize him he said; "I am the son of the immortal God, who has sent me into
the world to exalt religion." He says that he did not desire to come, but that God remonstrated
earnestly with him.
From the foregoing history of the Sikh Gurus it will be seen how greatly the development of
their religion was influenced by the turn of events. At first as we have noticed, Nanak's religious
teaching was more favourable to the Muhammadans than to the Hindus for with the latter he was
constantly in difficulties over questions of caste. The nervous superstition and the tyranny of the
Moghul rulers, however, soon changed the state of affairs. Easily crediting any story against the
Gurus, these emperors brought about the death of two of the most prominent of them. From the
time of Gobind Singh onward the bitterest enmity existed between Sikhs and Muhammadans.
Where the baptism of Gobind Singh is persisted in they are likely to remain a separate nation;
but when this falls into disuse they show a tendency to reabsorb into Hinduism. They employ Brahman
priests at marriages, deaths, and at all important domestic events. In reality the pure teaching of
Nanak discredits the formalities of Hindu religion, and therefore, in so far as Sikhs submit to these
they are falling back from the highest teaching of the Granth. Pure Sikhism is far above dependence
on Hindu ritual, and is capable of a distinct position as a world-religion, so long as Sikhs maintain
their distinctiveness.
The religion is also one which should appeal to the accidental mind. It is essentially a
practical religion. If judged from the pragmatical stand point which is a favourite point of view in
some quarters it would rank almost first in the world. Of no other religion can it be said that it had
made a nation in so short a time. That it should have transformed the outcaste Indian—a notoriously
indolent and unstable person into a fine and loyal warrior.

The Image cf Guru Gobind Singh
by
Balwant Singh Anand
Days filled with sunshine ; the sky topaz blue. The trees tall and straight, pointing skyward ;
the leaves emerald green but when they turn in the soft breeze, they sparkle white andfluffy,like freshly
picked cotton. The hills low and rolling but northward, they are high and covered with dark forest
and on the top ridge the trees stand lined up as silent sentinels. The river flows noisily, trippingly,
singing its merry song as it tumbles over boulders and polished multi-coloured shingle. The water is
cold to the touch but exceedingly fresh and satisfying. The nights are cold and dark and the wind
whistles through the leaves. There is a college on a hill, a little removed from the village, simple,
solid, spacious. It is filled with fragrance ; the soft, translucent, curling smoke rising upward from ;
dark stumps of incense. The atmosphere deeply religious ; all inmates carry a warm glow about them:
they speak m soft tones, walk with light steps and greet each other and strangers alike, with folded
hands, faint smiles, bowed heads and half-closed eyes. Mornings and evenings, the cottage rings with
the singing and chanting of hymns and men and women come from the village, join in the prayer and
then depart as quietly as they came.
This was Anandpur and here came a young lad, Gobind, bold, bright-eyed, vivacious, on
tip-toes with the expectations of Lfe, eager to learn and in a hurry to accomplish.
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The first all-enveloping, ever-pervading influence on Gobind was that of his father, who,
through long years of penance and constant meditation, had attuned himself to the music and message
of the Infinite, understood the meaning of life and death and attained a high state of beatitude.
Gobind understood that depths, unknown to ordinary mortals, could only be plumbed through a life
of contemplation and that, in its wake, it brought poise and serenity and enabled one to live in the
world and yet remain detached from it. He also learnt from his father that one who heeds not
adversity, harbours neither fear nor hatred, regards gold as dust, remains unaffected by joys and
sorrows and expects nothing from the world, shall blend with God as water mingles with water.
He learnt much more and stored it in the recesses of his memory.
When the Brahmans from Kashmir came to seek advice and protection from Guru Teg Bahadur
against their forcible conversion to Islam, it was Gobind, conscious of the spiritual attainment of his
father, who said that if a great soul was needed to resolve that tangle, who could be greater than his
father. Though as a child of nine he could not comprehend its full implication, the Guru accepted
the decision, for he realised the latent greatness of his son. When leaving for Delhi, Guru Teg
Bahadur replied to the protests of his wife "I leave you to God and Gobind". This was a measure
of understanding between the father and the son.
When Guru Teg Bahadur was beheaded in the Chandni Chowk, a cry of anguish and pain
tore the hearts of people. In Gobind it wrought a sudden change ; the childhood was firmly thrust
aside, he became a serious and stern youngman, who sought to understand the purpose of his father's
martyrdom and dedicated of his own life to the cause. It hastened the growth of his personality
and it is easy to envisage the forces that influenced his life in those formative years. The first was his
enthronement as the Guru or the Spiritual Leader of his people. This called for meditation and
strengthening of his inner spiritual resources so that the mission of the House of Nanak could be
accomplished. Men and women came from far and near and offered their gifts and sought solace at
his feet. Besides the spiritual solace, he had to look after the temporal needs of the people. To
understand the world around him, he made a serious study of Sanskrit, Arabic and Persian languages
and their literatures. He also recognised the need to organise his people in a more militant and
cohesive manner. He sent round word that he preferred weapons and horses as gifts and in a short
time he came to be known as a young prince, fond of the exercises of war and hunting expeditions.
He had a handsome visage and magnetic personality, which attracted restless souls who sought
adventure as escape from the servile existence to which non-muslims had been condemned. Fairly
soon, he had a small well-knit and well-equipped army which kept guard on the two castles—Lohgarh
and Fatehgarh, which he built at Anandpur.
He has come a long way from the simple cottage on the hills. His state is princely, he lives
in a castle, holds court regularly, commands armies, sends out emissary to carry his messages and at
his bidding, thousands carry out his orders. The masands, who had been appointed by the earlier
Gurus to collect the tithe from the faithful followers in different parts of the country and who had
subsequently grown rich and corrupt and assumed airs of independence, suddenly found a new master
who brooked no delay and accepted implicit obedience. Here was a new leader who was not only
Head of the Church, but of the State which he had himself carved. Anandpur became the Mecca for
the faithful followers and it also served as the symbol of the new power to which people were drawn
because it promised a new way of life, where men could breathe freely, hold their heads high and
perchance dream of the future when they could be free of the foreign yoke. It was the stirring of
nationalism which disturbed people.
There is another aspect of his life which must not remain unmentioned. During these fourteen
or fifteen years that he remained undisturbed and which he utilised to the best of his advantage, he
gathered round his court a great many scholars and poets. It is a measure of the richness of his
personality that apart from being a saint and a soldier, he was a poet and loved and admired greatly
learning and scholarship. In the manner of the time, poetry was recited and poets were honoured—
bards sang old and freshly written ballads about the exploits of ancient heroes, classics were translated
and read aloud in the Court and naturally enough, eulogies extolling the virtues of the Guru were also
written. The Guru himself was a great scholar and poet and found time to write a great many works.
To mention a few, his Jap, Akal Usbati, Chandl Charitrs, Vars, Vichitra Natak, Shabad Hazare, among
others, are enshrined in Dasam Granth which also contains the writing of many of the poets at his
Court.
His own poetry has the stamp of the soldier in it. It presents his individuality and his stern
faith. It rings like the beat of the war drums, its speed is like the charger in the battle-field and it
thunders like the torrent of a river down the hills. It is filled with the unflinching faith of a dauntless
soldier, fighting to overthrow tyranny and falsehood and sure of himself and his God. It stirred
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something deep down in the hearts of men and made them sacrifice their all without a question.
Gobind worshipped two things and wrote mostly about them: the steel, of which weapons are made
and which, in the shape of the the sword works miracles in this world, and the God, the formless one,
the omnipotent, the omnipresent.
During all this period, the one thought uppermost in the mind of the Guru was to find the
way to regenerate this fallen race of Hindus, to awaken in them the spirits of manhood, to stir them to
rise in defence of their honour and their motherland and finally to replace the rosary by the sword,
because this, he believed, was only the weapon to free the people from foreign thraldom and persecution. But time, on its winged chariot, was moving fast and for sometime his peaceful pursuits were
disturbed. The Guru had no desire to interfere in the political rivalries of Hill Rajas but war was
forced on him for various reasons. The Battle of Bhangani, the very first one he fought, was the
result of the jealousy of Raja Bhim Chand ofKahlur, who could not countenance the growing influence
and power of the Guru. He conspired with some other Rajas and attacked the Guru's forces at
Bhangani, six miles from Paunta.
The Raja's forces were routed and the Guru came out victorious. Similar battle was fought
and won against the Raja of Nalagarh in spite of the fact that he employed a lot of Pathans in his
army. A little later Bhim Chand sued for peace and asked for the Gurus help when on refusing to
pay annual tribute to the imperial authorities, he was attacked by the forces of the Governor of
Jammu. The Guru joined his forces with those of Bhim Chand and inflicted a crushing defeat on the
Mohammedan forces. He also helped other Rajas to fight against imperial forces. Another battle
was fought against the Governor of Punjab, Dilawar Khan, who came to subdue the Guru at
Anandpur. The battle was fought on the banks of the Sutlej and the Muslim forces were routed.
All these battles served to provide the necessary sacrament of fire and sword to the Guru's soldiers
and engendered them in faith in themselves and their leader. The religious leader had also become
a trusted leader in the battle-field and because of the personal bravery and military skill he displayed,
he won the devotion and loyalty of his followers.
A brief period of peace once again fell to the share of Anandpur. In the meantime Guru
Gobind Rai, after years of contemplation and hard thinking, had found solution to the problem
he had set to himself. The Guru was thirty-three; the year was 1699. It was the first of Baisakh.
He set the stage, not for renaissance nor for reformation, but for resurrection. The dead were to be
become alive; the fear was to be cast off from the minds of men and their bonds were to be shattered
for ever. The lowest of the low were to be raised to the highest; the curse of caste and creed was to
dispelled. The drama is too well known to be repeated. Five times, with the drawn sword, the Guru
asked for a human head for sacrifice. Stunned sat the audience. With fear some ran and some remained
rooted in their places; pale, devoid of blood in their faces. Each time a man stepped forward and
offered himself. Each time the Guru came, his sword dripping with blood, he looked fearsome,
the very carnation of death. But each time there was a man to offer himelf. That was the miracle.
Of the five, three were untouchables, one a calico-printer and one a Khatri. What is more precious
than the life of a man? And that is what they offered. The five were brought back alive; they had
not been killed, but they had been tested and had come out successful. This was followed by the
ceremony of baptism, the administration of Amrit (nector). The Guru called them Khalsa, the pure
ones. Their names were changed from Dharan Das to Dharam Singh, Mohkam Chand to Mohkam
Singh and in the same manner, they became Daya Singh, Sahib Singh and Himmat Singh. They were
declared as the five beloved ones, remembered to this day in our daily prayers, and they were made
'Singhs', which meant 'Lions'. Then the Guru did something which has no parallel in the history of
mankind. He begged the five beloved ones to administer him Amrit and when that was done, the
master and the disciples became equal and thus the Guru bestowed upon his disciples a sovereignty,
which was both spiritual and temporal. The Guru's name too, was changed and he became Guru
Gobind Singh.
Truly, that was the metamorphosis of man: a new nation was born, free of the trammels of
old, its shackles and its superstitions and its crippling restrictions on social behaviour. The Guru
enjoined on his followers to ever wear the sword and advised them "'when an affair passeth beyond
the region of diplomacy, it is lawful to have recourse to the Sword". This was a clarion call for
revolution: a challenge to the forces of oppression. It was also the beginning of the end of the
Moghul Empire. The seed of freedom was sown and it was bound to flower into a tree.
The Guru's activities were naturally reported to Aurangzeb. He sensed a great danger to
his empire. A large army was ordered to lay seige to the fort of Anandpur. The Guru
fought bravely but the odds were heavy and many of his followers deserted him. He finally
decided to leave the fort and on a cold December night in the year 1704, he escaped with
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his two elder sons and five hundred followers and entrusted his mother and two younger sons to
trusted Sikhs to be taken to Delhi. The story of the younger sons teing bricked alive in a wall in
Sirhind is too well known to be repeated here. In ,the second battle at Chamkaur, the two
elder sons Ajit and Jujhar died fighting. He was left with only five soldiers. Again he escaped, this
time, helped by two Pathans who carried him on a cot disguised as a muslim divine. Finally he
reached the Lakhi forest where he remained unmolested.
The Guru had accomplished his task. The remaining story of his stay at Damdama, his
journey to the South and his short sojourn in Nanded are not important for our assessment of the
image of Guru Gobind Singh. The two incidents worthy of note are the enkindlement of the spirit of
revolt in Banda Bairagi and his last words when he died of the treacherous attack by Gul Khan, a
hired assassin of the Governor of Sirhind "Do not grieve for my death
I ride to my death as a
bride-groom does to the house of his bride" and "Let him who desireth to behold me, behold the
Guru Granth. Obey the Granth Sahib. It is the visible body of the Guru. And let him who
desireth to meet me, diligently search its hymns."
The circle has come full. What about the main character in this awe-inspiring drama of the
re-birth of a people? A handsome young lad who became the Guru at the age of ten, a young Yogi
deep in meditation, a saint, a soldier, a poet, a leader of his people, a revolutionary, a commander
in the battle-field and finally one who sacrificed his father, his mother, his four sons, so that his
people may lead free and honourable lives. So caleidoscopic and rich is the personality of Guru
Gobind Singh that it presents a varied pattern to each student of his biography; it has all the colours
of the spectrum, each colour bright and significant in itself and yet merging into the other and when
looked from different angles, it presents a complete picture in itself. We generally picture him as a
handsome young prince, riding on a pearl blue horse, dressed in the military regalia of his times,
leading his men out on a hunt or a cavalry charge and each rider behind, laced with sword and spear,
ready to lay his life for him. Not an altogether incorrect image but only youthful and romantic. But
his personality is too rich for words: it defies description. To me his image is the image of the
perfect and it is for the reader to decide which side of the true and the beautiful appeals to him.

Prophet of Patriotism
by
Dr. Hari Ram Gupta, M.A., Ph.D.
PERIOD OF CONFUSION AND CHAOS
The eighteenth century in India was a period of decline and decay. Generally speaking there
was no strong central government which could keep the country united in peace and could defend it
against foreign invasions. The numerous states into which India was partitioned were wasting away
their energies and resources in mutual disputes. The kings and princes were indifferent to the
interests of the people. The viceroys and governors everywhere were sunk in sloth and sensuality.
Hence there was no check on the progress of misrule. The fountains of justice were contaminated.
Revenues were seldom collected without severity and maltreatment. The villages were set on fire, and
their inhabitants mercilessly persecuted. Sycophants revelled in the spoil of plundered territories and
the poor found no redress against the tyrants' misdeeds.
FORESIGHT OF GURU GOBIND SINGH
Guru Gobind Singh, the poet and prophet of patriotism and nationalism displayed the true
statemanship and insight into the future in foreseeing such a state of affairs. He was a contemporary
of Aurangzeb and had personally seen the Mughal tyranny at its height. He could realize the natural
consequences of such a policy. He felt the dire need of reviving feelings of patriotism and infusing
|n the minds of the people a living faith for freedom. He wished to create a people whom should
immediately gird up their loins to fight against the organised tyranny of the government in an
organised way. He determined to awaken nationalism which had been almost extinct in northern
India for long past. He wished to bring into being a community which should be so organised as
to take full advantage of the chaoitic political state which was to follow in course of time. To
achieve this object he laid the foundation of the Khalsa towards the close of seventeenth century. To
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keep it going after his death he put it on the most democratic basis giving its leadership to the
people themselves. As one of its members he guided its destiny for nearly a decade. He taught
by his personal example how the Khalsa was to act both in times of prosperity and adversity.
GOAL OF FREEDOM
The death of Aurangzeb in 1707 immediately let loose the forces of disruption and chaos
everywhere. The Guru's own death one year later left the Khalsa entirely to its own resources.
The Khalsa were required to fight against four formidable forces. They had to resist with all their
energy and resourcefulness the government of the day both at the centre and in the province. They
had to engage themselves with the foreign invaders from the north-west, who led as many as twenty
invasions in sixty year's time. They had to face the bitterest opposition from certain sections of the
population of the country. In the teeth of such trials and tribulations they had fiercely to combat
all disruptive tendencies in their own ranks, and to keep themselves united centring their objective
on liberating the country and establishing peoples' government in the country.
FAITHFUL PURSUITS
The Khalsa consequently placed themselves at the head of the nation. They stood as
interpreters of the rights of the people against the divine right of Kings. They supported liberty
against despotism. They got up to avenge the slavery of several hundred years past and to deliver
their mother country from foreign yoke.
THEIR SUFFERINGS
In this struggle the sufferings of the Khalsa knew no bounds. Hosts of terrors and disasters
gathered themselves together not only to check their ardour and to intercept their progress, but also
to bring them to the verge of annihilation. Surging floods of opposition rose and increased, the
impetuous rains of consternation descended and fell, the rending storms of desperation blew
and all these opposing elements but they could not shake the sturdy Khalsa standing on the steel
like rock of faith and freedom.
THEIR ACHIEVEMENTS
Eventually they succeeded in achieving the objects of their wishes. The Land of the Five
Rivers was rid of the foreign invader. They extended toleration and freedom even to those people
who had opposed and persecuted them. Their rule embraced peace, prosperity, liberty and justice
to all without any distinction of class, caste or creed. To support of this statement a few contemporary
authorities who personally came into contact with the Sikh chiefs before Ranjit Singh's consolidation
of his government are quoted below :
"They collect a very moderate rent, and that mostly in kind, and during any intestine disputes,
their soldiery never molest husbandmen".
"Brown, India Tracts, ix9 (1887 A.D.)
"The Sikhs, in the interior part of their country preserve good order and a regular
government."
Franklin, Shah Aulum, 77 (1800 AD)
"In the Sikh territories though the government be arbitrary, there exists much less cause for
oppression than in many of the neighbouring states".
George Thomas, Memoirs, 76 (1803 A.D)
"In no country perhaps is the Rayat, or cultivator, treated with more indulgence".
Malcolm, Sketch of the Sikhs (126, 1812 AD)
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Guru Gobind Singh as seen by a Devotee
by
t

Bhagat Lakshman Singh
If Nanak was a lover as few lovers were and a poet of poets Gobind Singh whose birth anniversary we meet this evening to celebrate was all love and poetry itself. With your indulgence I exercise
the privilege of an artist and a devotee to paint him as 1 feel he should be painted. Comparisions are
always odious ; but in this case it is not so. If you observe beauty in a child and praise and delight its
mother, indeed the charm some part of it atleast could not have been in the child if it had not been
in the mother.
I am supported in this view by the concensus of Sikh opinion which has always regarded the ten
Gurus with bodies different but with one light permeating them all. I go a little further and say that the
last Guru is complete and perfect embodiment of all the previous Gurus plus his own unique excellence
which lends his personality a charm all his own. The mere thought of him enthrals my imagination.
Language fails to help me and I shall wonder if I succeed in conveying to you even a glimpse of the
refufgence that opens itself to my view in all its glory at the mere thought of him as I have said.
Gentlemen there was never a poet who was not a lover and it may sound as paradoxical but it
is true notwithstanding that there was never a man who sacrificed himself who was not a lover. Lover
precedes sacrifice. A mother feeding her baby on her breast lends her blood every moment and shortens
her life proportionately. A father is not a father if he does not die every moment for his offspring.
A friend is a friend only when the thought of self within him gives place to and enshrines love. We
love Gobind Singh because he was love itself, love incarnate. The rose in your garden lends its charm
to all around it. It throws its fragrance all around. You blend it into boquets. You extract from it
Dilbahars and multifarious scents of other names. You make condiments and preserves of it of
various kinds. But it is rose always. Similarly Gobind Singh always appears in the form of love. As
a born poet he would see beauty only in its perfection. When his father the great Tegh Bahadur tells
him, I know not why that he was feeling strength ebbing away he writes in reply when a mere lad of
nine that he did not believe Guru Tegh Bahadur was serious when he said so. On the contrary he
thought he was all strength and power himself. He wished his father to die as a prince of martyrs as he
actually did so that he might feel proud of him, so that he might have, as he did later, the privilege of
feeling so when he said:"A world was in grief when Tegh Bahadur departed.
The gods in heaven cried all hail ! hail !! hail !!!
You may call it a curious love that prompts lad to see his own sire die at the scaffold; but
I read in it the highest love in perfection. Men are born with a mission. The mission of Tegh
Bahadur was a holy mission. The success of his life depended upon the success of his mission.
The happiness of the lad Gobind Rai depended upon the rightful culmination of his dear sire's
earthly days. Of what avail would it have been to him if Tegh Bahadur had died an ordinary death
without leaving a memory to be loved and cherished?
Again gentlemen, if Gobind Singh was perfection as a son he was not less so as a father and
as a leader of men. He had four sons. He had the unique privilege of witnessing the sacrifice of all
these darlings of his at the altar of his country. And what is particularly wonderful is that if these
sons were taken away from him he got in their place thousands of sons. You may not believe it but
I do so, for this belief I have Guru Gobind Singh's own authority. I refer, of course to his famous
epistle to Aurangzeb. 'What' says he, 'if I have lost four sons, I have still thousands of them left'.
How true and faithful how loving and devoted these sons were to him history bears testimony to. And
what a fond father he was may be judged from the fact that when forty of these fell on the battle
field of Muktsar he now took up the body of one now of another hugged them to his breast kissed
their foreheads besmeared with blood and bemoaned over them as few fathers would do.
As a leader of men he is no less distinguished. There was nothing which he did not do to see
that they lived straight and worked straight. He would not allow any thing to approach them that
was likely to debase and demoralize them. He saw that they were strong and vigourous both in body
and mind. There was nothing valuable in the ancient and current literature that he did not teach. He
established a school in which men were taught the ancient works on philosophy and religion. Men
educated and trained in this school became inherent preachers and teachers and the whole country was
m a few years spread over with a network of institutions in which both secular and religious knowledge
was imparted. Men thus obtained healthy ideas of life and life's problems were discussed with an
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equanimity of mind that would astonish our votaries of modern materialism. Men laughed at the ambitious schemes of reform he had launched forth. He had not much of money. The voluntary contributions
from the disciples had almost ceased. The men that heard him and followed him with few honourable
exceptions belonged to the lowest orders, hitherto used as cattle and beasts of burden. Those belonging
to the higher classes, those of the great merchant princes and traders, kept aloof from him. Not in few
cases they were actually hostile to him. There was no ruling caste of the Hindus or of the Sikhs in the
Punjab. Those in the hills were busily engaged in destroying his influence but in the words of the
holy writ:
'Whom the Lord protecth no one can harm.' The opponents of Guru Gobind Singh failed in
their efforts to injure him. Who could harm one whom the Father Almighty had under his protection?
Not only he was not injured he worked a real miracle. Men unused to war and its hardships became
great warriors at the mention of whose name mighty potentates trembled on their thrones. Peasants
became princes and the much contemned chuhra became the Guru's own sons. Moghul and Pathan
Generals led great armies against the Guru; but at the sight of him they refused to fight against him,
left their commands and joined him believing him to be a man of God who was doing good work, to
molest whom would be an unpardonable sin. Mussalman saints took up His cause and died in his
service. When he was in great straits when he was basieged in Machhiwara by the Moghal army his
own old teacher and pathan friends assisted by his disciple Daya Singh took him out safely disguised
as a Mussalman Pir, and this was done when his own life was in danger and when it was out of
question for him to think of rewarding good service. This I say is a miracle. I read in it the hand of
the Divinity Himself, but for whose power all this would not have been possible. This Divine protection was justified by the Guru's cosmic love. It is very unfortunate that he should have felt called
upon to resort to violence to destory violence. Personally he was all love all sacrifice. His belief was
that position at Gods feet could be attained only by enshrining love in the heart. Says he :
Those who love attain the Lord.
Not unlike Nanak he believed in the One common Divine Father to whom all human beings
were sons, to injure whom was to insult and injure the Divinity Himself.
Men professing various creeds fight over trivial difference of opinion. The Guru condemned
such an attitude. To him Temples and Masjids were the same and Puja and Namaz the same and he
directed his followers to regard all mankind as flesh of their flesh and bone of their bone. He believed
that all who worshipped the great God would attain to bliss no matter if they were Chinese or Tibetans,
Bengalis or Rohillas, Feringis or Asiatics. He saw God in all things in rivers and mountains in deserts
and forests, and in seas and lands and with
Tuhi Tuhi Tuhi Tuhi!
Tuhi Tuhi Tuhi Tuhi!
Tuhi Tuhi Tuhi Tuhi!
Tuhi Tuhi Tuhi Tuhi!
on his lips and singing the Divine Song with which he had started on his career of conquest he returned
to the Godland once more at the feet of the Heavenly Being the great Lord of the universe.
In that spirit gentlemen we welcome you to this hall to taste of the humble fare your brothers
have provided. May we similarly meet from year to year in friendly embrace and may the great Giver
of Light illumine the minds of us all so that we may see in what our common will lies and act
accordingly; so that our belief in God's goodness and in His desire to see us all striving after
righteous living may not shake'.
Sat Sri Akal.

*
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Gram: BOARDMILL

26, Industrial Area, CHANDIGARH
For best quality of

Boards of various types
VIZ

Mill Boards, Straw Boards,
Duplex Boards, Grey Boards etc
Our Subsidiary

l), Industrial Irti, CHANDIGARH
We manufacture
Complete Plant for the manufacture of all types of Boards 3 to 15 Tonnes capacity

Phone { Office ' ,287
Res. : 2845

Gram
"ALLIED"
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Sardar Parshotam Singh Gambhir
YAMUNA NAGAR, PUNJAB
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PREMIER CABLE COMPANY
14/15, Connaught Place,
NEW DELHI-1.
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1. M. Gregor. W. L.
Banda immediately carsented, recovered the pahooldee and became a Sikh.
History of the Sikh 1846, P. 106
Mohammad Latif.
Gobind and Banda soon became intimate friends, and the former, by his persuasive
eloquence and relgious zeal made such a deep impression on the mind of Banda that he was
given the pahul, and became disciple of Guru,
History of Punjab, P. 294
Panye C. H.
Here at (Nander) he spent his time in the company of a Baragi hermit, afterwards
known as Banda 'The slave/
slave,' whom he converted to his own faith and baptized, and to whom he
became so much attached that he nominated his successor, not as a Guru but as a Commander
of the forces of the khalsa.
A short history of the Sikh. P. 43
Macauliflfe, M. A.
Macauliffe,
The Guru instructed Banda in the tenets of the religion and in due time baptized him
according to the new rites.
Sikhs Religion., P. 238

44

1. Banda Succeeded as military leader, but not as Guru of the Sikh by Banda, the slave
of the reputed Guru, once a Baragi devotee, had converted to the Sikh faith by the Guru,
Supernatural power.
A glosary of the Tribes and Castes of the Punjab & N. W. F. P., Page 698
Lorett S. V.
The Sikhs were commanded by a Rajput convert of Gobind's named Banda.
India 34
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GURU GOBIND SINGH Jl
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1
Hernia Embroidery Mills Private Ltd.,
0

Hernia Nagar, Nathura Road,
DELHI.

Greetings

to the Organisers

and Participants of
3rd Birth Centenary Celebrations

of
GURU GOBIND SINGH Jl

HAUZ KAZI, DELHI-6.
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REGD. TRADE

contributes its
modest quota to
NATIONAL
EFFORT

~ALL

•»»<•**•»!

W I T H its heavy Annual Production of VALVES and COCKS,
presently valued at TEN M I L L I O N RUPEES LEADER plays an
important role in actively assisting the Country's Efforts to
SAVE VALUABLE FOREIGN E X C H A N G E .
LEADER leads in Asia, in the manufacture of VALVES & COCKS
LEADER marches forward, briskly, with its new programme
of manufacturing BOILER M O U N T I N G S , Steam FITTINGS
& L U B R I C A N T COCKS.
W I T H a dedicated Spirit of Devotion to the service of the Nation, the young
LEADER goes ahead, with stern determination and resolute confidence to serve MOTHER
INDIA

Leader Engineering

Works

Industrial Area, JULLUNDUR CITY.

OFFICE:
3297
PHOnES. I ©.MANAGER: 5 8 2 4
RESIDENCE 4 0 3 2

TELEGRAM:

BELTING
JULLUNDUR

tW*S*3WRRKIK*X«8WS»K*»»>Rft^^

Grams :

Phone :

KESONPARTS

354235

SIN6H AUTO SERVICE
Manufacturers

of:

K-SON CARBURETOR PARTS
S.A.S. AUTO COMPONENTS
&

HERJAS AUTO ELECTRICAL SWITCHES
9-C, M.M. Market, Grant Road
BOMBAY-7
Stockists at Calcutta
Standard Auto Parts Co
4, Princep Street
CALCUTTA-13

Ajanta Motors
10, Princep Street
C A L C U T T A . 13

Stockists in Bombay
Ratilal & Co.
A. Gokhale Street
BOMBAY-4
General Motor Electric & Hardware
Stores
31-A, Zaveri Niwas
Kennedy Bridge
BOMBAY-4

Indian Overseas Commercial
Corporation
27, Kennedy Bridge
BOMBAY-4
Chandawalla Traders
Kumud Villa
321, V,P. Road,
BOMBAY-4

Dharam Das & Co.
9, Magnesh Building

Arun Automobiles

Gokhole Road, New Bhatwadi

BOMBAY-4

458 S. Patel Road

BOMBAY-4
International Auto Supplies
Magnesh Building, New Bhatwadi,
BOMBAY-4
waxixm^Riw^^

Bombay Motor House
Banji Niwas

S. Patel Road
BOMBAY-4

Telephones:
Factory
: 591458
Sales Office : 354611

Telegram :
"BRIGHTEST"
Thana.

We are leading Manufacturers of
Automobile Rubber Goods just as:
"ENGINE MOUNTINGS"
M O T O R H O R N BULBS
O I L FILTER RINGS
WIPER T U B I N G
RUBBER RINGS
B E N T HOSES
R A D I A T O R HOSES
O I L SEALS
S I L E N T BLOCK
RUBBER C U P L I N G
BUSHES
RUBBER T U B I N G
SUSPENSION BUSHES
VALVE GRINDER ETC.
RUBBER BUSHES
For all Cars & Trucks Diesel & Petrol.
We are already exporting our products in foreign
countries with the quality trade mark B.R.W.

For Enquiries Contact:

Modern Auto Products
26, Mohanlal Mehta Market,
Grant Road, Bombay No. 7.
Tele Ne. 354611.

FOR QUALITY PRODUCTS ;

On this auspicious day of
3rd Birth Centenary Celebrations of
SHRI G U R U GOBIND SINGH Jl
•
4
t
:

W e Send Our

Heartiest

GREETINGS
TO
KHALSA

PANTH

RANA AUTOMOBILES (INDIA)
31, TRIBHUVAN ROAD,
BOMBAY-4
Phone : 354251, 357019

VL'UIt l>e*t contpliHienl*

Cable : TRUSTRANA

ftont

;

BRIGHT RUBBER WORKS (REGD.)
NAKHWA SAW MILL COMPOUND,
CHANDNI KOLIWADA,
(THANA).
Phone : 5 9 1 4 5 8
ENGINE MOUNTINGS
SILENT BLOCK
RUBBER BUSHING
RADIATOR
BUSHES
BENT HOSES
HORN BULBS
HOSES
OIL FILTER RING
CENTRE
OIL SEALS
JOINT BEARING
& WIPER TUBING.

Manufacturers of:

LOADMASTER" LEAF SPRING
ASSEMBLIES & SPRING
LEAVES

For Enquiries Please Contact:

26, Mchan Lai Mehta Market, Grant Rd.,
BOMBAY-7
Phone: 354611

82, 6IRGAUM ROAD, OPERA HOUSE T.T.,
B O M B A Y - 4

*. Even during the life time of guru his principle of universal brotherhood had reached a very
high pinnacle. An historical incident is faithfully recorded of Bhai Mohan Singh whose duty
was to give water to the thirsty and the wounded in the battle field. It is recorded that he gave water to every body who needed it. It was impossible for him to distinguish between a
foe and an ally that was exactly in consonance with the spirit of the Guru's teaching. There is
no such thing as Hindu or Sikh or Mohammadan or Christians. Man is man and man is one.
Dr. Jaswant Singh (1941): The Uplift of Humanity p. 4.
«. The Sikh Religion, Vol. V, p. 161 M.A. Maircalf (1909).
$. sffaT ^*TT, «ft gs iftfsn^ faf, sfto 5fTi?r fa^, y*5 v©?, YOU, Y ? ^ , Y ? ^ I
* o. Dr. Gukul Chened Narang :—"Transformation of Sikhism," p. 106.
* 1. Cunningham—'History of the Sikhs", p. 130.
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List of Patrons
16
17
18

Smt. Gurcharan Kaur W/o
Sardar Rawail Singh,
Abdul Rahman
Tunku Road, Kualalumpore,
Malaya.

Sardar Jaimal Singh,
M/s. Anand Auto Corporation,
382 VPAD, Bombay-4.

19

Istri Sat Sang Sabha
Sambal Lane,
Kualalumpore (Malaya).

M/s. Sahel Singh, Jasbir Singh,
Post Box No. 1009, Soba Bazar,
Ahmedabad.

20.

Sardar Harnam Singh,
5/7 Singh Sabha Road, Delhi-17.

21.

Sardar Dayal Singh, Shyam Kaur,
Bangkok.

22.

Sardar Ratan Singh,
Bangkok.

23.

Sardaa & Sardarni Surjit Singh,
Kamal, Bangkok.

24.

Sardar & Sardarni Surjit Singh,
Kamal, Bangkok.

M/s. Piara Singh, Jawahar Singh,
107, New Chowk Market,
Ahmedabad.

25.

Sardar Asha Singh Sethi,
Bangkok.

9

M/s. Daya Singh Bachittar Singh,
35, New Chowk Market, Ahmedabad.

26.

Sardar Diwan Singh, Dildar Singh,
Bangkok.

10

M/s. Harnam Singh, Sujan Singh,
Khushi Ram Bhawan, Sindhi Market,
Ahmedabad.

27.

Bhagwan Store Hadiyai,
Bangkok.

28.

Lala Nihal Chand, Pal Store, Hadiyai,
Bangkok.

29.
M/s. Daya Singh Vasaya Singh,
Garden Hotel, Saraspur,
Ahmedabad.

One Family,
Bangkok.

30.

Sardar Kartar Singh Narang,
Bangkok.

Prabandhak Committee, Sri Suchkhand
Darbar, Punjabi Colony, Udaipur.

31.

Sardar Jaimal Singh,
Bangkok.

32.

Sardar Hazoor Singh,
Bangkok.

33.

Sardar Hazoor Singh,
Nakhan Store,
Bangkok.

i

Sardar Narinjan Singh,
Punjabi Press, Amritsar.

2

Shri Mahant Sucha Singh,
Kankhal, Hardwar (U.P.)

3

4.

5
6
7

Sardar Desa Singh S. Joginder Singh,
Bombay-2.
Choudhuri Kesar Singh, Kartar Singh
Guru Ramdass Society, Ahmedabad.
S. Prithi Singh & Sons,
Anand Bhawan, Norangpuri,
Ahmedabad.
*

8

11.
12.

13.
14.

15.

Ishar Singh Hardev Singh,
Reet Road, Ahmedabad.

Sardar Jagjit Singh,
Supreme Auto Market, Lai Bagh,
Lucknow.
Sardar Diwan Singh, 'Diwana',
Nav Jiwan Press, 5 Albart Street,
Singapore.

34.

S. Avtar Singh Ujjal Singh,
Bangkok.

47.

Sardar Sadhu Singh Khera,
Singapore.

35.

Sardar Balwant Singh Kalra.
Bangkok.

48.

Sardar Diwan Singh Khera,
Singapore.

36.

Sardar Harbhajan Singh & Co.,
Bangkok.

49.

Sardar Sohan Singh Khera,
Singapore.

37.

Sardar Harbhajan Singh & Co.,
Bangkok.

50.

Sardar Bikar Singh Khera,
Singapore.

38.

Sardar Harbhajan Singh & Co.,
Bangkok.

51.

Sardar Pritam Singh Kot,
Singapore.

39.

Sardar Balwant Singh,
Globe Store,
Bangkok.

52.

Sardar Chanan Singh Jahangir
Singapore.

53.

Sardar Asa Singh Kalar,
Singapore.

40.

Sardar Iqbal Singh Ji,
Mission Road Extension,
Broadway Hotel,
Calcutta.

*

54.

Sardar Makha Singh Gora,
Singapore.

55.

Sardar S. Inder Singh Mayor,
Kanpur.

56.
Sardar Prem Singh Puri,
M/s. Uttam Singh Dugal & Co., Ltd.,
Bhilai.

Sardar Shamsher Singh of S.P. Engineering
Corporation, Kanpur.

57.

Sardar Kartar Singh Anand,
Kanpur.

Baba Sohan Singh,
Kuala Lumpore, Malaya.

58.

Sardar Mangal Singh Ji,
Kanpur.

S. Dalip Singh, Jai Hind Restaurant,
Kuala Lumpore,
Malaya.

59.

M/s. Sunder Steel Works,
Kanpur.

45.

S. Amrik Singh Gandhi,
Kuala Lumpore, Malaya.

60.

M/s. A.J. Bros. & Co.,
Kanpur.

46.

Sardar Balwant Singh Bal,
Singapore.

61.

Sardar Joginder Singh Gurbachan Singh,
Gorakhpur.

41.

42.

43.
44.

Sardar Sardul Singh Bhatia,
Prop. Bhatia Bros., Contractors,
Sindri.

v

For friendly hospitality
Here's a happy combination to offer family or guests! A tray of
inviting foodand to top off the treat, ice-cold Coca-Cola.
For this is the sparkling, wholesome refreshment that haa a way
with food that freshens your taste, brings out flavour. Ntxt time
%au serve a insck serve Coca-Cola with it!
Bottte4 under sutKeelty «f Ths C«t»-Colj Cemssny br

fURE DRINKS (NEW OELHI) PRIVATE LTOJ
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INTERIOR
DECORATION
PAKISTAN HIGH COMMISSION, NEW DELHI

©rtental gnilbtng & inrms^ing Co. ((
M-Block, Connaught Circus, NEW DELHI
Grams "DECORATION"

Phones -.48202 48222 44615
ORIENTAL

V

